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THE CONSTANTINIAN ORATION TO THE SAINTS -
AUTHORSHIP AND BACKGROUND






The 'Oration to the Saints' annexed to Eusebius' Life of Constantine
has been analysed in varying degrees by a number of scholars, but no
clear consensus of opinion as to its authorship and date have emerged.
The thesis begins by outlining the problem and surveying the literature
on the subject, and covers the main areas of discussion. An analysis
of the commentary on Virgil's Fourth Eclogue concludes that it was
written in Latin on the Latin text, disagreeing with the conclusions
of the most recent thesis on the question. Lactantius i8 considered
as an unlikely source for the author of the Oration, but links between
him and Constantine suggest that the Oration was written in the same
milieu. The Sibylline acrostic in the Oration is considered in its
wider context in the work, and in the setting of the early fourth
century. Eusebius' works are compared to the Oration, which is seen
to fit into the category of early Christian apologetic; a specific
study of the use of itarç is seen to strengthen the case for Constan-
tinian authorship. The relationship between the Oration and the works
of Plato is analysed, with the conclusion that the Oration was written
in Latin and delivered in Greek. A comparison between the Oration and
the works of Constantine shows that they could have been written by
the same author. The historical context of the Oration is considered,
and it is shown to fit into the Constantinian period. The conclusion
of the thesis draws its findings together and relates the Oration to
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The 'Oration to the Saints' i8 referred to throughout the thesis
as the Oration: its author is titled the Orator.
References to the Oration are given by page number and line of
Heikel's text; there are also a few references to chapter and section.
References to other primary sources often use abbreviations of
authors and works: these are generally those in common use, and are
indicated in the bibliography. Where reference is made to a particu-
lar word or phrase in an ancient source, the page and line of the
edition indicated in the bibliography is usually given in addition to
the book, line and section; N.B. however that Loeb editions are not
given page numbers in this way.
References to the letters of Constantine use the names which are
indicated in the bibliography, which gives sources for texts and
translations.
References to secondary sources are by name and the date of the
work, with the page reference given after the slant. Booklists at the
head of each chapter list the works referred to therein.
The List of Contents includes most numbered paragraph headings,
but omits long lists of parallels and similarities for the sake of
clarity and brevity. Cross-references within the thesis are to the
paragraph number; the number of the chapter (in Roman numerals) is
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1. THE ORATION
Appended to Eusebius' 'Life of Constantine' is a document headed
'Oration of the Emperor Constantine, which he addressed to the assembly
of the saints'. It has been preserved for posterity by the bishop of
Caesarea, who announced (v.C.4.32) his intention of attaching an
oration by Constantine with such a title to his biographical work, in
order to show the emperor's skill in the composition of his sermons.
The document is in itself intriguing; the question as to whether it is
what it claims to be, and can be taken as representing the thought of
the emperor himself, has been a source of some scholarly controversy.
This thesis is concerned to make a thorough investigation of the
Oration and the questions it raises in order to see whether a definite
conclusion to the controversy can be reached.
The argument of the Oration is reasonably clear: J.M.Pfttisch
(1908/3-10) initially misunderstood it by taking the obscure phra8e
Scio qM5cwç r iat& çxiot.v wr (154.12) to be the guiding principle of
the whole work, but after criticism he produced (1913a) a better anal-
ysis which has been generally accepted (e.g.by A.Kurfess 19501146ff.).
In outline, the argument of the Oration runs as follows: after the
preface (chapters 1-2), which defers to his hearers and sets the scene
of the Incarnation in the midst of man's sin, the Orator embarks on
the first main section (3-10), directed against pagan religion. Cod
is sole Lord (3), idolatry is foolish (4), and God alone created the
universe (5). God's providence, not chance, rules the world, as
nature testifies (6-8). Philosophy leads away from the truth, although
Plato was correct in some of his doctrines (9); and the myths of the
poets are scorned (10). The second section (11-21) is in general
about the truth of Christianity. After discussing Christ's coming to
earth in response to man's evil (11), the Orator deals with two philo-
sophical objections to his doctrine and affirms God's superiority and
man's salvation through obedience, even unto martyrdom (12-14). He
then reaffirms the history of Christ's coming and its practical bene-
fits for men (15). The rest of the section concerns the testimony of
prophecy to Christ: the history of Moses and Daniel shows Christ at
work before his coming (16-17); an acrostic found in the Erythraean
Sibyl prophesied of Christ (18); and Virgil's Fourth Eclogue is dis-
cussed in detail to show how he predicted the coming of Christ (19-21).
The third main section (22-5) concerns recent history: military victory
is given by Christ, and the ideas of the persecutors are mocked (22);
the superiority of Christianity is affirmed (23); and the terrible
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fate of some of the persecutors is discussed, along with God's mercy
in the liberation from evil tyranny (24-5). The epilogue (26) ascribes
credit to Cod for the Orator's victories, and enjoins continual prayer
for state security to the supreme Christ.
2. THE DEBATE
There have been five overlapping phases of debate about the nature
of the Oration.
2.1: Beginnings
Henricus Valesius produced a text of the Oration in 1659 with
critical notes (reproduced in PG 20/1229-1316) which provided a start-
ing point for modern criticism of the Oration. The first attempt at a
critical text was published by Heinichen in 1830, and re-published in
a revised form in 1869 (see I.A.Heikel 1902/xliv); this did not how-
ever make use of the best MS, Vaticanus 149 Cv). The first critical
discussion of the Oration was produced by J.P.Rossignol (1845), who
concentrated on the discussion of the Fourth Eclogue, but also looked
at links between the Oration and the works of Lactantius and Plato as
well as historical allusions in the Oration. His analysis was superfi-
cial; he concluded that the Oration was a forgery by Eusebius, but the
book he promised to prove this assertion never appeared. A.Mancini
(1894) was the first author to take issue with Ros8ignol: he demolished
the case for Eusebian authorship of the Oration, listed correspondences
between it and the works of Lactantius and Constantine's letters, and
concluded that it was a forgery, dated well after the time of Augustine
on the basis of the extra verse of the acrostic. In the same year,
V.Schultze (1894/541-51) also analysed correspondences with Lactantius,
and concluded that the Oration was a Latin document which had been
heavily re-worked by a Greek author, although it was possible that
Eusebius had already found it in this state. And at the end of his
short enquiry into the ideas found in Constantine's letters, W.Hartmann
(1902/32f.) argued that although Constantine knew no Plato, the text
of the Oration was a literal Latin translation, and thus it was based
on a Constantinian core that had been revised by a Latin theologian.
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2.2: Heikel and Pfttisch
With the publication of Heikel's edition of the Oration in the GCS
series (1902) there was an increase in the attention paid to it by
scholars. Heikel's edition used the early MS V, and despite its
faults (compare F.Winkelmann 1964) it remains the only critical edition
extant. Heikel's introduction assessed the Oration (pp.xci-cii),
making reference to Rossignol, Mancini and Schultze; after considering
sources he concluded that a fifth-century forger had used Eusebius'
works, Constantine's letters and other materials to construct the
text. P.Wendland's (1902) review of Heikel concentrated on the Oration
and raised doubts again8t many of his arguments, concluding that it
was a document of Constantinian propaganda produced by a secretary
from some notes made by the emperor. A.Harnack (1904/116f.) stated
that Heikel's reasoning was not compelling, and he saw the Oration as
authentic; E.Schwartz (1909/1427f.) likewise disagreed with Heikel and
upheld the Oration's genuineness. Pfttisch (1908) responded to their
debate by producing a comprehensive discussion of the Oration: he dis-
cussed its form, arguments against authenticity, the Fourth Eclogue,
Plato, sources and theology, and argued that it was partially a Const-
antinian draft with a Greek reviser responsible for most of the philo-
sophy and theology. His reviewers were guardedly hostile: E.Schwartz
(1908) pointed out his lack of historical sense and the way he glossed
over Latinisms in the text, and together with G.Loeschcke (1910) attac-
ked his emphasis on parallels with Plato; J.Drflseke (1908) and G.Rau-
schen (1910) thought that PfMttisch was illogical and should have
abided by the thesis of a Greek forger. But J.Stiglmayr (1909) agreed
with Pfättisch while disputing his interpretation of the commentary on
Virgil; and in his discussion of the acrostic, F.J.Dlger (1910) also
agreed with PfYttisch's conclusion. Pfättisch (1910) responded to his
critics by arguing in detail for the author's knowledge of Plato in
chapters three, nine and eleven. At the same time, Heikel (1911)
replied to criticisms of his ideas by a detailed commentary on the
Oration which was more extreme in ideas and tone than his earlier
work, dismissing the Orator as a rhetorical pedant who abused his
sources: he noted that there were many similarities between phra8es
and ideas in the Oration and other works, and concluded that there had
been a poor use of sources, without considering alternative explana-
tions. Stiglmayr (1912) abandoned his earlier position and agreed
with Heikel that the Oration was a forgery on the basis that Jerome




the Oration. This was refuted by PfYttisch (1912-13) in his detailed
analysis of the commentary on the Fourth Eclogue, which proved against
Heikel that the commentary was based on the Latin verses. He followed
this up (1913a) with a commentary on the Oration which was directed
against Heikel in order to show the Constantinian nature of the docu-
ment.
2.3: Kurfess
After the First World War, the main protagonist in the debate
about the Oration was A.Kurfess, who looked particularly at Virgil and
the Sibyl. He had already (1912) written an article on the Latin and
Greek of the Eclogue, to which he devoted further studies (1918b,1920,
1920-1,1930b,1936a,1936c,1937) in order to show that the commentary
was written on the Latin verses, as well as considering the acrostic
(1918a), the text cf which he held to have been inserted after the
Oration wa translated. He responded to PfMttisch's article on Plato
by arguing (1919-20) that the Orator used Cicero's Latin translation
of the Timaeus, and in the same article suggested that the Oration was
delivered in 313. PfUttisch's thesis precluded the Oration having
been delivered by Constantine, but Kurfess' more conservative position
brought the issue of historical context more to the fore: he restated
his conclusion (193Oa) which P.Fabbri (1930) accepted, and N.H.Baynes
(1931/56) noted this while remaining sceptical about the extent to
which the Oration was a Constantinian composition. A.Piganiol (1932)
demolished Kurfess' argument, linking the Oration with Lactantius'
Divine Institutes and its dedications to Constantine, following the
idea of dependence on Lactantius mooted earlier by V.Burch (1927/202-
7). Kurfess (1948) ignored his arguments on history, but accepted
(1936b,1950) that Constantine owed his knowledge of Virgil and the
Sibyl to Lactantiu8, and even tried to show (1952) that Constantine
had used more of the Sibyl than the acrostic as a source; he also sug-
gested (1949) that Constantine had used a philosophical compendium as
a source for Plato, and put forward some parallels with Biblical mat-
erial and Constantine's letter to the Provincials in order to show the
genuineness of the Oration. In response to Kurfess, A.Bolhuia (1950)
undertook a fresh analysis of the commentary on the Fourth Eclogue,
concluding with Heikel that it was a Greek commentary on the Greek
verses; he also replied to Kurfess' (1950) article on Lactantius by
showing (1956) that the Oration was not in fact dependent on his
works.
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2.4: Dörries and Kraft
In 1929, Baynes had pointed the way forward to a correct under-
standing of Constantine by analysing the ideas found in his letters.
This bore fruit in the mid-1950s with two large studies of Constantine
with different perspectives on the Oration from those of previous scho-
lars. Heikel (1902/lxvi-xc) and PfThtisch (1908/77-111) had made some
study of Constantine's writings, limited for Heikel by confining the
study to the documents in the v.C., and for Pfttisch by his limited
objective of finding parallels to ideas in the Oration. But H.Ddr-
rica (1954) looked at all the emperor's letters and edicts in order to
draw out Constantine's beliefs: and he devoted a whole chapter (pp.
129-61) to the Oration, assessing its ideas and comparing them with
the known Constantinian works, and concluded that there were so many
similarities that the Oration must be Constantinian, with perhaps some
small contribution made by imperial secretaries. He did not however
explain the problems in the way of this conclusion, particularly that
of the relationship with Plato, and offered no historical setting for
the Oration. H.Kraft (1955) was concerned to assess from the Constan-
tinian material how his beliefs changed during his life: at the end of
the book (pp.271f.), having dealt with the other letters, he briefly
discussed the Oration, weighing up the arguments of Ddrries and Heikel.
He concluded that there was a Constantinian kernel in the Oration, but
it had been reworked by someone with greater literary skill than Const-
antine, and thus the document could not be regarded as a source for
Constantine's thinking; a conclusion echoed by J.Vogt (1957/364-7) in
his summary of the controversy about the authenticity of the Oration.
2.5: From Hanson to Barnes
R.P.C.Hanson (1973) reiterated the arguments against the genuine-
ness of the Oration, and opened up further debate on its hi8torical
setting by arguing that the reference to Daphne (179.14) concerned the
oracle at Antioch, which Julian consulted; the Oration was thus written
against Julian in 362 or shortly after. T.D.Barnes (1976a) considered
the historical problems in more depth: he accepted Hanson's identif i-
cation of Daphne with the oracle at Antioch, but put forward evidence
to show that it was active shortly before 311. From his analysis of
the historical problems, he concluded that the Oration was delivered
in Serdica in 317. D.de Decker (1978) also regarded Hanson's arguments
as tenuous, and used the parallels between the Oration, Lactantius and
Constantine to show its genuineness: he suggested it was delivered by
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Con8tantine in early 325, since it had a pre-Nicene theology. Barnes
subsequently (1981/73ff.,notes pp.323ff.) agreed with Decker's sugges-
tion that Ossius might have been responsible for Constantine's philoso-
phical theology, and moved the date of the delivery of the Oration
closer to 325. Barnes' influence is seen in the assessment of J.Rist
(1981/155-8) who also regarded the theology of the Oration as pre-
Nicene and dependent on the Platonism of Numenius.'
2.6: Assessment
Scholarly debate about the Oration has suffered from a prevalence
of presuppositions. In particular, the similarities between the
Oration and other documents have been interpreted to show a dependence
which implies either forgery or genuinene8s, depending on the assumpt-
ions of the author. The idea that parallels could be indicative of a
similar milieu with no literary or personal relationship is generally
ignored in the attempts to prove a degree of literary dependence. The
assumption that Constantine was not well educated -- refreshingly
challenged by Barnes (1981/73f.) -- meant that the Oration was either
a forgery, or heavily revised. The grounds of debate have been prim-
arily on a literary level, contrasting the Oration with the works of
Eusebius, Lactantius and Constantine, and in particular discussing the
original language in which the commentary on the Fourth Eclogue was
written. Although Kurfess and Piganiol commented on possible histori-
cal contexts for the Oration, their concern was primarily literary;
and Drries and Kraft dealt in detail with one aspect of literary
relationships. Decker argued on this level while suggesting in passing
a possible historical setting. It has been Barnes who has systematic-
ally attempted to shift the debate from literary to historical ground:
his 1976 article does not touch on major literary problems, but assumes
that the discovery of a possible historical context is a strong argu-
ment for authenticity; and the argument in the text of his 1981 book
assumes much which is not proved, while a few disagreements with his
a8sertions are noted but tacitly dismissed (e.g.pp.323n.123,325n.143).
There are then no assured results of scholarship as far as the
Oration is concerned. When Baynes wrote (1931/51-6), the idea of
forgery seemed defunct, and the assertion that the commentary on
Virgil was written in Latin seemed assured. But the work of Bolhuis
and the suggestion of Hanson have meant that these have again become
live issues, as has the question of the extent of the Orator's depend-




has come to a different conclusion from Drries on the basis of the
same evidence; and Barnes' attempts at a historical approach have
neither come to grips with the literary problems, nor produced any
certain results of their own, as he himself admits (1982/69n.99).
There is thus a need to work through the literary and historical
issues surrounding the Oration in order to discover whether there is
any way to resolve the different viewpoints of these scholars. Is the
Oration a forgery, a work of Constantine, or something in between?
3. THE ISSUES
The question on which most ink has probably been expended in the
debate about the Oration is whether the commentary on Virgil was
originally written in Latin. If it was, then the case for a Latin --
and presumably Constantinian -- core to the document is assured; and
this is moreover a question which can in theory be definitely answered,
given the existence of an external standard in the accepted text of
Virgil's Eclogue. Once this issue is resolved, then the question of
sources and their relationship to the Oration needs to be dealt with:
the connection with Lactantius and the Sibyl has been one important
topic of debate, as has that with Eusebius and Christian apologetic.
The truth about the extent to which Plato is utilised in the Oration,
and what conclusions can be drawn from it concerning the Orator, is
another question which concerns an inquiry into sources. A comparison
of literary form and theological content with the works of Constantine
sets the Oration against a Constantinian backcloth to see how closely
it fits, and whether Ddrries' view of close similarity can be sustain-
ed. Finally, the question of historical allusions and setting needs
to be addressed, in order to establish whether Constantine could have
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The Oration is unique among the apologetic documents of the early
church in quoting Virgil's Fourth Eclogue virtually in full, and
providing a commentary which draws out at some length its Christian,
allegorical meaning. It is included in the context of showing how
even pagan authors such as the Sibyl and Virgil could join with the
prophets to predict the coming of Christ. The earliest reference to
the Fourth Eclogue in extant patristic literature may possibly be an
allusion in Cyprian (de habitu virginum 14), where vv.42-5 could be
the source of Cyprian's comments about apparel; but, as Pfttisch says
(1907/640f.), this is too uncertain to put any weight on. The first
definite quotation is found in Lactantius (inst.7.24.1l), who quotes a
catena of verses' with reference to the millenium after Christ's
return. The connection between the Oration and Lactantius, the Sibyl
and the Fourth Eclogue is important, and is considered in the next
chapter; it is important to note here the difference between Lactan-
tius' chiliastic and limited use of the Fourth Eclogue, and the com-
plete treatment in the Oration which refers the interpretation of the
Eclogue mainly to the first coming of Christ. This use of the Eclogue
is not picked up in later extant apologetic literature: Jerome (ep.
53.7) quotes vv.6f. only to criticise their use in centos which try to
apply them to Chri8t. Stigimayr (1912) argued that Jerome was criti-
cising the 'interpretation' of Virgil's verses rather than the making
of centos, and so would have singled out the Oration for criticism if
he had known of it, implying that it was written in the fifth century;
with this interpretation of what Jerome is saying both PfYttisch (1912-
13186ff.) and Baynes (1931/52) rightly disagree. Augustine only
refers to vv.13f. four times, and vv.4 and 25 once (civ.dei 10.27;
epp.104.11,137.12,258.5), holding them to be places where Virgil was
quoting Sibylline prophecy regarding Christ. There is no trace of the
Orator's interpretation of the Fourth Eclogue being part of standard
apologetic in the early church.
It would however not be a surprise to learn that, as far as we
know, this somewhat idiosyncratic view of Virgil was not followed by
other writers. Educated Christians and pagans would have been aware
of the commentary's cavalier treatment of problems in interpretation,
especially with regard to the references in the poem to pagan deities.
At least Lactantius and Augustine were clever enough only to quote the
more amenable parts of the Eclogue; to essay the whole piece was too
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bold a 8troke of interpretation in view of the way in which it was
well known, an attempt which cannot have been assisted in the version
we now have by the poor quality of the Greek translation (compare
Kurfess 1936a/97f.,1937/284). The question is more why the attempt
was made at all. Virgil was certainly a symbol of pagan religious
values to pagans under threat at the end of the fourth century (compare
Marrou 1956/310); and although paganism was not so defensive in Const-
antine's reign, the use of the Eclogue may well have been intended to
turn to Christian service an inspired work claimed by the opposite
side. The context in the Oration, where Virgil follows a quotation
from the Sibyl, linked by the reference to the Cumaean Sibyl in v.4,
suggests that the author may have had this intention. If Constantine
was the Orator, and there is any link with Lactantius, it may be that
he seized on Lactantius' cautious use of the Eclogue and pushed it to
its ultimate conclusion with an enthusiasm which outstripped more
careful authors, who perhaps had a wider appreciation of the Eclogue's
place in the literary world. Thus Prümm says (1935/208) that educated
readers would have perceived Virgil as weaving a web of literary
motifs rather than expecting him to have been actually delivering a
messianic prophecy.
1.2: Significance
The use made of Virgil's Eclogue has become very significant in
the debate about the original form, date and authorship of the Oration,
because it provides the only clear comparative example of the interac-
tion of Latin and Greek in the composition of the work we now possess.
Thus to 8how that the commentary was written on the Greek text of the
verses, in Greek, implies, though does not conclusively prove, that
the whole Oration was written in Greek, and therefore that Eusebius'
statement that Constantine was the author (v.C.4.32) is false, although
he may have had some part in its original idea and shape. A coherent
hypothesis about how the Oration came to be in its present form has to
account for the facts that the Greek verses are in places very diffe-
rent in meaning from the Latin they translate, and that the commentary
has both direct verbal links with the Greek verses, and places where
it is apparently expounding the Latin. One approach to the problem
has been to surmise that the Eclogue was translated and then commented
on by a Greek author, who kept the Latin text in mind, accounting for
the apparent inconsistencies (thus Heikel 1911/30f.;Rauschen 1910/70;
Boihuis 1950/82f.). But this does not explain why the inconsistencies
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are there; either a Greek author would have had a reasonably literal
translation of the Latin and would have stuck to the Latin sense, or
he would have followed the logic of his Greek translation in order to
get round the obstacles to a Christian interpretation found in the
Latin verses. A more satisfactory explanation is that there was origi-
nally a Latin commentary on the Latin verses: it would have been a
Latin rather than a Greek who would have used Virgil apologetically
(compare Schwartz 1909/1427), and the use of Virgil as a testimony to
the truth of Christianity depended on an interpretation of the genuine
Eclogue, rather than a false translation which would be immediately
dismissed by an educated reader who knew Latin and Greek classics (so
Pflittisch 1908/41f.)
1.3: Explanations
There are four ways in which a Latin original could have become
our present Greek text.
1.3.1: Pflittisch The Eclogue and commentary could have been translated
by the same person. Pfttisch (1908/41-4) held to this, as an explana-
tion of how phrases and ideas in the Eclogue and the commentary influ-
enced each other: thus places where the same Creek phrases occur in
both verses and commentary indicate where the Latin commentary quoted
Virgil, and 80 the translator has marked this by translating by an
equivalent phrase in verses and commentary (so Pfttisch 1912-13/8).
But this implies (compare Pfttisch 1908/44) that the commentary as
well as the Eclogue could have been translated in a very free fashion,
so that we are unable to know the extent to which it has been reworked.
It al8o does not explain the discrepancies between the Eclogue and the
commentary in their final Creek form, since it might have been expected
that the Creek translator would have ironed out any incon8istencies:
why would a translator have been very free in translating Virgil, but
have stuck to a partly incongruous translation of the commentary?
1.3.2: Kurfess 1 The Eclogue and commentary were translated indepen-
dently by different people, then brought together and to some extent
revised. Kurfe8s initially held to this (1912/283;compare 1936a/100),
as it would have been natural for a poem to have been translated by a
scribe with poetic ability (Kurfess 1920/93,1950/162); this hypothesis
accounts for different styles of Greek, with a partly Homeric poem
(Kurfess 1937/285ff.; see below 2.2.2) and a commentary full of Latin-




are thus partly accounted for; but the undoubted affinities between
Greek verses and commentary have to be explained by a subsequent
reviser (Kurfess 1920/94f.; compare below 4.9.4.2), which again means
that we cannot know how much 'tiberarbeitung' has taken place, nor
indeed why such a revision was not thorough enough to remove the
remaining differences.
1.3.3: Kurfess 2 The commentary was translated by one person, and
then the Eclogue was translated by another who shaped his translation
around the commentary, quoting the Greek translations of Virgilian
phrases in the commentary, and leaving out references to pagan gods
which the commentator ignored. Kurfess later suggested this, but
admitted to one place where the commentary depended on the verses
rather than vice-versa (1920/94f.); and this hypothesis does not
explain why, as with vv.5f., the Greek verses have a different inter-
pretation of Virgil from that of the commentary.
1.3.4: Kurfess 3 The Eclogue was translated first, and then the
commentary was translated by another scribe who incorporated some
phrases from the Greek verses, but kept substantially to the Latin
original. Kurfess eventually settled on this, and suggested three
places (182.26,183.21f.,184.12) where the Latin commentary quoted
Virgil directly, and the translator quoted the Greek version of Virgil
in the same way in order to make it fit ((1950/162f.).
The last hypothesis seems to give the best answer to the problems
posed by the use of the Eclogue in the Oration. The Oration was
written in Latin; then the Eclogue was translated in Homeric style,
with a Christian interpretation, by a Christian poetic translator;
then the prose translator had the task of putting these rather differ-
ent verses together with the translation of the commentary on Virgil,
and solved the problem as best he could by giving a literal translation
of the commentary which only incorporated words from the Greek verses
where there was a direct quotation of the Latin. By thus accepting
that the Eclogue was translated according to different principles from
the commentary, the trustworthiness of the Greek translation as we
have it is enhanced, and the uncertain hypothesis of a reviser can be
dispensed with. Kurfess only made this suggestion late in his writing,
and did not work it out in any detail: it is possible to take it
further than he did as a tool for understanding the shape of the
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commentary as it now stands. But before looking in detail at the
commentary, it is necessary to consider the translation of the Eclogue,
and its relationship to the commentary in general.
2. THE TRANSLATION OF THE ECLOGUE
The Greek translation of the Fourth Eclogue found in the Oration
is unique (so Heikel l9O2/xcvii), and raises three particular problems.
2.1: Need
Why was a translation made at all? Educated men, able to under-
stand and appreciate references to the classics, would know both Greek
and Latin; and as Lactantius quotes in Greek, 2
 so surely a Greek
document could quote in Latin, especially an imperial one from a Latin
emperor? However, as the works of Eusebius show, Latin was not under-
stood by most Greeks in the Eastern Empire, and Greek was used for
most purposes by the emperors in their eastern provinces, including
the publishing of imperial edicts (compare Marrou 1956/255-8;Jones
1973/988-97). Despite occasional attempts at translation, Virgil had
little effect on Greek culture, being used as a way into learning
Latin rather than read as a literary classic (compare Kurfess 1937/
283). If the Oration was to be understood in its entirety by more
than a few literary cognoscenti, then it had to be completely in
Greek.
2.2: Form
Why did the translation take the form it has now? Why was it not
a literal translation? As far as we know, the Latin version was that
of Virgil, although it is impossible to be sure whether or not vv.2f.,
hf. and 46f. were omitted. The Greek verses however definitely omit
vv.2f.,lOb-13a,46f. and 56b-57, leaving out the names of pagan gods;
alter vv.6,lOa,15,49,52 and 63 to make a Christian interpretation
easier; and substantially expand or alter vv.16,l9ff.,21,37 and 40ff.
for poetical reasons (see Boihuis 1950/8Off.). There are two reasons
for the translation being so different from the Latin original.
2.2.1: Dogmatic Saturn, Apollo, Pollio, the Parcae and Jove are
removed from the text, making it easier to put forward a Chri8tian
interpretation of Virgil. These names are not commented on directly,
making their removal easy; and the verses which are made more suscept-
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ible to a Christian interpretation are either ignored in the commentary
or interpreted in an obscure way. This suggests that the translator
tried to produce a version of Virgil which would fit generally into
the commentary, and which would not give occasion for offence to
Christian readers who did not know the literary background and symbols
within which Virgil was interpreted by the commentator. An allegorical
interpretation of the Fourth Eclogue made allowances for its use of
pagan symbols; but their direct use in a sermon as relating to Christ
may have been too much for ordinary Christians in the East, who, if
Constantine was the Orator, would want to be assured of his orthodoxy
rather than disturbed by his continuing contacts with paganism. An
amended version of Virgil of this kind was not Intended for those well
schooled in literature, but as an apologetic device for the general
reader.
2.2.2: Literary As Virgil was the model for Latin poetry, so the
translator tried to put Virgil into Homeric form for Greeks. The
resulting poem was in part extremely prosaic, 3 but was partially a
genuine attempt at Homeric verse (so Kurfess 1920/92;Bolhuis 1950/82).
PfMttisch (1908/42n.1) also quotes several parallels with Homer: two
good examples are the phrases &citciptoç xct &\npotoç (v.39,184.3) and
Xc1cLOv xp (v.52,186.12), which are 80 unlike what they replace in
Latin that they seem to have been included as well known poetic catch-
phrases -- and both come from Homer. 4
 Dogmatic and literary explana-.
tions go some way towards explaining the divergencies of the transla-
tion from the Latin.
2.3: Technique
How was the translation made? We cannot know exactly, but it
seems likely that the translator of the Eclogue did not make much use
of the commentary, since his interpretation of the verses differs in
places from that of the commentary, e.g. with vv.5f. PfMttisch (1912-
13/83) thought that the translator had been given the different pieces
of the Eclogue in the order that they were commented on; but In two
places (vv.7,28ff.) the tense of his translation was influenced by the
commentary, suggesting some contact between the two. But this view is
followed by the contradictory remark that in places (e.g.vv.15f.) the
verses had a Christian interpretation which made the commentary super-
fluous, implying that there was no relationship between them. Pflitt-
isch does not reconcile these; and it may be that the connection of
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tense can be explained by poetic looseness rather than a direct depend-
ence on the commentary, as he admits is possible elsewhere (1912-13/
78). The general 'fit' of the translator's version into the Eclogue,
and its divergence of detail, may be due to his brief, which perhaps
gave some general guidelines -- e.g. to omit pagan references, or make
a Christian interpretation easier -- but did not specify details.
Either the translator worked on the whole Eclogue, and then the rele-
vant verses were inserted into the commentary, or else as Pflittisch
suggested he used a catena of verses. Either way, his translation of
the verses was, as far as we can tell, left untouched by the translator
of the commentary, who incorporated phrases from it, but did not
change it in order to make it fit better. There are two particular
points at which the textual tradition is so confused that it is imposs-
ible to be sure of the original wording (182.l3ff.,183.17f.): these
may be due to two different drafts being extant, but it is more likely
that later copyists tried to correct or improve on what they saw as
glaring errors or omissions in the original text of the translation as
it related to the commentary, suggesting that the translator of the
commentary treated the verses with some respect. This may have been
due to his brief, or because Constantine had some overall interest in
the Greek translation; thus the translator did not feel at liberty to
amend the text.
3. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ECLOGUE AND COMMENTARY
The ideas put forward as to how chapters nineteen to twenty-one of
the Oration came to be in the form in which we now have them needs to
be tested by a detailed consideration of the interaction between
verses and commentary. Before studying the detail, however, it is
helpful to look at the relationship in more general terms. This can
be done by considering the conclusions drawn by Bolhuis (1950/82f.),
the writer of the most recent study on the question, In order to
discuss the main points at issue. He divides up his case for an
original Greek Oration into five points.
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3.1: Influence
The commentary 8hows traces of the translation of the verses.
Boihuis refers to five places where the Creek commentary has an exact
verbal affinity to the verses (182.11/26,186.3f./21,186.10/18,183.17/
21,183.17/22), missing out another four places which could support his
case (183.18f./184.12-15,184.20/22f. ,184.29/30,187.6,8/10). Although
he admits that you cannot draw sweeping conclusions from what is a
relatively small number of literal correspondences, he says: 'they
would never have occurred in such a form as they do, if the commentary
had conformed to the Latin original' (p.82). Bolhuis is right to see
a necessary connection between the commentary and the Greek verses at
these points, but he does not discuss the possibility that they may be
translations of Latin quotations. The problem Bolhuis ought to be
facing is then to explain why there are so few similarities of vocabu-
lary if there is a Greek commentary on Greek verses: e.g. why is
different vocabulary used at 182.6-10 in the interpretation of vv.5f.?
It seems to be a natural place to quote the Greek, in an apparently
close exposition of the verses.
3.2: Alteration
Verses which are substantially altered in the Greek are not re-
ferred to in the commentary, and are given a directly Christological
slant (vv.6,13,15,18,48f,). Bolhuis suggests that they are not re-
ferred to because of a desire not to discuss in detail verses which
are so different from the original, because if the commentary had been
on the Latin verses, they would certainly have required an explanation.
But if an allegorical reading of the Fourth Eclogue is adopted, as the
commentator apparently suggests, then these verses in the Latin give
little difficulty to the sophisticated reader looking for references
to Christ; and the changes made in the translation of the verses are
indicative of the principles adopted therein, rather than necessarily
being the basis for the commentary. The only verses referred to by
Bolhuis in this section which contain an allusion to pagan deities are
vv.6 and 49: v.49 is no particular problem to readers, where Jove can
apply fairly obviously to the Supreme Cod; and despite Bolhuis' assert-
ions the commentary does actually have some treatment of v.6 (see
below 4.2).
A bigger problem, which Bolhuis does not treat here, concerns the
verses which are omitted In translation and their relationship to the
commentary. At the first major point where names of gods are left out
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in the Greek, the commentary makes a strong reference to Virgil's alle-
gorical approach, apparently to cope with the allusion to pagan gods
here (182.16-27). If the commentary was made on the Greek verses,
this stress on allegory would be unnecessary. The reference to the
Parcae (vv.46f.) may also have been omitted in the Latin verses given
in the commentary, or else it may have been assumed, along with the
gods in vv.56-9, that the verses showed the subjugation of a pagan
poet and his gods to the overall plan and sovereignty of God. The
question of why there is no reference in the commentary to the gods in
vv.56-9 remains even if the commentary is on the Greek: Orpheus,
Linus, Pan, and the idea of a contest are ignored in the commentary,
and the hypothesis of a Greek original is thus no help here. It
suggests rather that an allegorical interpretation is assumed through-
out, and therefore that explanations for this problem are considered
unnecessary.
3.3: Comprehension
Some parts of the commentary can only be understood on the basis
of the Greek verses. Bolhuis admits that there is a lot of uncertain-
ty, but maintains that to show a dependence on the Greek text in some
places makes it likely that all the commentary is on the Greek. He
quotes three examples of necessary dependence (183.21-184.15,185.26f.,
186.20ff.), of which the most important two are dependent for vocabu-
lary rather than ideas; and all of these are compatible with, or even
explained better by, the hypothesis of a Latin original (see below
4.5,4.9). Boihuis does not consider the question from the opposite
viewpoint, i.e. where the Latin text must be the necessary basis of
the commentary; but the Latin is the most likely basis in at least six
places, where the Greek verses do not cohere with the commentary (182.
9f.,182.16-26,184.14-17,184.28,185.26f.,187.lOff.), and thus by Bol-
huis' own criterion, a commentary on the Latin verses is more likely
than a commentary on the Greek.
3.4: Digression
The comiuentary is characterised by digressions. Boihuis does not
say what significance he gives to this, but it appears to be that this
accounts for the discrepancies in his case. This can however work
equally well the other way round, to explain obscurities in the commen-
tary when related to the Latin text. The digressions show that the




more likely the omission of points which we might consider important.
The Orator seems to be working on a commentary which Is generally
systematic, but which depends in detail on his own concerns, which can
use the Eclogue as a starting point for his own train of thought.
3.5: Conclusion
'The commentary depends on and confirms [sic] to the Greek transla-
tion' (p.83). Bolhuis concluded this by arguing the case for a Greek
original, leaving on one side contrary evidence and the problems it
raises. A detailed consideration of the text will show that the Latin
verses provide a much better basis for the commentary than the Greek,
and that this thesis better answers the problems in providing an expla-
nation of how the text reached its present form.
4. DETAILED CONSIDERATION OF ECLOGUE AND COMMENTARY
The following analysis is intended to test out the hypotheses
regarding the writing of the Oration; as such it is mainly concerned
with the issue of Latin or Greek, rather than with wider questions,
e.g. how the ideas in the commentary relate to other writings. It
will however be necessary in several places to consider the question
of interpretation in order to understand the processes at work in
composition. For convenience, the discussion is divided into ten
section8.
4.1: 181.20-182.1
The commentator introduces Virgil by a reference to the coming of
the Saviour, and the appearance of a new race of men, which leads on
to a quotation of v.7 of the Fourth Eclogue, followed by vv.l and 4.
There are four main issues here.
4.1.1: The New Race What is the relationship of r1...vEa to ôrjiou
ôcôoy	 u\crtr to the 'new race' of v.7? Pfttisch (1912-13/16f.)
suggested that the commentator included the phrase because the Latin
progenies was of uncertain meaning, since it could refer to an indivi-
dual or a group; the commentator made explicit the reference to the
church, rather than adopting the interpretation the context suggests,
that progenies indicates Christ; therefore the Latin is quoted, because




ever does not rule out a Greek commentary, because even if the Greek
verse is clear, it still needs some comment to relate the quotation to
its context. It may be that the translator of the Eclogue had some
inkling at this point of the commentator's general interpretation, and
included it in his verses, but that still leaves the problem of why
the Greek wording of the verses and commentary is different; certainly
it suggests that verses and commentary were not translated or composed
by the same person; but if Pfilttisch (1912-13/16) is right to propose
that the original wording of the commentary was nova populi progenies,
quoting the Latin wording of v.7, then why did the translator of the
commentary not put in the equivalent quotation from the Creek, especi-
ally when the sense would not be affected?
The answer lies in something that Pflittisch (1912-13/16) dismissed
as unimportant, i.e. the use of ôLeôaTo (181.20), referring to the
succession of Tiberius, and 6icthor (181.22) of the new race. ôLôoxTj
is an unusual word to use here; the reason is that the translator is
keeping in the Greek a pun made by the commentator which contrasts the
accession of the emperor with the beginning of the new race. In
Latin, this could have been succedo/successus (compare below 4.1.3),
with the commentator not quoting the Latin verses directly, but writing
something like novus populi successus. The translator kept the pun
rather than trying to relate the wording to the verses, keeping as
closely as he could to the original. This then implies that the
verses were translated independently.
A more tentative reconstruction might be that itept i9ç (181.22f.)
actually refers back to ...itapouoCct (181.21), 80 that the commentator
was actually interpreting progenies as singular, referring to Christ;
and this was ignored by or unknown to the translator of the verses.
This would fit better with the overall context; but because the Greek
wording makes this interpretation difficult, it can only be seen as a
possibility in the Latin, which could have been obscured by a poor
translation. As the text stands, the idea of a pun helps to explain
its difficulties adequately.
4.1.2: pave (181.24) The tense of this word is aorist; but it
translates the present demittitur, and its context in the rest of the
Eclogue demands a present tense. Pfflttisch (1912-13/17) maintained
that the aorist cuvotr (181.22) had influenced the verses' transla-
tion, implying that in some way the verses are dependent on the commen-
tary, and that the verses were translated in piecemeal sections. But
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the translator of the Greek verses sits light in other places to
tense: he substitutes present for future (vv.14,20,21,24f.,31) and
past for future (v.28ff.). There may be some reason of poetry or
interpretation why this particular verb is aorist, rather than a
direct dependence on the commentary.
4.1.3: Bucolics The phrase in the commentary concerning the Bucolics
(181.25) suggests as it stands that the passage is well known, and is
a quotation from memory (so Boihuis 1950/29). But Pfftttisch (1912-13/
18f.) argues that the text of the best MS V should be adopted, so that
it would read ot itXiv tpq TLV TW) BOUJtOXL3,WV tpcSlt4), i.e. 'again
by another form from the Bucolics [Virgil says]'; this points to the
inspiration of the Sibyl as being the primary concern of the commenta-
tor, as well as the phrase being indicative of the first verse. How-
ever, the emphasis of the phrase is not so much that what follows is a
key statement, but that the two verses quoted are taken from the Buco-
lics as opposed to anywhere else. The reason for this may have been
that the commentator had in his mind Virgil's Geor.4.227, which ends
.atque alto succedere caelo, in the context of Stoic hopes about
life beyond death. If the Orator has just used succedere, possibly
because it was suggested by this verse, and then quoted a line contain-
ing the words caelo. . .alto, he may have been concerned to make sure
that his audience knew to which poem he was referring. An alternative
explanation could be that his audience knew, not a lot of Virgil, but
very little, and the Orator is signalling his source without exposing
their ignorance. He may of course have been doing both these things
at the same time, for an intellectually mixed audience of Latins or
(more likely) Greeks.
4.1.4: The Cumaean oracle The phrase which refers to 'hinting at the
Sibyl' (182.1) depends on v.4 being obscure to the reader. The Greek
version, which has KuiaCou	 vtc1cz'roc...óktcpr, 'the prophecy of the
Cumaean oracle', is more direct than the Latin ultima cumaei...carminis
aetas, 'the last age of the Cumaean oracle'. The Greek has clarified
the ambiguous ultima...aetas, which could mean either the final golden
age (so Heikel 1911/31), or simply the time for the fulfilment of the
prophecy given at Cumae (so Pfttisch 1912-13/20). It thus seems more
likely that the Latin verses are the source of the commentary at this





Verse 5 of this section is tran8lated largely literally; the
questions here concern v.6 and its exposition. There are three parti-
cular issues.
4.2.1: itavrjiv Bolhuls (1950/31f.) says that	 XEt.\) (182.6,8)
fits the Greek ?xcL...cY.30Lç better than the Latin redire, although
Pfttisch (1912-13/27) thought that redire was a sufficient basis for
the commentary. If Bolhuis is correct, then why did the commentary
not have a complete quotation of the Greek verb and adverb, but only a
related compound? This i8 a major obstacle in the way of his interpre-
tation, especially when on other grounds the Greek seems an unlikely
source for the commentary. All Heikel (1911/32) can say in support of
his case for a Greek original at this point is that the commentary is
'sehr frei', admitting the weakness of the case.
4.2.2: Second Coming The commentary clearly refers to the Second
Coming: having identified the Virgin with Mary, it explains how she
could remain chaste so as to be still eligible for the title on her
return. It is odd that the commentator should jump to this interpre-
tation from the immediate context of Christ's first advent; but a
reference to the Second Coming is virtually forced by the wording of
the verses, where the idea of a return is present in both Latin and
Greek. It is interesting to note however that the Greek verses seem
to be trying to interpret Virgil to refer to the first coming of
Christ -- only cx3Oiç frustrates this -- while the Latin clearly fits
the view of the commentary. The reference to 'lightening', itixoupC-
ELV (182.10), the world suggests a chiliasm akin to Lactantius'
rather than the judgement announced by the Sibylline acrostic; this
fits in with the idea that the 'rule of Saturn' was a popular express-
ion for the Golden Age, whilst no occasion is given for this statement
in the Greek verses (compare Pfflttisch 1908/24).
4.2.3: God Does ô 66ç (182.9) refer to the rule of Saturn or to the
'beloved king'? Stiglmayr (1909/349) says that the personal 'king'
fits better than the impersonal 'rule'. But, as PfUttisch points out
(1912-13/30), the Greek reads as though the king is appearing for the
first, not the second, time. The translator of the verses seems to
have removed the possibly objectionable name of a pagan deity, while




in the Latin verses the two halves of v.6 balance as they do in the
commentary, whilst the Greek is weighted towards the king being 8ub-
ordinate to the Virgin; if the Greek was the source, a reader might
well have expected there to have been some reference to Christ as the
Virgin's child and king, rather than a bare reference to Cod. The
Greek verses, as interpreted, seem to imply that Cod is subordinate to
the Virgin; this would be an odd idea, making it more likely that the
Latin is the object of interpretation. Finally, the fact that the
Greek verses have 'king' not 'God' suggests that their wording was not
influenced by the commentary, but was independent; an assertion suppor-
ted by their apparent attempt to interpret the verses in a different
way from the commentator.
4.3: 182.10-27
4.3.1: Verbal link This is the first occasion in the commentary where
a direct verbal link with the Greek verses is apparent: toy .. .v€wtyrt
tCv tX6vta (182.11) appears to be quoted as t) \)e()Ott tExe\)tL
(182.26). There is a problem in explaining the form of this quotation
caused by the fact that the Greek verses incorrectly interpret modo
(v.8) as referring to nascenti instead of the imperative fave (see
Pfttisch 1912-13/32). If the commentary was originally in Latin, why
does it have the same interpretation as the Greek, apparently quoting
modo nascenti? Why does it not have nascenti puero (giving ti itcx1ôi
tEXO)tL)? This would suggest that there is some connection between
the Greek verses and the commentary; but if so, why is 1tCv omitted
from the quotation? There may be a dogmatic reason for so doing, but
it is harder to omit the 'boy' from the Greek than the Latin. If the
supposition that such verbal links are due to a connection between
Latin verses and commentary is correct, then there are two particular
possibilities as to how this situation arose. Possibly the Latin
commentator quoted modo nascenti, and the verse translator knew this
and used it in his composition. This however is unlikely because of
the way in which he has apparently just adopted a different interpre-
tation of vv.5f. from that of the commentary. On the other hand, the
commentary could have had nascenti puero; the translator kept to two
words to replace them, but thought that \wott teXOtL made a better
link with the verses than itcxt'ôi texevrL. This is unsatisfactory in
that it goes again8t his practice elsewhere, and is not really a suffi-
cient explanation. The only other explanation is that this interpreta-
tion of modo was in general circulation at the time the Oration was
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composed, so that commentary and verses had the same interpretation
without specific links. This is also an unknown factor, though poss-
ibly paralleled elsewhere. 5 The one certain thing concerning this
quotation is that it has more problems being used as evidence either
way than previous commentators on the Oration have allowed for (compare
e.g.Pfttisch 1908/40;Bolhuis 1950/82f.).
4.3.2: Text A second set of problems concerns the text of the Greek
verses. The second half of the Greek verses (182.13ff.) is textually
uncertain: Heikel adopts the hypothesis of a deliberately incomplete
line, which PfUttisch (1912-13/35) thinks unlikely because it makes
the incorrect translation obvious, and which Bolhuis (1950/33ff.) sees
as unnecessary. The question at issue is whether a reasonable Greek
text can be reconstructed, and whether it tells us anything about the
form of the commentary. Pfttisch (1912-13/33f.;compare Boihuis 1950/
33ff.) has a detailed discussion of the MSS, and opts for the reading:
itpoox3vev o3 iv 'pxovtoç t& iv Xxc itcvta / ...crrovcxaC 6
)TUVOVTL XLTpWV. He suggests that y&p p)(OVtO c is due to ditto-
graphy, and that the original verb at the beginning of the last verse
was lost or corrupted, so that t& pv X&i itcvta no longer made
sense, and was thus changed by some scribes to voECcEc. The missing
verb is to be found in the confused MSS witness to po(.i)t()L xcC,
and must be a verb in the present, rather than Wilamowitz's adaptation
of ctC into the perfect crrai.
PfMttisch's explanation answers some problems in the text, but
suffers from a major weakness in that he can offer no suggestion as to
what the missing verb might be. Wilamowitz's suggestion fits better
with the context -- with the double t.ci dropping out, 3p&r.ci cvtc
became F3p6teia taC -- but makes it impossible to find a form of the
previous line which both includes itpooivet. and scans. It is likely
that there was originally a whole rather than a broken line here,
which in some way was lengthened (perhaps by the addition of p6t6La)
to produce the MSS confusion. The most important word for relating
the verses to the commentary is however to3, which occurs in all the
MSS, and which has the effect of making pOVtO a genitive absolute,
'while he rules', which fits well into the original verses by providing
a bridge between iam regnat (v.10) and te duce (v.13). Thus the Latin
commentary omitted vv.11f., and the Greek translator produced a smooth-
er flow than was possible in the original to cover the omission. This
implies that Apollo was mentioned in the Latin verses, and was not
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left out, giving more weight to the view that the reference to allegory
in the commentary applies to the Latin verses.
4.3.3: Interpretation The third question in this section is how the
commentary relates to the verses. The commentator stresses the alle-
gorical intention of the poet, implying that without an allegorical
interpretation the verses would not have any obvious Christian ref er-
ence. He also state8 that Virgil urged devotion to the child in the
form of altar, temples and sacrifices, which are not mentioned in
either version of the Eclogue. It Is debateable whether the Creek or
the Latin forms the basis for this commentary.
As far as the stress on allegory is concerned, Heikel (1911/32f.)
sidesteps the question by saying that the mention of the names of
pagan gods does not fit with drawing out an implication of Christ's
divinity. Pflittisch (1908/26) however points out that the poet is
said to be drawing the attention of his hearers to familiar customs,
suggesting that the verses contain references to pagan religious
ideas, which is hardly true of the Greek verses; and Kurfess (1912/
278f.) interprets the commentator's remark that Virgil covered up the
truth as also implying that pagan gods are mentioned. A similar
stress on allegory occurs in the commentary on vv.31-6 which contain
the names of pagan heroes, and so require some kind of explanation.
Pfttisch (1912-13/36f.) further analyses the Greek to show that it is
only the mention of the moon which could be deemed allegorical, and
that 1tpoa)iv€L. is so explicit a testimony to Christ's divinity that
allegory is scarcely needed. The reference to allegory must have been
intended to cover the mention of Lucina and Apollo, and possibly
Pollio, showing that the Latin must have been original at this point.
However, the explicit command of itpooc3vei, which is a hindrance
to the case for a Greek original regarding the issue of allegory, is a
help when the other statement of the commentary about altars etc. is
considered. As Stigimayr (1909/349) points out, it gives a better
basis for this comment than the more neutral fave. Kurfess (1920/93)
attempts to explain this by suggesting that the commentator is putting
forward a bold idea in order to divert attention away from the diff i-
culties these verses pose for a Christian interpretation. Pfttisch
(1912-13/39f.) maintains that the key to the problem is the relation-
ship between the two halves of v.10, in that there is the ambiguity as
to whether the child comes because Apollo is now ruling, or whether




the middle of the verse. If it is the latter, then Virgil is asking
his hearers to worship the child in the same way as they now worship
Apollo, i.e. with altars, temples and sacrifices.
Pfttisch's view is sufficient to make the commentary compatible
with the Latin verses, but neither he nor Stiglmayr adequately explain
why the commentator should go into such detail. Kurfess is probably
closer to the truth, in that the commentator used the verses as an
occasion for putting forward these concrete actions as a way of hiding
the weakness of his abstract Interpretation. It may also perhaps have
been appealing to see fave as a reference to building temples, when
both Orator and audience would have been mindful of the way in which
Constantine was using the resources of the state to build churches and
order a right way of worship.
4.4: 183.1-16
This section is introduced by the remark (182.26f.) that It is
addressed to the wise, continuing the idea of allegory. This may
account for its manifest obscurity! There are two particular areas of
consideration.
4.4.1: ôXaô toOç oiaCouç (183.3) This phrase fits badly Into Its
present context. }leikel (1911/33) said that it was a later gloss
transferred from the statement at 184.22; Pfflttisch (1908/27) said
that the similar act of Interpretation there showed that it was consis-
tent here, and both he (1912-13/41f.) and Kurfess (1912/279) pointed
out that the phrase scilicet iustis fitted well at the end of the
Latin v.16, whereas it broke up the thought of the Greek line. The
meaning of the allegory was fairly clear in the Latin, except for who
the heroes were, which needed some explanation. The Greek verses how-
ever tried to make the allegory plainer: hence the incorruptible Cod,
opposed to the corruptible pagan deities, 6 and the extra line (183.4)
In the Greek verses which expands v.16 in order to explain it: the
heroes are the blessed ones who long for the Saviour's coming. There-
fore this explanatory remark shows that the Latin is original, that
the translation is pedantic and literal, including the phrase even
when it no longer fitted well, and that the verses were translated





4.4.2: vv.21f. These verses and the comments around them are rather
obscure. The introductory comment (183.8f.) seems to emphasise that
Virgil foresaw how the Christians would be persecuted, but was able to
look forward to the time when they would no longer need to fear. Con-
stantine and Eusebius use pótrç of persecutions (e.g.v.C.2.52,p.69.
27); it appears that the commentator is following this usage, expound-
ing the wild plants of vv.19f. as the wildness of persecution, which
the poet then says (cpoCv, added for emphasis) will give way to peace
and order in the world. The Latin is more likely here, because the
Greek repeats oC in v.21 (183.10), connecting the two sets of verses
which the commentary contrasts. The comment at the end (183.151.)
relates v.22 to the peace which Constantine on Christ's behalf has
brought for the Christians, the impersonal itCot being a reference to
the church (compare l84.14;Pfttisch 1912-13/44f.). This comment is
on the Latin rather than the Greek, because the tense of the verbs is
future in both Latin verses and commentary, and also toO ôuvataç
(183.15) fits magnos better than X000po3ç. Pfttisch (1912-13/44f.)
has a far-fetched explanation of how the royal court was included
because of goats bringing their udders home; it is much more likely,
though it occurs in both versions, that the lion was a commonly recog-
nised symbol for a ruler, as nowadays lions are regarded as the 'king
of beasts'.
4.5: 183.16-184.17
The commentary on vv.23ff. is very important in the controversy
about the original form of the Oration, because it contains several
quotations from the Greek verses; there are also questions as to what
the commentator is referring to in his exposition, which is very full,
and which introduces several different ideas.
4.5.1: Text The first question to consider is a textual one. The
text of the first two verses is corrupt, with the MSS having different
and at times unintelligible readings. Heikel follows Wilamowitz, but
his version is unsatisfactory as a translation of the Latin, and is
still an incomplete reconstruction. Hence analysts of the text have
adopted two approaches to its reconstruction.
4.5.1.1: Greek One approach Is to relate the Greek verse to the
wording of the Greek commentary. So Kurfess (1912/283f.;1936a/99)
suggests that v.23 should end ...oeio 'yvXOci, quoting in support the
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reference in the commentary to yvvc (183.22); Bolhuis (1950/1+4) pro-
poses • . . ccio tv' &vefl , based on the phrase in the same line of the
commentary. Kurfess' suggestion does not fit well with the Latin
original of the verses, and neither reconstruction fits all that well
into the confused MSS readings. There are also emendatlons proposed
by Stigimayr and Brambs (see Pfttisch 1912-13/46f.) to vv.24f. in
order to bring the verses into conformity with the commentator's
interpretation, but these are made on dogmatic grounds with no basis
in the text.
4.5.1.2: Latin The other approach is to relate the Greek verses to
the Latin original. This Is PfUttisch's approach (1908/28f.;1912-13/
46): he opposes Heikel'8 text, not only because it is less of a fit
with the MSS, but also because itoCq fits better as a translation of
herba than of flores; thus a gap is left in the first line, to be
filled by Or or an equivalent word. In his later work he suggested
that the end of v.24 would read better as 3XXuT, ôç / itoCr, partly
because he said that it fitted the metre better, but also because the
genitive ioCrç fitted the majority of the MSS, and Cdc occurred in the
commentary below. This is however metrically unnecessary, and is
unsupported by any of the MSS.
There Is no clear solution to this textual problem. If the emen-
dations in the MSS were due to a poor relationship with the Latin and
irregular metre, then having itoC at the end of v.24 as in MS V is
acceptable; and the best suggestion for the end of v. 23 is that of
&v6fl , which fits well in the context of the commentary. Bolhuis is
however wrong to sugge8t tLv' &Or: there is no equivalent in the
Latin verses to tLvcf, and the commentary uses it to interpret v6q
rather than give a simple quotation here. It is more likely that
tLva is a translation of quosdam, 'a kind of', acknowledging that
thôfl &\)efl has its own allegorical interpretation. In that case, as
in v.23, v0 would be preceded by a particle such as tdt' or to.
4.5.2: v.23 The best way of considering this section is to look at
each verse in turn. Verse 23 Is particularly difficult to interpret,
because of the uncertain translation, and also because we do not know
how far the commentary (184.3-11) is meant to be an exposition of it.




4.5.2.1: Od6r Thi8 could apply to t& cY1tp'yavct, in which case the
commentary would be based on the Latin and not the Greek; but it is
more likely to be following the Latin word order in applying to the
word at the end of the verse, either as a feminine accusative singular
to rtoC, or as a neuter accusative plural to v0fl. If it is the
latter, then either the commentary is based on the Greek verses, or
else the same translation is used in verse and commentary, i.e. cuna-
bula/0tpyY.vci and blandos/ xôr (compare PfYttisch 1908/28f.).
4.5.2.2: voXczCc	 'v'vc The translation of the sentence at 183.21f.
governs its interpretation. Pfttisch (1912-13/49f.) analysed it to
show that veoXaC yAvc (183.22) was probably a bad translation, which
the MSS found difficult, of novae progeniei, which was written as a
genitive describing &ve and translated as the dative indirect object
of taoc. Thus the Saviour's virtue (183.20) means the power of the
Holy Spirit, which is the interpretation of the swaddling clothes of
God; the blossoms produced by the Saviour's power mean a part of the
new race which is fully revealed after his resurrection, with the
commentator here using pctr in a general sense (compare 184.23ff.).
Pfättisch's interpretation seems somewhat forced however, in that
it changes the case of veoXctC yvvc without MSS support in order to
find an interpretation for &v0r. A better translation is obtained if
voXaC 'yv'c is taken to be an interpretation of the Latin tibi. The
sentence then says that God's cradle, i.e. the power of the Holy
Spirit, will give fragrant blossoms to the newly begotten child. The
phrase xôr ver1 recurs later (184.16f.) and is there seen to indicate
the blossom on the branches which come from the one root of Christ,
representing the true worshippers of Cod. Rather than meaning the new
race, the blossom refers to the fruits won for believers by the power
of the Spirit in Christ; the 'Saviour's virtue' refers to all the
works of the Saviour in his life and the life of the church. The
meaning of vOr is actually commented on in the sentences which follow:
thus the	 given to his followers as a consequence of his
coming to earth include the destruction of evil, his suffering, death
and resurrection, and the blessings of baptism. Verse 23 then governs
the interpretation of the following two verses, which represent some
of those fruits enjoyed by those who trust in the Saviour.
The Latin verses therefore provide a better basis for understanding
the commentary than the Greek (as against Bolhuis 1950/42). Although




and the verses cannot be completely ruled out, the first sentence of
the commentary reads well as quoting the Latin v.23. The commentary's
c&vf (183.21) translates ipsa, while having no basis in the Greek
verses: the commentator therefore directly quote8 ipsa cunabula and
blandos flores, and interprets tibi and fundent. The translator of
the commentary simply slotted the relevant phrases from the Greek
verses into his translation of the original.
4.5.3: v.24 The interpretation of v.24 is reasonably straightforward,
relating the serpent to Genesis 3, and its poison to evil and death.
The problem is how the vocabulary of the commentary relates to that of
the verses. The Greek verses have an obscure translation of serpena,
which Kurfess (1920/94) found was also used by Constantine in the
letter to Anus (Op.3,34.l1,p.7O.22); this could be dependent on the
phrase in the Oration, or an independent attestation. If, as PfYttisch
(1912-13/50) reasonably proposes, the commentator quotes serpens
occidit and venenum serpentis, then why does the translator not follow
what is arguably his customary practice in replacing the Latin quota-
tions with their Creek equivalents?	 pitet6v becomes cptç, and XXut
becomes 6it6XXutai. Co6Xoç clearly turns into 6ç as an adjective
becoming a noun, and &pt.c is clearer than pxet6\, but there is no
compelling reason to make the latter change or introduce the compound,
which recurs in relation to the Assynians (184.13). The vocabulary of
the Greek verses does occur at one point (184.12), but with a different
verb; and it is very difficult to guess at what Latin phrase it repre-
sents (Pflittisch does not even try). Perhaps it translates a quotation
of herba veneni, but using the vocabulary of the first half of the
verse. Textual corruption makes it impossible to be certain about
what has happened in this section; perhaps the translator decided that
it was too clumsy to quote directly at first, and he did so later
partly out of a desire to relate the commentary to the Greek verses,
and also because the second half of v.24 in Greek was even more clumsy
than the first half, and did not at all represent what the commentator
was trying to say by the use of herba veneni. It is however important
to note that the problem here is the same for those who argue for an
original Greek commentary: they still have to explain why the commenta-




4.5.4: v.25 There are two aspects to the consideration of this verse.
4.5.4.1: The Assyrians (184.13f.) Rauschen (1910/69f.), in order to
sustain his case for a Greek original to the commentary, suggested
that the commentator saw Assyrium and was reminded by it of the ruin
of that people (compare below Vi.8.7). PfUttisch (1908/29f.;1912-13/
501.) had a better case in saying that the commentator misread Virgil
as occidet Assyrium: vulgo nascetur amomum. He argued that this was
shown by the separation in the commentary of Assyrium and amomum, and
also that the verb &1t6XXU3At. occurs once in relation to the snake, and
then again referring to the Assyrians. That would make the Latin the
basis of the commentary, with the Greek translation being separate
from the interpretation of the commentary.
4.5.4.2: &jiwjiov The basis for the interpretation of the last clause
of v.25 has either been the view that iwjiov means 'blameless [ones]',
referring to the church which bursts forth into the world; or, since
that argues for a Greek original for the commentary, that amomum was
interpreted as referring to the church by the Latin commentator, and
the translator added the dimension of the Greek pun (see Pfättisch
1912-13/55n.2). Both these views miss a correct understanding of the
passage, which is based not on the Greek pun on pwpo\, but on a Latin
pun on vulgo, which is translated in the commentary by two Greek
words, &vôqv cat izvtcxxo (184.14f.), expressing its dual meaning of
universal and plentiful (so PfYttisch 1912-13/50), and drawing atten-
tion to its importance here. The pun comes in the way that vulgo is
associated with vulgus, 'multitude', which is translated by itXi96o.
Originally the Latin commentary spoke of a pouring out (fundo, indica-
ted by the use of cptiw rather than ecxxw), which was an allusion back
to the blandos flores of v.23; a pouring out which was libere et
ubique (so PfUttisch 1912-13/50), alluding to the vulgus of worship-
pers. Amomum did not occur at all in the Latin commentary, the empha-
sis being rather on vulgo/vulgus; the translator, with his Latin pun
proving untranslatable, struck on the bright idea of substituting a
pun on &.tw1ioc in order to give a basis for the commentary, and there-
fore included the word before itxf5eoç. This explains why tXñeoc recurs
in the next line (184.16) to describe the crowd (vulgus/rtXOoç) of
branches growing (nascetur/eXXov) blossoms (blandos flores/XôEOL
&vOeoiv). The commentator uses his vocabulary to tie together 1 lores
and amomum as both representing the fruits of Christ, rather than the




crowd of branches. The translator follows the commentator's use of
Virgil's vocabulary closely in order to keep the link between comment-
ary and verses.
A detailed look at this crucial section thus reinforces the view
that the original commentary was on the Latin, and that the Greek
translation of the verses was made independently prior to the transla-
tion of the commentary.
4.6: 184.17-26
Verses 26f. poses difficulties for all the commentators looking at
these chapters. As far as those holding to a Greek original are
concerned, Heikel (1911/35) and Boihuis (1950/51) admit to some influ-
ence by the Latin verses, insofar as the commentary follows the Latin
in expounding toç. . .tv püv &itaCvouç (184.22); but they also point
out that the use of petc c follows that of the Greek verses, and there-
fore that the situation is confused, with no clear explanation. On
the other hand, Kurfess (1912/280) holds that overall the Latin is a
better source for the commentary than the Greek, and Pfttisch agrees
(1908/32;1912-13/57-60), but without giving a coherent explanation of
the way in which ptç is used in the commentary. These verses have
thus remained a puzzle; but if the proposed hypothesis regarding the
translation is correct, then there were three stages in the production
of the present text.
4.6.1: Commentary The commentator adopted a twofold interpretation of
the verses: heroum laudes signified the deeds of the righteous, keeping
the theme of 'heroes' as righteous men; facta parentis was equivalent
to virtus parentis, which enabled the commentator to exploit the
different meanings of virtus; and the original sense of 'manhood' was
lost, with the child not being referred to in the interpretation of
the verses. Instead it was interpreted in two ways: to mean 'power'
(compare PfYttisch 1912-13/58), akin to the way in which Constantine
used &pEtr to refer to the power of Cod at the end of his letter to
the Orientals (v.C.2.42,p.65.24); and also (Txç ô	 aC, 184.24) to
mean 'goodness'. Power applied to the creation and ordering of the
world, and goodness applied to the righteous life of the church. In
fact, it reads rather as though the commentator divided up the verses
into heroum laudes et facta and parentis...virtus; this does some
violence to the obvious reading, but gives a good basis for the vocabu-
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lary of the commentary, where py is equivalent to facta, and
to virtus.
4.6.2: Verse translation The translator of the Greek verses, as seems
normal practice, gave a Christian slant to the verses: laudes was
difficult to interpret as it stood, and so the translator made use of
the multiple sense of virtus, which is also found in &p€tTj (see art.
in PGL). Virgil's meaning is that virtus is known by what is seen in
heroes and the father; the Greek verses thus state that what is seen
in the heroes is goodness, and that the deeds of the father are excel-
lent in promoting manhood.
4.6.3: Text translation The way in which the translator of the commen-
tary operated depends on whether the original had facta in place of
pyct or dp€tc.ç. If the commentator distorted the text sufficiently
for the former, then the translation was direct and simple; this is
borne out by the translation of facta in the verses as pycz, suggesting
that it was the normal word used. If the commentator quoted Virgil
more faithfully, then the translator may have avoided the clumsy
repetition of pya orjiaCvwv, t& ô	 TOO itatpáç by treating v.26 of
the Greek verses as a single unit, where &p€tfç was the subject of
both ipwv and itcxtpóç. The substitution of t& pt&ç toO itxtp6 could
then be seen as legitimate. The latter option is somewhat tendentious,
and would depend more on the Greek than the Latin verses; it is more
probable that the commentator quoted virtus parentis instead of facta
parentis, which explains how the commentary was on the Latin while
having confusing verbal links with the Greek verses.
4.7: 184.26-185.6
4.7.1: Introduction (184.26ff.) This is one of the most difficult
sentences to understand in the commentary. The first clause is model-
led on the preceding sentence: thv 11Et&...te tcxt..43Cov (184.25f.) is
equivalent to TOO tO...tC...Xc..43COU (184.26f.). The purpose of
this is to relate what increases to the church: so it is the church
which admirably increases in the midst of the world which contains
good and evil, and r itapat5roi.ç refers to the fruit which the earth
bears in vv.28ff. The phrase itt t	 yvo' (184.27) could mean 'in
the analogy', 7 relating the interpretation more closely to the verses
which follow, but probably means the higher things towards which the




the commentary: it is emphasising a slow and steady growth, which
appears to come from paulatim (v.28), as the Greek verses have no
grounds for this comment (so Pfttisch 1912-13/60f.). It may be that
there is a general reference to the 810w growth of plants, but it is
much simpler to see the Latin as the origin of the comment.
4.7.2: v.28 (184.29f.) Heikel includes the verb fyovto in the text,
as do all the MSS, but regards it as a false reading because it should
not take the genitive, and suggests alternative verbs in the apparatus.
Kurfess (1930b/367) and Pfttisch (1912-13/61) suggest different forms
of the same verb which might fit better. Although Heikel is incorrect
in trying to alter the verb, there is then the problem of how it
relates to yeto in the following sentence. As it stands, the repeti-
tion of the verb suggests that the commentary is dependent on the
Greek verse. There are however two other explanations: the commentary
may have induced an error in transmitting the verse text, with a
scribe's eye jumping a line to read the wrong verb stem. This explains
the difficulty in making sense of v.28, but does not explain how a
comment on the Latin had an Imperfect rather than a future tense, as
would be expected. Alternatively, the commentator may have quoted
paulatim, which was stressed in the introductory comment, reading
something like 'the fruit of divine law ripened gradually'; the trans-
lator wanted to preserve a quotation at this point, and used the verb
in the Greek verse to replace the Latin one. This however assumes
that the difficult Greek verb is original, rather than explaining it.
It would be fair to say that this section does not afford proof either
way, but is compatible with either a Greek or a Latin original.
4.7.3: vv.29f. The Greek translation of these verses is straightfor-
ward. The comment on v.29 points out that before God's law was known,
there was no fruit (compare Pfttisch 1912-13/62). The comment is
occasioned by the Latin, since &Ocoiiov (185.2) refers to the incultis
briars, with there being no equivalent in the Greek verse. The sen-
tence after v.30 interprets tough oaks to mean man's folly and evil
habits, and then links up all three verses to show that in the midst
of this folly -- jietaO riv...&ia0r wx t& wIv (184.26f.) -- is
the reward of God's law, represented by grain, wine and honey. These
comments were probably from the Latin, but have become partially





4.8.1: Verses The Greek translation of vv.31-6 is on the whole faith-
ful, making it harder to know whether it or the original is the source
of the commentary. The main point of interest is that the tense of
vv.3lff. is put into the present, in order to reinforce the verses'
interpretation that Achilles' return refers to the future return of
Christ. There is a continued use of the names of pagan heroes, which
at this point was presumably seen as no obstacle to a Christian inter-
pretation, although it is worth noting that at 185.19 the IISS JME all
omit the description of the Saviour as Achilles, disagreeing perhaps
with such a blatant acceptance of pagan symbols. The translation of
vv.35f. is slightly different, which may have a bearing on the commen-
tary.
4.8.2: 185.13-19 The first section of the commentary contains two
ideas. The view that the poet was not a prophet suggests not only
that the literal prediction of Virgil -- the return of the heroes --
was incorrect, but also that a consistent and complete allegorical
interpretation does not work here. Thus sea and soil, Tiphys, Argo
and the heroes (the righteous?) are ignored in the commentary, and are
presumably seen as complicating the theme. Second, the stress on the
nature of poetry as allegory shows that the Christian interpretation
was not at all obvious, and as with vv.8-14, may be due to a desire to
cover up references to pagan myths.
4.8.3: 185.19-23 It is worth noting here what Schwartz (1909/1427;
compare Kurfess 1912/280) regards as a manifest Latinism, i.e. the use
of &vri.uç (185.21) in a non-Greek way to translate the original
contra, which reinforces the case for a Latin original. The main
questions concern this part of the comentary: Heikel (1911/35f.) sees
it as compatible with the Greek, and supports his case by comparing
iieyCatou itatp5ç (185.23) with the same phrase in the Creek translation
of v.26 (184.20). Kurfess (1912/280) and Pfttisch (1908/34;1912-13/
64f.) however point to the vocabulary of the commentary to show that
it is on the Latin: the commentary, like the Latin, refers to the city
of Troy, and the reference to toy TpwLtOv ,t6Xiov (185.20) has a
slightly different word from the Greek verses' Tpw\: the reference to
jie'yCo'rou ittp6 is occasioned by magnus Achilles, whilst the Greek
verses have no matching source for it; and mittetur is a much more




lacklustre	 LpTjcEtcL. The first two of these points are not very
compelling: arguing from the use of vocabulary here is weak because
there is no obvious quotation from the verses. The use of 1yCotou
itcxtp6ç may be occasioned by magnos, or a connection with the Greek
v.26, or both; but there is no simple explanation as to why either the
comment on the Latin should coincidentally produce the same Greek
phrase as in v.26, or why the translator of the commentary should use
the phrase at this point and not at the much more suitable 184.23, or
why a Greek commentator working with his own verses should have repeat-
ed the phrase here with no obvious reference to the verses he was
expounding. More general considerations are also inconclusive: the
commentary reads better as following the Latin sequence of ideas
(Achilles - set out - Troy) than the Greek (Trojan war - Achilles -
make trial of again), but the Greek verses contain enough material to
account for the comments. It may be possible that the Greek verses
lean towards an interpretation which sees Christ returning for a
second rather than a first time, unlike the commentary, but this is
too uncertain: although it is noteworthy that the commentator avoids
the more obvious chiliastic interpretation in order to preserve the
reference to the first coming of Christ. The third point concerning
mittetur is however decisively in favour of an original Latin commen-
tary. ,ektcpeeCc (185.22) must stand for mittetur, a quotation which
the translator could not reproduce from the Greek verse because of the
different meaning of itEprGEtaL. The concept of 'being sent' is
explained by the commentary as referring to the Saviour's own decision
as well as the command of the Father, a comment which avoids the
implicit subordinationism of mittetur, and which would be unnecessary
if the Greek were the object of comment.
4.9: 185.23-187.4
There are six areas to consider regarding this long quotation and
its commentary.
4.9.1: v.37 (185.25ff.) The Greek verse is substantially different
from the original; Heikel (1911/36) and Stiglmayr (1909/350) agree in
seeing the translation as the origin of the comment, which comes from
i'vopr xapit6ç. But as PfYttisch points out (191243167ff.), the
comment has a much broader reference than that. He sees it as necess-
ary in order to make clear that the final destruction of evil and a
new order for the world refers to Christ's second coming, and not to
the results of the Incarnation. The Greek verses in fact make that
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interpretation plain, and the comment redundant, by their statement
that the fulfilment of the verses depends on the fruit of the Incarna-
tion being obtained. PfUttisch is correct to have a wider view, but
his perspective is still too limited. The reference to the Second
Coming is indeed there in the Greek verses, but not in the commentary,
which tends to avoid it where possible: thus the commentary on vv.38-59
(186.19-187.1) is still in the context of the first coming of Christ,
and not a future golden age. The commentator has interpreted the
preceding verses (26-36) to refer to the time before Christ first came
(compare Pfttisch 1912-13/59), when deceit remained because the child
was not yet come to manhood; after the Incarnation, all evil was
broken at source (36ev (185.27), which is otherwise difficult to
account for), and a new order began. The comment is necessary to make
this interpretation plain, against a possible chiliastic view which
could be suggested to readers by Achilles having been sent 'once
more', and by the unreal idealism of the sentiments of vv.37-59. The
comment is thus implicitly opposed to the view of the Greek verses,
and is based on the Latin, with firmata...aetas being interpreted as
an age of freedom and peace.
4.9.2: The verse translation This is generally free, and follows the
tendency to interpret in a Christian way. Verse 40 is expanded into
two verses, and v.41 is omitted, which Is Important regarding the
commentary; the Greek emphasIses the supernatural more than the Latin.
The Greek translator made use of the phrase &cYrtciptoc ixxt &vijpo-roç
(186.3), which occurs in Homer (Od.9.123) and the Sibyl (Orac.SIb.
3.647,S.276;compare Kurfess 1936c/275f.). It was presumably a well
known literary phrase which fitted in well, but which affected how the
translation related to the Latin verses. Verse 41 in Greek ends with
the prosaic Ojicx, which Is used throughout the prose of the Oration
and In other Constantinian documents (see PfMttisch 1908/42). Virgil's
vv.42-5 are reduced to three verses and toned down: Pfttisch (1912-13/
70) suggests that the translator misread luto as luta, producing the
reference to a 'dirty fleece'. Verses 46f. are omitted, presumably
because of the reference to the Parcae; we do not know whether they
were left out in the commentator's version of the Latin because he
ignores them, but they may have been left in under the cover of alle-
gory. Verses 48f. were altered to leave out Jove and the gods; Jove
becomes tatpô pi3pejitao, with the Greek verses shifting the emphasis
from the arrival of the boy in the world to the final honourIng of the
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Saviour in heaven. Verse 52 is changed, so that v.51 has to include a
separate reference to joy. Verse 52 in Latin applies to the rejoicing
of the elements, but in Greek it can be translated as 'and [see] the
rejoicing hero of eternal life' (as opposed to PfYttisch's (1912-13/72)
obscure rendering that the boy sees the 'joyful hairy chest of immeas-
urable time'); i.e. it is given a directly Christological application
by the translator. The phrase Xcoiov p at the end of the line
occurs twice in the Iliad (11.2.851,16.554) referring to a warrior or
hero: the translator included it as another Homeric phrase with no
basis in the Latin, in order to help his Christian interpretation of
the Eclogue. Verse 53 is important for the commentary: Heikel (1911/
36) revised his 1902 text more into line with the MSS to
yqpaXov i'vt'	 e vrôuj.toç ci5ç (186.13), which fits better with the
commentary, and seems acceptable in the MSS though being metrically
unsatisfactory; Pfttisch (1912-13/75) said that
	 e was impossible,
and it should be )tw, which makes good sense, but which does not
resolve the metre and is less likely in view of the MSS. Verses 55-9
were condensed, leaving out the names Calliope and Apollo and avoiding
the direct mention of Orpheus, yet curiously enough using the epithet
61oc, and mentioning both Linus and Pan; the translator left out some
names which could offend, while retaining those whom the poet outshone
in singing the praises of the Saviour, showing the superiority of
Christianity over paganism. We cannot be sure whether the Latin had
omissions, e.g. of v.57, but it seems unlikely, as the mention of
powerful gods only serves to emphasise the magnitude of the poet's
victory over them. Verse 55 (186.15) has the prosaic jie XLEv in
the MSS; Wilamowitz emended this to j.t'	 1tX1jEELev, which gives a
better meaning: perhaps the MSS represented jt' 1tXT'LeV.
4.9.3: 186.18 In the first sentence of the commentary on this section,
there is a direct quotation of some of the Greek verse wording; Heikel
(1911/36) said that the comment was included because of the clumsiness
of the Greek, which needed elucidation. But it is difficult to see
how this sentence helps in understanding the verses, because it simply
repeats the themes of vv.50f. without relating them to the obscure
v.52; and if the quotation was from the Greek, then OjOXa would be
expected to be the object of the sentence. As it stands the comment
is extremely clumsy, with i6ou xr1 t&\?toc referring to Xc4xv despite
two verbs in between. Pfttisch (1908/34) relates the comment to the




and by saying that the 'elements' do not come in the translation; but
neither of these points says much, especially as the elements appear
in both versions. It is more likely that the quotation x&jiou rtcev-
toç represents aspice nutantem mundum, for which the translator has
substituted the equivalent Greek words even though they made little
sense. An original Latin comment of aspice nutantem mundum, dicit, et
elementorum omnium laetitlam fits the form of the Greek comment well,
and relates closely to the wording of the Latin verses. The point of
the comment is obscured by the chapter division: the commentator is
picking out a striking theme in the verses -- the trembling of the
world and the joy of the elements -- in order to show how they must
refer to the coming of the Saviour, and could not have the more obvious
reference in the context to the birth of a mere mortal. The comment
is thus on the Latin, and a clumsy Greek translation has obscured why
it is there. The repetition of the second half of the sentence at
186.25 is not the first attempt made at interpreting v.51, with 186.18
as an explanatory comment, but a further emphasis on the fundamental
nature of the statement made in vv.50f., using the vocabulary of part
of this comment in order to refer to both verses as a whole.
4.9.4: 186.20-6 There are several affinities of vocabulary between
commentary and verses in this section. There are two direct quota-
tions, &citcxptov wt &VTpotO\) and uteXov	 &ltLTtoOELv tV ôpcitcvou
&1ijv (186.21f.); and Boihuis (1950/33) points out that ltaLôôç. .
evtoç (186.20) is equivalent to 182.11 and 26, although this may be a
general reminiscence of either Latin or Greek. The similarities have
been explained in three ways. First, Stigimayr (1909/350), Heikel
(1911/37) and Boihuis (1950/82) all take these affinites to be evidence
for an original Greek commentary. They then have to explain the
phrase tv XXflv	 L 1AXELcV (186.22) as merely loose commentating,
since it has no grounds in the Greek. Second, Kurfess (1920/94f.;
1936b/18n.1;1936c/275) admits to this being the only place where the
commentary is based on the Greek, but seeks to minimise the dependence
by adopting Pfttisch's view (see below 4.9.6) that the Sibylline
section (187.1-4) was interpolated, showing that this particular
section of commentary had been worked over at some time. He also
stresses Latinisms to minimise the extent of the reworking, though
this is a rather uncertain undertaking, and hi8 Latin version of this
sentence (1936c/275) is a retranslation of the Greek rather than an




13/74) maintains that the common vocabulary between the verses and
commentary is due to the translator echoing the commentator's use of
Virgil; he further points out that tv &AXv 1tL.j1XEt.av, while having
no source in the Greek verses, is a pointer to the fact that the
commentator is here aware of the Latin v.4i.
The most plausible view of how the words came to be the same is
that of Pfättisch: thus the commentator quoted the whole of v.40,
followed by a comment on v.41, and the tran8lator kept in the comment
while substituting a quotation from the Greek verses. A further
possible indication of a Latin original, which Pfttisch and others
have missed, is found in the subsequent statement (186.23f.) that
nature is a servant of divine and not human commands. This fits in
well, not as a general comment, but as an exposition of v.41: the
farmer unyoking his oxen is man's acknowledgement that nature is
subject to God and not himself.
4.9.5: The prayer of the poet (186.26ff.) Schwartz (1909/1427),
Kurfess (1912/280) and PfYttisch (1912-13/75f.) agree that the commen-
tary on the poet asking for a longer life fits the Latin references to
long life and the end better than the Greek references to strength and
age: an argument which Heikel's emendation of the text (1911/36) is
intended partly to counter, although he does allow that the commentator
may have had the Latin original in mind (see Pfflttisch 1912-13/76).
The Latin is therefore more likely, with the commentary perhaps incor-
porating ultima vitae, which became to 	 Cou tXo (186.26); but there
is a possibility that here is a general comment based on the Greek
which is coincidentally similar to the Latin.
4.9.6: The Sibyl (187.1-4) The origin of the oracle quoted is unknown
(see Pfttisch 1912-13/75n.2); it is introduced to support from pagan
sources that only God is the author of salvation. The que8tion about
this oracle in relation to the Eclogue is why it is attributed to the
Erythraean Sibyl of chapter eighteen, and not to the Cumaean Sibyl of
v.4. Pflittisch (1908/44ff.,67) saw this as sufficiently important a
problem to make it likely that the whole statement was interpolated by
the translator, for whom the Erythraean Sibyl was important, because
the original commentary would have ascribed it to the Cumaean to
remain in the context of Virgil. This is based on h18 assumptions
(1908/112f.) that the translator-reviser of Constantine was well-versed




have quoted a Greek acrostic in his oration. Therefore the translator
inserted chapter eighteen and its subsequent comments into the Oration
as well as this passage. But if the same commentator was responsible
for both acrostic and Eclogue, then the force of Pfflttisch's argument
is lost. Kurfess (1936b/15n.3) pointed out that the commentary says
that Virgil meant the Cumaean Sibyl by v.4, not that he was quoting
the prophecies of that Sibyl: the emphasis is on the Sibyl, not Cumaea.
He also (1936b/19f.) suggested some Latinisms in this sentence, and
pointed out that because it was not a direct part of the commentary,
there was no necessity for a tran8lator to include it. Schwartz
(1908/3097f.) said that Pfttisch was wrong to translate 'yOv (187.1)
as 'therefore': it should mean 'for example', so that the Erythraean
Sibyl is an example of the kind of statement that Virgil is making,
not the occasion for it. Thus PfMttisch is wrong in considering this
to be an Interpolation. The original form of the quotation cannot
however be known. Kurfess (1936b/25f.) i8 certain that it was origin-
ally in Latin; but it is now impossible to know whether an otherwise
unknown saying is given in its original Greek form, or as a Greek re-
translation of a Latin translation.
4.10: 187.4-18
The closing verses of the Eclogue and the accompanying commentary
are difficult to analyse because of their obscurity. They have pro-
voked much speculation, sometimes almost as obscure. To simplify
analysis, the meaning of the Greek verses and their relationship to
the Latin will be considered first, and then the meaning and origin of
the commentary.
4.10.1: The Greek verses
4.10.1.1: Text and meaning There are three problems under this head-
ing.
4.10.1.1.1: 187.6 Heikel follows Valesius in adopting the reading
jLôL&)acxv 6pv, producing the reading 'the dear smiling mother'; the
MSS differ in detail, but generally agree in ascribing the action of
smiling to the boy. The Latin risu can be interpreted in either
sense; Heikel's reading makes the best sense and is metrically correct,
making it more probable; Kurfess (1912/281;1920-1/59) accepts it in
order to show that the Latin is the basis of the commentary. The




commentary, although the Greek poet may have had different interpreta-
tions for vv.6O and 62.
4.10.1.1.2: 187.8 Heikel suggests
	
flhiEpCc y', while the MSS favour
cpr16pCwc: both versions are unrelated to the Latin and are somewhat
obscure (see Kurfess 1920-1/60). Textually the latter is perhaps more
likely, possibly meaning 'daily'; but in terms of sense, Heikel's read-
ing is easier, meaning either 'on that day' or 'mortal'. The choice
of meaning is governed by the way in which the verse is interpreted.
4.10.1.1.3: Xu I3ac (187.7) The meaning of this word elsewhere is
'year' (see Heikel 1911/38;Kurfess 1920-1/59). Pfttisch (1908/37;
1912-13/76f.) tries to link it to the Latin by saying that it means
'month' (supported by PGL); there is no necessary reason to do so
however, and it is necessary to discover the interpretation implicit
in the verses to see which Is more likely.
4.10.1.2: Latin and Greek The translation is closer to the Latin
original in vv.60f, and very different in v.63, to avoid the mention
of deus and dea. The main question concerns v.62. Rauschen (1910/69)
pointed out that both the commentary and this verse interpret the
Latin falsely to relate cui to parve puer. This assumes the reading
of the Latin as cui rather than qul, which is accepted by other commen-
tators (Pfttisch 1912-13/80;Kurfess 1918b/760f.;compare Kraus 1980/
633-41), and Kurfess agrees with this view of the commentary (1920-1/
56;compare Pfttisch 1908/35,1912-13/81). The question is whether the
commentary really adopts this interpretation, and if so whether there
is a necessary link between the commentary and the Greek verses. It is
significant that the Greek verses are different from the traditional
Latin Eclogue at the same point as the commentary appears to be; it
suggests at the least that this text of Virgil may have been well
known in the fourth century, even if only as an alternative reading.
4.10.1.3: Interpretation It is possible to see these verses as being
meant literally. Then Cppcv iroXXoç Xu$a'vt aç would mean either
'bore for many months' or 'bore [with you] for many years', and the
parents are Joseph and Mary, with the birth of Jesus being pictured,
rtepC referring to that natal day. This is however unlikely, not
only because in the context cppev almost certainly refers to childbear-
ing, and Xui3avtcY.t more naturally means 'years', but also because the
Greek verses usually incorporate their own interpretation. A second
interpretation is suggested by Kurfess (1920-1/59), who sees Xuxcavtaç
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as showing that the boy is superhuman, and hence the verses refer to
the Second Coming: he does not however develop this. In the context
of the rest of the Creek Eclogue, a chiliastic reference here seems
quite possible; in that case, the long period of nurture given to the
child indicates that itpa stands for God and yovEiç either for God
or the Saviour's natural parents: the sense is that the child can now
know Cod again, although while incarnate he suffered privations (com-
pare e.g.Matthew 8.20) which caused his parents sorrow. The meaning
of	 qpCq/pjiepCwç should then be 'mortal' or 'limited', and the
verses are exhorting the victorious Saviour to resume his heavenly
rule with God after procuring peace for the world.
4.10.2: Commentary
The question at issue is whether the commentary is compatible with
the words or meaning of the Greek verses, or whether it must come from
the Latin. The key to the commentary Is the first question In the
section (187.10). Heikel (1911/37) claimed that oi should replace
'ycp so that the sentence is closer to the Creek (and Latin) verses;
but PfMttisch (1912-13/80) rightly says that this goes against all the
MSS, and gives a wrong Interpretation to the sentence. Granted that
the words are correct, we need to see first what they refer to, and
then how they relate to what follows.
4.10.2.1: Source of 187.10 It initially appears that the question in
the commentary could be ba8ed on the Greek verses. But the similari-
ties of vocabulary actually make that unlikely. If the commentary was
on the Greek, then we would expect a more exact quotation, In a form
such as iiSç 'y&p &v toüt o 'yove ç yEXrpuxyLv; The use of itp6 with
the accusative, instead of a simple dative, supports the Latin: rldere
ad as well as ridere with the dative means to smile on something; and
the use of tO&tO\. is a direct reference to hunc in v.63. Also, putting
together yoveiç with	 iôC.oa rather than
	 XaoGcxv does not accord
well with the Greek. The hypothesis that the Latin is original fits
well, if the translator took the first translation of the root rid- as
.1cL6Ca-, and used It to translate this quotation from VirgIl. Risere
parentes then became yoviç	 eiôCacyct'.', with a correct translation of
tense as well, which does not hold for v.62 in Greek.
The meaning as well as the vocabulary is important at this point.
The traditional text is given by Quintillan as an example of irregu-




1960/131); it therefore had the general meaning that the child must
smile at his parents before he could receive a reward. The emendation
to cul gives the more natural sense that the parents' favour was
required before the blessing of the gods could be given. Pflittisch
(1912-13/81) takes the commentary to be referring to this sense of
cui, because of the concern of the commentator to show the abnormality
of the relationship between parents and child. But, as suggested
above, it is also possible that the commentator connected cui to parve
puer, so that the verses are not taken as a general condition, but as
a statement of fact with regard to the Saviour, in the same way as the
Greek verses. He would then have read the verses as: 'begin, small
boy; your parents have not smiled at you, nor is he deemed worthy of a
god's table or a goddess' bed'. Either interpretation is possible,
and both allow the commentator to make use of hunc in his quotation in
order to emphasise the link between vv.62 and 63. The relationship of
this question to the subsequent commentary defines its interpretation
of the verses; but certainly the Latin could be a sufficient basis for
the commentator's question, and fits its form rather better than do
the Greek verses.
4.10.2.2: Context of 187.10 In order to check the validity of this
view of what the commentator is saying, we need to consider how this
first statement relates to what follows. Stigimayr (1909/350), and at
one stage Pflittisch (1908/67), considered that the commentary on
vv.62f. must be from the Greek, not the Latin; but if the commentator
could adopt the same interpretation of the Eclogue as the author of
the Greek verses, then the basis for this view is lost. There are two
key questions here.
4.10.2.2.1: Parents Who are the 'parents'? Pfttisch (1912-13/80)
pointed out that elsewhere in the Oration, the parents are the Virgin
and God the Father (compare 168.9-26,182.6ff.,184.23f.,185.2lff.).
This however produces a confusion in his interpretation of the follow-
ing sentences, where the contrast between d Mêv...ô (187.10,12) is
applied to God and the Virgin, and yet the Holy Spirit stands for the
Son (compare Kurfess 1920-1/57ff.), and therefore there Is only an
implied reference to the Virgin, not an open reference to a virginal
conception (Pflittisch 1908/36). Kurfess (1920-1/57ff.) applies the
contrast to deus ..dea in v.63, so that God is deus, and the




explaining at all who the parents are, giving no real link with the
commentator's first question. Kurfess and Pfttisch both weaken their
case by trying to extend over more than the first main sent-
ence; not only does it apply purely within that sentence, but also the
gender of the Spirit in the next 8entence is either masculine (Latin)
or neuter (Greek), and can refer neither to dea nor 1tpOEvo. Apart
from this, Pfilttisch's suggestion fits better into the overall context
of the Oration.
4.10.2.2.2: a&rv (187.10) What does this word refer to? If it
applies to the boy as being the God of the parents, then that provides
the necessary link for Kurfess' view, so that 'parents' belongs with
'their' which is expounding deus. Pfttisch (1912-13/81) however, as
Kurfess (1920-1/60) acknowledged, showed that this interpretation was
unlikely, because we would then expect the statement fjv y&p aã-rv ec6ç
to be joined on to the end of the question. He held that a&r&v means
'one of them', i.e. one of the parents, which allows for his interpre-
tation of these two statements as each referring to one of the parents.
As has already been stated, this extended interpretation does not
work. However, Pfflttisch's opinion about cX&E)V is correct; 6 jiV...
a&r&v e6ç means 'the one of them who is Cod', with jv emphasising
that Cod is one of the parents, 6 not however being expressed. The
whole sentence is about the nature of Cod; the subsequent
	 .
(187.11) is included to emphasise that while Cod is incorporeal, yet
he has an individuality distinct from other things, and is not an
Immanent monad.
4.10.2.2.3: Structure This interpretation of what the commentary is
saying is supported by the structure of the commentary at this point.
A question Is followed by three sentences, which each refer to a half-
verse of vv.62f.: the first sentence expounds v.62b, the second 63b,
and the third 62a. Then comes a short sentence which sums up the
argument of the whole section: TC Ô V
 Xwç coivv øopC r ia I'i6ov;
(187.14). Like 186.18-24, this section is making one basic point from
several verses in the Eclogue: here it is that Cod has no association
with pleasure. This could be expounding 'Cod' as the Son in his life
on earth; but it is more likely that it applies to the Father, because
of the first statement about God's Incorporeal nature, and also because
of the quotation from Aristotle, which refers to the Father when used
in chapter three: tO	 yaeoO...o3 1tvt xpCvtct. (187.13f.,compare
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156.9;from Aristotle eth.nic.1.1, see below 4.10.3.1). The reference
to the Holy Spirit in the second statement could then be a problem,
because of its usual application to the Son; but it is used here in a
more general way to describe God, shown by its context between two
statements referring to Cod's nature, because it emphasises the two
characteristics of God which are diametrically opposed to bodily
pleasure, i.e. his moral holiness and his spiritual nature.
Thus the commentary begins by asking the question as to how the
parents could have smiled on the boy, i.e. how they could have encoura-
ged the boy to partake of carnal pleasures. This question is only
posed by the Latin; the Greek verses do not link the parents' laughter
with any experience of pleasure, but rather see the absence of that
laughter as a part of the specific absence at a certain time of bene-
fits otherwise enjoyed by the child. The question is answered by
showing how absurd it is to think that God, one of the parents, could
be associated with pleasure: he is pure power, without form (though
still personal), and not in a human body; he has no association with
sexual pleasure, and has no physical appetites, but is pure wisdom.
True followers of Cod know this to be so, unlike the pagans (whose
gods are only too ready to seek human pleasures).
This interpretation of the commentary is tentative, but it appears
to make better sense than the other views put forward. Any interpre-
tation has to deal with the significance of the parents, the smiling,
who 'their' and 'God' refer to, Cod being not incarnate, the Holy
Spirit, the good which all things desire; the apparent meaning of
these, or the previous use of the terms by the Orator, give different
and contradictory interpretations. It is probable that the Orator has
changed his use of terminology at this point in the commentary, and
that there is also a poor translation which has obscured the meaning.
This means that any reconstruction must be provisional.
4.10.3: Conclusion
Therefore a prolonged study of this section makes it appear more
likely that the commentary is on the Latin. There are three remaining
points to discuss.
4.10.3.1: Aristotle quotation Is a quotation from Aristotle an ob-
stacle to an original Latin commentary? No more so than are the
apparent Platonisms in the Oration, such as Heikel (1911/39) points to
here, where the question at 187.14 is similar to Plato's Rep.402e;




it is similar in meaning and form rather than being an exact quotation
like that from Aristotle. This quotation could have come about in
three ways: the commentator could have given a well known phrase in
its Greek form; or he could have used a Latin translation, which was
retranslated exactly; or the translator could have taken the commenta-
tor's original statement and adapted it to give a good literary allu-
sion (see below V.5.2). It does not make an originally Creek cornmen-
tary a necessity.
4.10.3.2: v.63 The order of the commentary follows the Creek rather
than the Latin v.63. This may be because the commentator is referring
in his third main statement (187.13f.) to both halves of the verse,
and is simply picking out the more striking part for specific comment.
But if the commentary is on the Greek, and is adopting the interpreta-
tion of those verses, then there is a need to explain how Aristotle's
allusion to the Father can be applied to the Son in his sojourn on
earth. This is not a strong enough point to argue from securely: the
translator may even have transposed the sentences In order to keep
closer to the Greek verses.
4.10.3.3: i6C The source of the comment on human and divine
itatôeCa (187.15f.) is said by Kurfess (1912/282) to be the Latin
verses. He does not elaborate on this; but it could be the idea of
the child growing, which is in both Creek and Latin, or the idea of
the gods educating the child. It seems a rather tenuous suggestion,
but it may have a point in seeing a reference to the gods of the Latin
verse, which are omitted in the Greek. The Latin certainly provides a
source for inveighing against paganism, whilst the Greek does not.
5. CONCLUSIONS
5.1: Commentary
The commentary was originally written in Latin, and was therefore
made from the Latin and not the Creek verses. In the estimation of
N.H.Baynes, the commentary is probably on the Latin Eclogue, with the
Greek verses being added later: 'but it will be more honest to set
down in print the humiliating truth: when one cannot translate a
commentary, it is not easy to determine whether the commentator is
obscuring the Latin original or a Creek version of the original text'
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(1931/55). Thi8 is too pes8imistic a view; the preceding discussion
has shown how the commentary can make sense as it stands, and how it
was drawn out of the Latin. The interpretation of the Latin original
made by the Greek verses differs from that of the commentary in 8everal
places (see above 4.2.2,4.4.lf. ,4.5.4,4.9.1,4.1O.1.3,4.lO.2.2).
Further, in most sections the Latin verses are needed to make sense of
the commentary, whilst nowhere are the Greek verses essential to eluci-
date its meaning (see above 4.2.3,4.3.3,4.5.2,4.5.4,4.6.lff.,4.7.2f.,,
4.8.3,4.9.3,4.10.2f.). The hypothesis of an original Latin commentary
also helps us to understand the Greek form it has taken in at least
three sections (see above 4.1.1,4.5.4,4.7.2). There are places which
are ambiguous and unclear, but overall the case for a Latin original
is very strong.
5.2: Translation
The translation is faithful to the original commentary. The
similarities of vocabulary between verses and commentary in Greek,
which Boihuis (1950/82) used to claim that the Greek verses were the
source of the commentary, can be rather more satisfactorily explained
as the translator incorporating the equivalent phrase from the Greek
verse to that from Virgil which was quoted in the original (see above
4.3.1,4.5.2ff.,4.5.6,4.7.2,4.93f.,4.10.2.1). Therefore, rather than
reworking an original Latin text to a large and unknown degree, the
translator has given us as close a translation as he could, making it




This raises a further question as to the identity of the commenta-
tor. If the commentary was originally in Latin, then there is no
compelling case for a translator-reviser. The commentary may have
been revised in Latin, to become the original of the translation we
now possess; but it is a coherent whole in its thinking and approach
to the Eclogue, making it more likely to have been written by one
person. If Eusebius (v.C.4.32) is to be trusted, then that was Con-
stantine. We cannot be sure about Constantinian authorship on the
basis of an analysis of the commentary alone; but we can at least say
that there is no substantial problem raised by the commentary as it
now stands to stop Constantine having been its author. It could




but shows some knowledge of Greek sources (e.g.187.1-4,13f.), bearing
in mind Constantine's imperial apprenticeship in the East.
5.4: Implications
The implications of these conclusions about the commentary for the
rest of the Oration are to support the thesis of the Oration being
written originally in Latin by one author. The commentary fits well
into its context, especially at its conclusion, where there is a
natural movement into another section with no obvious break in thought.
If the commentary has been composed in a different way to the rest of
the text and then inserted, it has been done extremely well. In fact,
no writer on the Oration has suggested this as a possibility, because
of its coherence; the argument about the nature of the whole Oration
is over wider issues.
Therefore a con8ideration of the commentary on Virgil leads to the
larger questions of how the ideas contained in it relate to the rest
of the Oration and to Constantine's known works. This is considered
in chapter VI; but if the translation of the whole Oration has been as
faithful as this discussion of the commentary has suggested, then
there are grounds for holding these ideas to be genuinely those of
Constantine himself. The next step in analysing the Oration is to
look at its possible sources and parallels, beginning with the author
who, it has been suggested, was initially responsible for Constantine's
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The relationship between the Oration and the works of Lactantius
has been a topic of some debate. This is hardly surprising, in that
Lactantius was a Latin theologian contemporary with Constantine and
known to him, whose works deal with some concerns similar to those of
the Oration, and who also quotes the Sibylline Oracles and Virgil.
Analyses of the relationship fall into four groups.
1.1: Context
Harnack (1904/117) noted the striking connection between the
Oration and the ideas and emphases of Lactantius' works, and used it
to argue for the Constantinian authorship of the Oration, without
giving a detailed assessment: he argued that the similarity came from
them being written in the same context.
1.2: Source
The majority of scholars assessing the Oration have however argued
that it shows definite dependence on Lactantius' works, even though
that may at times be obscured. Kurfess (1936b/llff.) and Decker
(1978/79-84) held that this dependence showed that the Oration was
genuinely Constantinian because it came from the same imperial court
with which Lactantius was associated; and Heim (1978) even argued that
Lactantius was to some degree dependent on Constantine. Mancini (1894/
210-18) and Schultze (1894/542-50) on the other hand took the view
that an evident, but not literal, dependence showed that a forger had
utilised Lactantius more or less freely in endeavouring to appear
Constantinian. Heikel (1902/xciv) was more sceptical about whether
any dependence could be shown, although later (1911/3) he asserted
that the Orator made an eclectic use of sources, and repeatedly ref er-
red to Lactantius to support this view (e.g.1911/10,15 etc.). A further
aspect of literary dependence is the thesis which argues that Lactan-
tius was responsible for directing the attention of the Orator to the
Sibyl and the Fourth Eclogue: Schultze (1894/548), Kurfes8 (1936b/
13,25) and Vogt (1957/365) suggested thi8, although Heikel (1911/28)
thought it more probable that the Sibyl had been suggested to the
forger from the works of Constantine.
1.3: Reviser
The unclear nature of the link between the Oration and Lactantius'




that Lactantiu8 was responsible for revising Constantine's Latin draft
of the Oration which was subsequently translated.
1.4: Independent
Some scholars have held that there is little or no relationship
between the Oration and Lactantius' works. Pflittisch (1908/71-7) main-
tamed this, while leaving his options open with the caveat that
Lactantius' compositions were early enough for Constantine to have
made use of them in writing the Oration; and Bolhuis' discussion of
possible parallels (1956) concluded that points of contact between the
Oration and Lactantius' works were very weak. Both writers however
held the view that the Oration was largely or wholly a Greek composi-
tion, and were concerned to minimise any relationship with a Latin
theologian.
In order to assess these views, it is important to look at the
suggested literary parallels between Lactantius and the Oration. It
is also necessary to ask the prior historical question as to how much
contact there was between Lactantius and Constantine, i.e. whether
they had the opportunity to influence one another. The nature of the
Oration's relationship with the Sibylline Oracles is also relevant,
not only because of its more general implications for authorship and
use of sources, but also because of the question as to how far Lactan-
tius could have been responsible for the Orator's knowledge of the
Sibyl.
2. LACTANTIUS AND CONSTANTINE
All that is known of Lactantius' life is found in the allusions in
his works and in two notices by Jerome (vir.ill.80;Chron.317 A.D.,p.
230e). It is known that he went to Nicomedia from his native Africa
to teach rhetoric, and was there as a Christian between 303 and 305
(see op.dei 1.1;inst.5.11.15), but at some stage moved elsewhere, and
towards the end of his life was tutor to Constantine's son Crispus.
Other details of his life are based on conjecture.' It is not known
whether he spent time at Constantine's court in Gaul before 316 (com-
pare Barnes l981/291n.96); Barnes (1981/291n.97) regards his tutorship
as predating 313, but this seems unlikely if Lactantius lived until at
least 324 (so Barnes l9Sl/291n..96) and Jerome's extrema senectute
(vlr.ill.80,PL 23.726) was seriously meant.
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We therefore do not know what kind of relationship Constantine and
Lactantius had. Constantine may have heard good report8 of Lactantius
in Nicomedia and asked him to tutor Crispus without personally knowing
him; or he may have been taught by Lactantius and spent much time with
him (compare Barnes 1981/74). There are however two particular reasons
to suggest that Lactantius' relationship with Constantine was not par-
ticularly close.
2.1: Propaganda
In his analysis of the de mortibu8 persecutorum, Barnes (1973)
argued for it8 trustworthiness as a genuine work of Lactantius, written
around the end of 314 (pp.39ff.). He went on to point out (pp.4lff.)
that Lactantius vilified Maximian and treated Maxentius more dispassio-
nately, whereas Constantinian propaganda attacked Maxentius and regard-
ed Maximian favourably except for a short period in 311-2; and he
remarked of Lactantius' opinions of the Tetrarchy that 'one whom
Constantine had taken into his confidence or who habitually moved in
court circles would surely have written with greater tact or avoided
the topic' (p.42). If Lactantius was not presenting the 'court' view
in 314, there is no particular reason to suppose he was at court
before then either; and it is certainly unlikely that he was suffici-
ently close to Constantine at that point to be much influence upon
him.
2.2: Dedications
The Divine Institutes contain two long dedications to Constantine
(1.1.13-16;7.27.2(26.11-17)) and four other allusions to him (2.1.2,
3.1.1,4.1.1,6.3.1); these are omitted in most MSS along with two long
dualistic passages (2.8.6,7.5.27). E.Heck (so Barnes 1981/291n.96)
has shown that the dedication8 were added to a new edition of the
Divine Institutes about 324, suggesting that Lactantius was not parti-
cularly close to Constantine when the first edition was produced.
This thesis also means that there is no necessary reason why Constan-
tine should have read the Divine Institutes, which were not written
directly to him, but were cosmetically remodelled by an old man who
wanted to adapt his magnum opus to the new political climate. The
dedications do not show that Lactantius was a literary client of Con-
stantine's; they show only that he wanted to impress the Emperor with
his literary ability, and not that he actually did.
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The available historical evidence thus leaves open the question
whether Constantine and Lactantius influenced each other's thought.
Constantine could certainly have read and been influenced by the
Divine Institutes, among other works. But there are no grounds save
conjecture to suggest that they had a close relationship, and probable
reason to suppose otherwise. An analysis of parallels between Lactan-
tius' works and the Oration can make no a priori assumptions about the
likelihood of Lactantian influence upon the Orator, whether Constantine
or somebody else; the case for this can only rest securely upon a
proven literary relationship. Does such a relationship exist?
3. THE DIVINE INSTITUTES
Apart from the quotations of verses from the acrostic, Heikel
(l9O2/xciv,264) lists nine specific parallels between the Divine Insti-
tutes and the Oration which have generally been accepted by other
writers. A consideration of these followed by other possible parallels
and a more general assessment of the relationship between Lactantius'
writings and the Oration should clarify the question of dependence.
3.1: Parallels in Heikel
3.1.1: inst.1.2/Or.154.12-15 Lactantius begins his argument by assert-
ing the existence of providence, and mentions in passing that a few
men disbelieve it. The Orator says that men have withheld God's right-
ful worship because they rejected providence. Bolhuis (1956125f.)
points out that Lactantius is making a general remark, unlike the
Orator's reference to the world before the advent of Christ. It is
also important to note the difference in tone between the authors:
Lactantius writes from a background of philosophical knowledge, assum-
ing that men will believe in providence, and later on (7.3.25;see
below 3.1.9) upholds providence in an attack on Epicurus; the Orator
assumes no philosophical background, and contrary to Lactantius asserts
that men have all agreed in rejecting providence. Lactantius includes
a reference to the teleological argument here, whereas the Oration
does not. There seems little reason to suppose that these passages
are a parallel.
3.1.2: inst.1.3.18f./Qr.156.19-28 Lactantius and the Orator both make
the point that there must be one ruler of the world, or else the
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harmony of the whole would be destroyed. Kurfess (1950/152) admitted
that there was no verbal link here, and concluded that the Orator had
made an independent use of Lactantius; Boihuis (1956/26ff.) however
pointed out parallels in other apologetic writings, and suggested
rather that this was a locus communis. His assertion is supported by
the different contexts in which the argument is placed. Lactantius is
answering objections that a single God cannot control the world by
upholding the necessity of a single ruler. The Orator begins with God
as the origin of existence and subsequently proves that there must be
one God in order to know whom to worship. The same idea is used and
expressed differently in the two authors, and therefore does not imply
dependence.
3.1.3: inst.1.4.1/Or.154.15-18 Lactantius refers to the testimony of
the inspired prophets to the one God, which is shown to be true by the
veracity of their predictions, despite the unbelief of men. The
Orator also claims inspiration for the prophets, and states that they
were disbelieved, but is concerned rather with right worship. Heikel
(1911/5f.) unjustly maligned the Orator for distorting Lactantius; it
seems much more likely that there is a merely coincidental similarity,
especially when comparing Lactantius' ordered exposition of witnesses
to the divine monarchy with a few sentences in the general introduction
to the Oration.
3.1.4: inst.1.11.24/Or.165.7ff. Lactantius and the Orator both use
the stories of the poets to show the corrupt nature of the gods, and
both acknowledge that men regard the stories of the poets as less than
true. Lactantius allows that poets may embellish details, In order to
support his case that gods are apotheosised men; the Orator however
maintains that the poets were inspired In speaking about the gods, and
that all that they said was repugnant but true, a cruder form of
argument. Apotheosis is alluded to In Or.158.2ff. rather than here.
It is not surprising that two separate Christian authors should make
similar apologetic statements about the poets; the differences show
that dependence is unlikely.
3.1.5: inst.1.16.5ff./Or..157.20-25 This is another instance of a
common apologetic point, that a literal acceptance of the myths about
the gods Implies that they continue to have offspring. Lactantius
argues from the fact of there being two sexes among the gods that pro-
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creation mu8t continue among them, and in the course of the argument
asks why so few god8 are then worshipped. The Orator starts with the
popular view that the gods have children, and pushes it to the conclus-
ion that there would then not be sufficient space to accomodate all
the resulting offspring. Kurfess (1950/152f.) was justly criticised
by Bolhuis (1956/28f.) for trying to maintain both an independent use
of Lactantius and a reference to the Sibylline fragment in Theophilus
Autol.2.3, which is much closer in content to the Oration than Lactan-
tius. Heikel (1911/10) also asserted that the Orator was making a
loose use of the Divine Institutes and Theophilus, basing his view on
his opinion that the Orator was an eclectic rhetorician. The parallels
cited by Boihuis (1956/28f.) are however sufficient to show that a
similar idea need carry no connotation of dependence.
3.1.6: lnst.4.7.1/Or.168.7-l8 In chapter eleven of the Oration, the
argument moves from upholding the truth of the Christian way in pract-
ice to answer the objection that Cod could not have a Son, and explains
how his generation occurred. Lactantius however has already mentioned
the begetting of the Son; he answers speculation on what the Son's
name is, and later denies the crude idea that the Son was begotten by
marriage. The explanation of how the Son was begotten in inst.4.8.6-12
bears no resemblance to the argument in the Oration. Any relationship
here is superficial, and dissolves on closer inspection.
3.1.7: inst.4.15.26ff./Or.181.6-18 In their use of the Sibylline
Oracles to testify to Christ both Lactantius and the Orator are aware
of the accusation that these are Christian forgeries and defend them-
selves against it, both making reference to Cicero. This led Heikel
(1902/xcv) among others to claim that the Orator is distorting Lactan-
tius' apology. But as Pflittisch pointed out (1908/72f.), the use of
ancient authors to attest the authenticity of the Sibyl is found else-
where in Christian apologetic (e.g.Ps.-Justin coh.Gr.16), and does not
show dependence. Moreover, Lactantius only makes a general reference
to the knowledge of Cicero, Varro and other ancients concerning the
Sibyls (compare Cicero div.1.2,18;nat.deor.2.3,3.2); the Orator makes
specific reference to Cicerots knowledge of the acro8tic, which,





3.1.8: inst.4.25.3f./Or.168.24ff. Lactantius' exposition of Jesus'
birth centres on him being both spiritual and physical, born in a new
way with a Father of his spirit and a mother of his body, enabling him
to partake of the nature of God and man and mediate between them. The
Orator is not however concerned with Jesus' status as a mediator, but
explains the means of his birth In a series of terse paradoxes, in
which spiritual and physical are opposing realities which are not re-
ferred to the nature of the Son. The resemblance is here again a
superficial one.
3.1.9: Inst.7.3.25f./Or.160.14-162.5 As he does briefly in inst.1.2.5,
so also here Lactantius uses the teleological argument against Epicurus
and others who deny providence. Schultze (1894/546) admitted that the
lists in the Oration were much richer, but said that did not obscure
the dependence; but as Boihuis shows (1956/29f.), the use of the teleo-
logical argument is a commonplace of apologetic. The length and tenor
of the argument in the Oration also shows that, whereas Lactantius
took it for granted that his readers already knew and appreciated the
force of the argument, the Orator did not, and took the opportunity of
giving his eloquence free reign in order to prove his point beyond
question. There is no reason to suppose a connection in the absence
of any verbal links.
3.2: Other possible parallels
3.2.1: Mancini Mancini (1894/212ff.) suggested a long list of possible
parallels, but only one is supported by Schultze (1894/549) as a possi-
bility: Inst.1.19.5/Or.182.18-24,165.14-17. The idea that writers in
the pagan world were afraid to speak the truth out of fear of persecu-
tion provided a useful apologetic argument, which was used elsewhere
(e.g.Ps.-Justln coh.Gr. 20 on Plato); dependence is thus unlikely,
particularly in that Lactantius restricts poetic falsehood to men
being given the name of gods, whereas the Orator acknowledges that
poets may obscure the truth about Cod himself out of fear.
3.2.2: Schultze On his own account, Schultze (1894/548) suggested
inst.4.15.4-18/Or.169.3-14 on the miracles and deeds of Christ. But
Lactantius' work is much more detailed than the Oration; and lists of
Jesu8' miracles are likely to be similar because of their common basis
in New Testament tradition. Unless there are actual verbal links --
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which are not apparent here -- then this is a generalisation which
proves nothing.
3.2.3: Heikel In his introduction to the Oration, Heikel (1902/xciv)
maintained that chapters three and four of the Oration followed the
order of the first book of the Divine Institutes, though there were
some differences: he was supported by Kurfess (1950/151ff.). Apart
from the specific parallels already mentioned however, this suggestion
is too general to be significant. Lactantius and the Orator are
dealing with similar issues, and it is thus unsurprising that there
should be similarities: the differences are rather more striking,
especially that the Orator does not give any details about pagan myths
as Lactantius does.
3.2.4: Kurfess Kurfess (1950/153ff.) thought that the dedication of
inst.7.27.2 formed the basis for a Constantinian response in chapter
twenty-six of the Oration. This could only be true in the most general
sense: there must have been much flattery of the emperor, not just in
Lactantius or Eusebius, which could have provoked a response. There
is no reason to suppose that Constantine is answering Lactantius; e.g.
the Orator ignores here Lactantius' reference to the punishment of the
persecutors.
3.2.5: Epitome The epitome of the Divine Institutes, written around
320 (so Barnes 1981/292n.99), includes a reference to Plato speaking
of two gods (epit.37(42).4, equivalent to inst.4.6.3), which is found
also in Or. 163.18-22. Plato is inserted into Lactantius' argument in
the context of Hermes and the Sibyl with no further exposition. Could
Lactantius have discovered this and introduced it to Constantine? Or
could he even have gleaned it from the Oration? Either of these is
possible, but it is more likely that they were both written in a
similar context where Middle Platonism was popular, and that they were
using an apologetic commonplace (so Kurfess l923/389;Ogilvie 1978/80)
which Lactantius did not discover until after he wrote the Divine
Institutes.
3.3: Lactantius' theology and the Oration
Scholars have tended to look at particular parallels between the
Divine Institutes and the Oration, without looking more critically at
how Lactantiust thought compares with that of the Orator. In general,
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Lactantius' works are oriented towards philosophy and are logically
argued, stressing reason rather than revelation. He sets great store
however by the witness of pagan prophecy as apologetic, but even so
treats the biblical witness faithfully, unlike the Orator (compare
e.g.man's origins in inst.2.12.15-19/Or.158.16-22). lie has a philoso-
phical conception of virtue, whilst the Orator is concerned with the
practical moral superiority of Christianity, and regards philosophy as
a potentially dangerous pursuit (compare Or.162.29-163.8). The Orator
is profuse and repetitive in places, e.g with the teleological argument
and the exposition of the Fourth Eclogue, and passes over pagan mytho-
logy with scarcely a mention. It is difficult to imagine Lactantius
having a substantial hand in revising the theology of the Oration;
some of his ideas are very different, as the following examples show.
3.3.1: Divine In8titute8
3.3.1.1: inst.l.7.13 Lactantius argues that all things have a beginn-
ing and therefore God made himself; Or.156.9ff. states that God has no
beginning and is above existence.
3.3.1.2: inst.4.2.4f. As Hartmann (1902/20n.23) points out, Lactantius
says that Pythagoras and Plato obtained their wisdom from Egypt, the
Magi and Persia, and were prevented from getting the truth from the
Jews; Or.177.20-3 on the contrary comments that Pythagoras imitated
Moses, and that Plato was his disciple.
3.3.1.3: inst.4.1O.1 Lactantlus states that the Son of God descended
to earth Ut constitueret deo templum doceretque iustitiam (p.301.9f.),
and Or.155.9-1O similarly iepc5v tva vv &petñc tv oXrcCav itt tic
y?jç ôp3cato -- but the idea is used in a different way. In the
Oration it refers to the founding of the church at Pentecost and
after, whereas Lactantius sees the foundation of the church as being
accomplished by Christ during his earthly ministry.
3.3.1.4: inst.4.26.29-36 Lactantius is concerned to explain why
Christ died an ignoble death on a cross. Not only does the Orator not
see this as a problem, but also the cross is never mentioned In his
text: there is only the circumlocution irctOiia (154.5,170.14,176.14,19).
3.3.1.5: inst.5.7.4ff. Lactantius maintains that evil exists in order
to make virtue evident and faith real; the Orator (Or.170.lf.,172.23-6)
attributes evil to passions, and does not explain it philosophically.
3.3.1.6: inst.7.27.2 In this dedication to Constantine, Lactantius




appearance of sanctity; the Orator (Or.189.16-23) knows of no such
distinction.
3.3.2: epitome
3.3.2.1: epit.44(49).4f. Lactantius emphasises the unity of Father
and Son; the Orator is not explicitly concerned to make this fundamen-
tal theological point.
3.3.2.2: epit.63(68).8f. Lactantius allows that Plato upheld the
immortality of souls, but says that he taught the transmigration of
souls rather than the punishment of the wicked; the Orator (Or.164.6-
22) also refers to Plato and immortality, but on the contrary states
that Plato did speak of judgement.
3.3.2.3: epit.68(73).2 Lactantius asserts the priority of faith
through Cod's Son, as well as obeying his commands, in order to be
saved; the Orator (Or.189.16-23) rather teaches that to live well is
sufficient.
3.3.3: de ira dei
3.3.3.1: de Ira dei 13.13-18 In the course of explaining why there
are evil things in the world, Lactantius says that God put man in a
world of good and evil in order to allow the exercise of wisdom. The
Orator (Or.172.l8ff.) approaches it the other way round, stating that
God gave man knowledge of good and evil in order that he might survive
in a world where some things were harmful.
3.3.3.2: de ira del 15.3f. Lactantius blames the existence of evil on
the frailty of the flesh, whereas the Orator (Or.172.23-6) blames it
on man's choice of passion instead of Cod's provision.
It is possible then to conclude that there is no literary relation-
ship between the theological writings of Lactantius and the Oration,
and moreover that differences of thought between them make a close
connection unlikely. Apparent parallels are due to the commonplaces
of apologetic rather than direct or indirect contact. If this is true
for Lactantius' dogmatic writings, how true is it for his historical
tract, the de mortibus persecutorum?
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4. DE MORTIBUS PERSECUTORUM
Chapters twenty-four and twenty-five of the Oration proclaim Cod's
judgement on the persecutor8 of the church, and refer to Decius,
Valerian, Aurelian and Diocletian. In mort.pers.4-7 Lactantius writes
about the same rulers in the same order, and in his exposition of Dio-
cletian refers to the fire in the palace at Nicomedia, as the Oration
does (mort.pers.14;Or.190.29f.). This has led Schultze (1894/542ff.)
and D&ries (1954/143n.1) to conclude that the attitudes and contents
of the passages are so similar that they show the Orator's dependence
on Lactantius; Pflittisch (1908/77) however emphasises the differences,
and Heikel (1902/cf.) thought rather that the Oration made a confused
use of the v.C. It is difficult to show that general 8imilarities of
theme are the result of dependence: the punishment of the persecutors
is shown by Helm (1978/57f.) to be included in Constantinian documents
in the v.C. (e.g.4.11ff.,2.24,26,2.49-54,1.27), as also in the Divine
Institutes (inst.5.24); and themes such as the unchastity of the
tyrants also occur in the v.C. (e.g.1.33,55), suggesting that they are
common to more Christians than Lactantius and Constantine. It is
however possible to look at the treatments of the same historical
subjects to discover whether there is any close connection.
4.1: Deciu8 (mort.pers.4/Or.190.4-10)
Dtrries (1954/143n.1) states that the Orator is free with his use
of the de mortibus persecutorurn here, and particularly notes the way
in which Decius' defeat was an insult to Rome. It is also notable
that Lactantius emphasises Decius' po8ition as an enemy of Cod, while
the Orator stresses the way in which he persecuted the righteous.
There is a possible allusion in Or.190.6f. to Decius' lack of burial;
but there are no similarities of expression in the passages. The
connection between them lies in the way that both deal briefly with
Decius and his fall, rather than in evident dependence.
4.2: Valerian (mort.pers.5/Or.190.1O-15)
Lactantiu8 goes into much more detail about Valerian than the
Orator, but both have a similar train of thought: Valerian persecuted
and was judged, and then the judgement is described. There is a
difference of detail however: Lactantius describes how Valerian was
used by Sapor as a mounting block, but the Orator brings out his
humiliation in being led in chains while wearing imperial attire.




letter to Sapor (v.C.4.11) as the result of divine vengeance; and so
it seems more likely that the Orator is giving an independent but
similar view of Valerian as a persecutor than a precis of Lactantius.
4.3: Aurelian (mort.pers.6/Or.190.15-18)
Compared to Lactantius, the Orator gives a compressed account of
Aurelian. There are similar features, such as Aurelian's fierceness,
his death in Thrace, and an acknowledgement (explicit in Lactantius,
implicit in the Oration) that he had not really begun to persecute the
church. But there is a difference in incidental detail regarding his
death: it is on the public highway in the Oration, whereas Lactantius
emphasises that it was caused by his friends. This difference of
detail is again not explained by the hypothesis of the dependence of
the Orator upon Lactantius.
4.4: Diocletian
In the de mortibus persecutorum, Lactantius criticises Diocletian's
secular as well as religious policies (7,9.11), his timidity as a
ruler (9.6f.), the reason why he was a persecutor (10), his illness
(17) and his abdication (18f.), as well as the course of events during
the persecution. The Orator's treatment of Diocletian is much more
restricted: he refers to the persecution and his subsequent mental
illness (190.19-22;compare mort.pers.17.9), adding the detail that he
lived in a separate house; but after referring to his fear and the
palace fire (190.23-30) the Orator pursues a different course to
Lactantius by emphasising the certainty of divine retribution, the
emperor's unchastity, and the civil war; and the eventual triumph of
God is declared. There are similar themes, but no evident dependence.
Ddrries (1954/153f.,159) points out similar themes elsewhere: the
mental suffering of the persecutors (v.C.2.27), civil war (v.C.2.49,54;
also Eus.h.e.8.14.3), a long illness (Eus.h.e.8 app.3), and peace
before persecution broke out (Or.191.4,compare v.C.2.49). The Orator's
treatment is sufficiently different from that of Lactantius to suggest
that there is independent thinking rather than a confused use of
either Lactantius or Eusebius.
4.5: The palace fire
The fire is mentioned by Lactantius (mort.pers.14.2ff.), Eusebiu8
(h.e.8.6.6) and the Orator (Or.190.29f.). Eusebius states that he did




ians; Lactantius says that there were two fires, caused by Galerius in
order to have a pretext for attacking the Christians; the Orator
claims the personal authority of an eyewitness for the cause being
lightning. Schultze (1894/544) pointed out that Eusebius' and Lactan-
tius' accounts were in broad agreement, and concluded that the Orator
depended on incorrect information; he cannot however explain why, if
the Orator is dependent on Lactantius, this detail should have been
different. A literary connection is thus unlikely: the question of
historicity may perhaps be resolved by the Orator having intended
lightning to be a symbol of Cod's judgement in history, which is
encountered elsewhere in the Oration and Constantine (see below VI.8.
6).
There thus seem to be no compelling reasons to suppose that the
Oration is dependent on the de mortibus persecutorum. Although differ-
ences of emphasis are apparent (e.g. Lactantius stresses rebellion
against Cod, but the Orator emphasises damage to the state), it is
more important to notice the differences of detail which make any
close connection unlikely, despite the similarity of theme. Possibly
Lactantius suggested the apologetic value of the deaths of the perse-
cutors to Constantine, and he took it up in his own fashion; but
overall there is a similarity of milieu, of ways of thinking, rather
than a specific borrowing of one from the other. Themes in the Oration
which are also found in Constantinian documents in the v.C. are indica-
tions that authorship by Constantine is to be seriously considered;
certainly Heikel's thesis that a forger made use of Lactantius' history
is unlikely, given that a later forger would have been more likely to
follow his sources closely in order to appear more authentic.
5. VIRGIL AND THE SIBYL
If there is no proven literary relationship between Lactantius'
writings and the Oration, is it still possible to suggest that Lactan-
tius brought Virgil's Eclogue and the Sibyl to the attention of Con-
stantine, leading to their inclusion in the Oration?
5.1: Lactantius
Lactantius, along with several other apologists, used the witness
of the Sibyl to speak to the pagan world, unlike more biblically-
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oriented or sceptical authors such as Origen and Eusebius (see Guilla-
mm 1978/193); the oracles of the Sibyl put Christian witness into a
classical idiom (so Pichon 1901 1 211ff .). Lactantius quotes the Sibyll-
me Oracles over seventy times in his extant writings, thirty times in
lnst.7 (see Kurfess 1936b/ll). The selective way in which he uses
verses, when contrasted with e.g. Theophilus (Autol.2.3,31,36;compare
Ogilvie 1978/28) suggests that he was using a compendium in which the
Sibylline verses were associated under headings with other material
(so Burch 1927/204ff.;compare Kurfess 1923,Ogilvie 1978/109). Lactan-
tius makes even more use of quotations from Virgil (see index in CSEL
27.2,pp.266ff.); most of these are of the nature of literary allusions,
but in inst.7.24.11 he quotes a catena of verses from the Fourth
Eclogue which he regards as expounding the prophecies of the Cumaean
Sibyl, rather than as independent prophecy regarding Christ (8ee
Fabbri 193O/234;compare Augustine in PfMttisch 1907/736). Lactantius
thus shows that a Christian interpretation of the Fourth Eclogue, as
found in the Oration, is not a singular occurrence (compare Schwartz
1908/3097). The question here however is whether the way in which
Lactantius uses Virgil and the Sibyl is reflected in the Oration.
5.2: Constantine
Nowhere in his known works does Constantine make explicit use of
Virgil (so Kraft 1955/272), and he only quotes the Sibylline Oracles
In one place, the letter to Anus (Op.3,34.19). It Is interesting to
note not only the difference between Constantine and the Oration as to
how the Sibyl is dated (see below 6.3.1) but also the extremely loose
way in which the Sibyl is quoted when compared to our extant version.2
Opitz (Op.3,p.7l) questions Schwartz's view that this is because
Constantine is quoting a Latin translation of the Sibyllmne Oracles;
whatever the reason, it Is evident that Constantine knew of the Sibyll-
me Oracles and had access to a version of them, at least by 333 on
Opitz's dating.
5.3: The Orator
There are several points at which the Orator appears to differ
from Lactantius in his use of these authors.
5.3.1: DescriptIon of the Sibyl LactantIus (Inst.1.6.7-14) reproduces
Varro and Fenestella In his description of the Erythraean Sibyl; the
Orator (Or.179.8f.) gives a rather different account, similar to that
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of Orac..Sib.1.283-90, and closer to the description given by Constan-
tine than that of Lactantius.
5.3.2: Cicero Lactantius (inst.4.15.27) makes general reference to
Cicero's knowledge of the Sibyls; the Orator (Or.181.l6ff.) 8tates
specifically that Cicero knew and translated the acrostic which is
quoted. Cicero (div.2.54) says that the Sibylline Oracles were in
acrostics, showing their deliberate and non-prophetic nature; he says
that they should be shut away, and makes no reference to translating
them. Pfttisch (1913a/117) suggests that the Latin text of the
Oration has been mistranslated, but gives no reasons or alternatives.
It is more likely that the Orator has mis-remembered his knowledge of
Cicero in order to bolster his case for the genuineness of the acros-
tic. It is certain however that Lactantius, a follower of Cicero,
would have known that this statement was false; far from being Lactan-
tian in origin, as Kurfess (1936b/14f.) argues, it shows that Lactan-
tius was not connected with the composition or revision of the Oration.
5.3.3: Acrostic verses Lactantius quotes the acrostic verses 8, 23
and 25f. (inst.7.6.11,19.9,20.3) in the same Greek form as they have
in the acrostic itself. Mancini (1894/207ff.) concluded that Lactan-
tius would have quoted the acrostic if he could, and therefore it and
the Oration were later in date; and Fabbri (193O/235;compare Kurfess
1918a/1O1;Dilger 1910/59f..) held that the scattered use of the verses
showed that Lactantius did not know the acrostic. Guillamin (1978/
197ff.) even suggested that Lactantius introduced the Sibyl to Constan-
tine, and his interest led to a new edition including the acrostic.
On the other hand, the acrostic form may have been missed if the last
strophe was not an integral part of it (compare Dlger 1910/59f.); and
Lactantius could have used the acrostic to his advantage in order to
testify to Chri8t, e.g. at inst.1.6 or 4.6.7. The acrostic is discuss-
ed further below (6.2); here the significance is that Lactantius was
concerned with the content of the Sibylline verses, not with their
form as the Orator was. They also have a different approach to the
verses (compare Heikel l9O2/xcvii): the Orator applies them to Christ's
fir8t coming, and Lactantius to his second coming. There is thus no
particular connection; as Bolhuis (1956/30f.) observes, the Sibylline
Oracles were so widespread that three quotations of the same material
cannot automatically imply dependence.
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5.3.4: Erythraean Sibyl quotation (Or.187.1-4) Pfttisch (1908/45f.)
suggested that this reference to the Erythraean Sibyl in the midst of
an exposition of Virgil, who refers to the Cumaean Sibyl, was interpo-
lated by a translator oriented towards the Erythraean Sibyl. Kurfess
(1952/46) argued that the way in which Lactantius combined different
Sibylline books in one quotation suggested to the Orator that any
Christian quotations from the Sibyls were taken from the Erythraean.
He does however make reference to other authors who combined different
Sibyls, 3
 and therefore this 'confusion' is not specific to Lactantius;
it is also possible that the Orator was using a compendium which
already attributed the quotation to the Erythraean Sibyl. The quota-
tion is not found in our present Sibylline Oracles (see below 6.2).
5.3.5: Virgil Lactantius uses mainly the Aeneid for his quotations,
and only uses the Fourth Eclogue in inst.7.24.11. The Orator on the
other hand quote8 only the Eclogue, and apart from Virgil and the
Sibyl contains no explicit literary allusions. It is possible that
Lactantius could have emphasised the Christian interpretation of the
Fourth Eclogue and caught Constantine's imagination, but the way in
which the Eclogue is interpreted chiliastically by Lactantius, and
relating to Christ's first coming by the Orator, makes this unlikely
(compare Fabbri 1930/235 and Decker 1978/88, as against Kurfess 1936b/
12). If the Orator was dependent on Lactantius, why did he not make
more use of Virgil? Arid why are helpful biblical, Sibylline or Her-
metic passages not put to his apologetic use? As with the Sibylline
acro8tic, so with Virgil: the fact that Lactaritius quotes a few verses
from material given in full in the Oration, and used these in a differ-
ent way, suggests independence of thought between Lactantius and the
Orator, and not that one drew on the other for choice of material.
This conclusion makes the Constantinian authorship of the Oration
easier to contemplate. If Constantine was not in the habit of making
quotations, then the use of three specific passages in the Oration
does not invalidate authorship by him, since they involve particular
passages which Constantine considered significant, not a change of
style towards a more rhetorically polished use of literary allusions
(see below VI.9.2). The loose quotation of the Sibyl in the letter to
Anus is analogous to the loose allusion to the Erythraean Sibyl in
the Oration. The acrostic and the Fourth Eclogue however had to be
rendered exactly in order to keep the form of one and the well known
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words of the other. Any connections between the Oration and the works
of Lactantius regarding Virgil and the Sibyl can be explained better
by similarity of context than by direct dependence.
6. THE ORATION AND THE SIBYL
If the Oration is not dependent on Lactantius, what is its relati-
onship with the Sibylline Oracles? There are three particular areas
to consider: particular parallels of material; the acrostic; and the
history of the Sibyl.
6.1: The Sibyl as a source
The Sibylline Oracles are quoted by several early Christian wri-
ters, as well as being referred to more generally. 4
 The only quotation
in the Oration apart from the acrostic, of the Erythraean Sibyl (187.
2ff.), is not found in extant Sibylline literature in this form:
Pflittisch (1908/113) suggested that it was drawn from Orac.Sib.8.195ff.
even though the contents are different; Kurfess (1936b/18-21) suggested
Orac.Sib.3..1-8,296ff.,371f. as possible sources, showing the vagueness
of the parallel. Either this represents a lost passage; or it is a
prose precis of a Sibylline saying, which the author composed himself
or found in a compendium; or it may have been a Latin prose version of
the Sibyl which has been translated back into Greek, making it unrecog-
nisable -- as may have happened with Constantine and the Sibyl (see
above 5.2). There have however been two attempts to argue that the
Oration shows dependence on words or statements found in the Sibylline
Oracles.
6.1.1: Pfttisch PfUttisch (1908/112f.) suggested that the translation
of the Fourth Eclogue showed traces of the Sibylline Oracles: the
phra8es he suggested are however more likely to have been drawn by the
translator and the author of the Sibylline Oracles from the common
classical literary tradition. He goes on to propose that the indist-
inct nature of the scriptural references in the Oration is accounted
for if they are seen as dependent on material in the Sibylline Oracles,
and gives three examples.
6.1.1.1: Orac.Sib.1.41,8.262/Or.158.22,172.19 In their references to




show some similarity, but the Sibylline material is close to and drawn
from Genesis 3, whereas the Oration shows a marked divergence from it.
6.1.1.2: Orac.Sib.l.351ff. ,8.273ff./Or.169.1O-14,174.16-175.22 Both
authors deal with the miracles of Jesus. Kurfess (1936b/22) suggested
that the lists in the Oration were drawn from scripture, and that in
any case Orac.Sib.8.205ff. was a better parallel than those quoted by
PfYttisch. There are no exact parallels of material, and various
lists of miracles drawn from the New Testament are common enough in
Christian literature; passages such as Orac.Sib.6.l3ff. show that they
were widespread, and thus do not imply dependence.
6.1.1.3: Orac.Sib.1.285/Or.183.23 The word itpurt6itxaotoç is used in
both places, which led Kurfess (1936b/22) to conclude that Constantine
knew the first book of the Sibylline Oracles. However, the context in
the Sibylline Oracles is that of peace after the Deluge, not the Fall
as in the Oration; and the use of a single word cannot be used to
prove dependence when it stands in such isolation.
6.1.2: Kurfess Kurfess (1952/48-54) put forward eight possible parall-
els between the Oracles and the Oration.
6.1.2.1: Theoph.Autol.2.3/Or.157.22 These comments on the multiplicity
of gods are definitely parallel thoughts; 5 but this does not explain
the relationship between them. Was there a direct borrowing? If so,
was it from Theophilus or the Oracles? Or was it a common argument,
used independently by the Orator? There is no verbal similarity to
indicate any particular dependence.
6.1.2.2: Orac.Sib.l.41/Or.158..16-22 Both passages are dealing with
the creation of man; Kurfess regards the use of aOoç/ax6ç in both
places, instead of the LXX ctX6c/itovp6ç, as implying dependence. He
undermines his case however by explaining that the words are singular
in the Oracles and plural in the Oration because in the latter case
they are translated from the Latin: meaning that they were chosen by
the translator, rather than being the Orator's own allusion to the
Sibylline Oracles.
6.1.2.3: Orac.Sib.1.351-9/Or.169.1O-14 Kurfess here accepted the
parallel proposed by PfMttisch for the lists of miracles, but did not
answer the objection raised above (6.1.1.2).
6.1.2.4: Orac.Sib.8.205ff.,273f./Or.170.5-9 This is again only a
general list of miracles with no specific indication of dependence.
6.1.2.5: Orac.Sib.1.372-5/Or.170.13 Any connection between these




scripture. If the Oracles had included a reference to chao8 or the
renewal of heaven, as the Oration does, then some kind of dependence
would have appeared more likely.
6.1.2.6: Orac.Sib.6.9-14/Or.ch.15 Both passages are describing the
life of Jesus: they are bound to have similarities, since the sixth
book of the Oracles gives an account of the life of Jesus. There are
no evident verbal links, and a definite common source.
6.1.2.7: Orac.Sib.6.1-7/Or.168.22-169.2 The similarity here lies in
the way that the two authors associate the birth and baptism of Jesus:
but the same criticism of a common source in scripture applies to this
suggestion too.
6.1.2.8: Or.175.4-11 Kurfe8s suggests a number of parallels from the
Oracles for this passage on the life of Jesus; the way in which he can
find a large number of possibilities is in itself an indication of the
weakness of his case.
Apart from these two authors, Bolhuis (1956/28) suggested that
Orac.Slb.3.11-28 formed one source for the Oration, in order to show
the loose way in which the Orator uses his sources. It is however
hardly necessary to find a specific source for the Orator's theme of
God's greatness and power; the fact that there is no trace of the
mystic use of Adam's name (Orac.Sib.3.24ff.) rules this out as a
parallel.
The repetitive nature of the Sibylline Oracles makes it difficult
to attribute any dependence with certainty in the absence of convincing
verbal links. The only other apparent close similarity is in Theoph.
Autol.2.36 (frag.3,p.90.2): eC ô ytôv Xwc ta cpecCp€tai, compared
to the Orator's T& ô' x yevoewç cpOcxpt& itvtcx (Or.157.19), which
appears to be a widespread idea rather than an exact quotation.
Attempts to show that the Oration shows any dependence on the Sibylline
Oracles prove only that there is a common source for both in Christian
tradition.
6.2: The Sibylline acrostic
The fact that Orac.Sib.8.217-50 is quoted verbatim in the Oration
(179.19-181.2) raises three issues.
6.2.1: Dating What implications does the use of the acrostic have for
the date of the Oration? Mancini (1894/226f.) argued that because
Augustine quoted it (civ.dei 18.23) without the last strophe, it was




agreed, and Wendland (1902/232) proposed that there was more than one
edition of the Sibyl. Pfättisch (1908/17f.;compare Kurfess 1918a/105)
pointed out that Augustine's Latin tradition was different from the
Orator's Creek version, and Dtslger (1910/59) said that Augustine's
testimony showed that the acrostic predated him. Hanson (1973/507)
concluded that it was impossible to use the acrostic to date the
Oration because it Is unknown when the occtopóç strophe was included,
and that the acrostic may anyway have circulated independently before
its inclusion in Orac.Sib.8. Dtfl.ger's enquiry (1910/6lff.) into the
date of the acrostic itself however suggested that from internal evi-
dence it dates from the end of the second century, and therefore that
it was composed long before the Oration, as against Guillamin (see
above 5.3.3). The Orator used an existing acrostic which was composed
as a prophecy of Christ: DJlger (1910/66) was wrong to see it in terms
of safeguarding the content8 from corruption, since it was not so much
the content as the form that chiefly Interested the Christians.6
6.2.2: Form The question of the relationship of the last strophe to
the rest of the acrostic concerns both the dating and the form of the
Oration. If the broad consensus that there were two versions of the
acrostic is correct, how did this extra strophe arise? The facts that
it makes particular allusion to the acrostic form, refers to specifi-
cally Christian symbols unlike the rest of the acrostic, and is outside
the ixe structure of the other strophes, all suggest that it was a
later addition to an existing acrostic rather than an integral part of
it. Augustine's old Latin translation would have picked up the acros-
tic if the verses at the end had been included, even if Lactantius
knew it but chose not to use it. Was the last strophe added by the
translator or author of the Oration? Kurfess (1918a/100) thought that
the crnup6ç strophe was added by the translator because of the Cood
Friday theme, and made two attempts to pin down his sources: at first
(1936b/25) he suggested Orac.Sib.8.195-202, but the unconvincing
nature of the parallel led to his later view (1950/149) that Constan-
tine himself composed the strophe (in Latin?) on the basis of Cicero's
reference to a king in dIv.2.54, leading to the reference (Orac.Sib.8.
250/Or.181.2) to ThrrPp &Ovatoç 3cot.Xet3ç. The context however makes
this unlikely, because Cicero is concerned with the way in which the
Sibylline Oracles were being used to argue for a king in Rome, rather
than expounding their content; and in any case this only accounts for




There are two reasons for supposing that the last strophe was
already in the copy of the acrostic used by the Orator. First, their
purpose is to call attention to the Christian nature of the acrostic;
but this is already done in the context of the Oration, rendering the
final verses unnecessary. Second, the implication of the comments
which commence the next chapter (Or.181.6-12) Is that the acrostic was
already known to be a source of controversy (compare Mancini 1894/
208f.), suggesting that it was Included in the Oration as a given
piece rather than a revised form. We cannot know whether the Orator
used the Sibylline books or had a separate MS for the acrostic, but
the implication is that there was a separate tradition of the acrostic
based on the form iX6YE which understandably left out the last strophe,
and which is represented in the manuscript of Augustine's friend
Flaccianus.
6.2.3: Context The Orator quoted the acrostic because he believed
that their form proved them to be genuine (compare Cicero div.2.54;Dio-
nysius Arch.4.62.6), and that the acrostic was a prophecy of Christ's
coming. Heikel (1902/xcvii;1911/28) mistakenly concentrated on the in-
appropriate content of the acrostic, which concerns judgement rather
than Christ (compare Pfttisch 1913a/116), but held (1911/30) that the
use of pCo in the next chapter (Or.181.14) to refer to Christ was
loosely drawn from the acrostic verses 179.19,21,24; if the latter is
correct, then It ties the verses even closer into their context, and
it would not have been odd if a translator had used an item of vocabu-
lary from the Sibylline prophecy. The comments on the contents of the
acrostic (Or.181.lOff.) do not show that the contents of the acrostic
were after all important, but that the author was aware of the level
of argument about it: Christians maintained that the contents were
Sibylline and thus valuable, and the incidental acrostic form was
therefore due to the inspiration of Cod, while the pagans held that
the acrostic form proved it was a forgery. Kurfess (1918a/100) conclu-
ded that Augustine's testimony showed that the old Latin translation
of the acrostic knew its contents but not its form, and therefore that
the Greek verses were added by the translator. The difficulty with
this view is that the verses are closely connected with their context:
the introduction (Or.179.14-18) is meaningless if the acrostic is not
quoted, since otherwise tv otopCav tç to 'Iroo3	 (179.
18) is not indicated at all, and the following rn&ra (181.3,9) have no
referent. Whether the verses were quoted in Latin or Greek in the
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original draft of the Oration depends partly on whether Augustine's
Latin translation was the only one; but they were probably in Greek In
an otherwi8e Latin draft (compare Barnes 1981/75), since: Constantine
and other educated Latins knew Greek; the reference to Cicero's Latin
translation (Or.181.l6ff.) Implies that the acrostic is not quoted in
Latin, or else there would have been an explanation of how the form
given related to that of Cicero; and the Sibyl was a Creek book, so
that quoting the original would carry more weight than a secondhand
Latin translation. Certainly an assessment of the acrostic gives no
reason to suppose either that the Orator drew after all on the Sibyll-
me books in general, or that he cannot be identified with Constantine.
6.3: The history of the Sibyl
Finally there are two issues associated with the Orator's intro-
duction to the acrostic (Or.179.8-18): the time at which the Sibyl
lived, and how her history relates to Daphne.
6.3.1: Dating As far as the historical view of the Erythraean Sibyl
is concerned, Eusebius' Chronicle (see Guillamin 1978/193f.) place8
her around 742 B.C., 440 years after Troy; Augustine (cIv.dei 18.23)
indirectly supports this by stating that some people thought she lived
around the time of Troy rather than that of Romulus. The legendary
tradition of her origins found in the Oration (179.8f.) states that
she lived	 tT 'yev	 iet& tcv 7citaiXvGj16v, whereas Constantine (to
Arius,Op.3,34.18) says that she prophesied 3000 years ago; and the
Sibylline Oracles themselves say that the Sibyl was the daughter-in-law
of Noah In the sixth generation after Adam (Orac.Sib.1.283-90,compare
3.823-9). How are these different legendary versions of the Sibyl's
dating to be explained? Heikel (1911/28f.) thought that the Orator
had made a clumsy error in putting the Sibyl in the sixth generation
after the Flood, instead of after Adam; Pfttisch (1908/113) regarded
as 'parataktisch' for 'era' (i.e.,'in the sixth era, the one
just after the Flood'), and explained Constantine's statement by point-
ing out that customary reckoning put the Flood 3000 years before his
time.
Theophilus (Autol.3.24,28) sought to show that the Flood took
place 3453 years previou8ly, and that the sixth generation after the
Flood came some 700 years later, i.e. about 2900 years before Constan-
tine. If Constantine's itpô tPLOXLXCWV itou t&v refers to the later
date, then Constantine and the Orator share the same error, and could




Oracle, or else he was using an inaccurate source of reference. If
however Constantine indicates the time of the Flood, the earlier date,
then in preference to Pflittisch 7 the statement in the Oration is to be
explained by a mistranslation using a wrong preposition: the Orator
originally said that the Sibyl lived in the sixth generation at the
time of the Flood. Either way, it is not necessary to assume that the
Orator was making an essentially different statement from that of
Constantine; nor is it necessary to assume that he was using the
Sibylline Oracles as a source, since he could well have drawn on a
historical summary prepared by someone else.
6.3.2: Daphne Stigimayr (1909/351n.2) castigated the Orator for his
poor use of sources in describing the Erythraean Sibyl with features
which belonged to the Pythic oracle at Delphi, and then linking this
historical person with the mythological nymph Daphne. Guillamin
(1978/196n.58) also found it puzzling that ôuta (179.14) should be
used of the Sibyl when it was a Delphic term. Kurfess (1936b/21n.3)
however pointed to the tradition in Pausanias (Description 1O.12.lff.)
that the Erythraean Sibyl was found at Delphi; the author has not
assimilated the Sibyl into Deiphic tradition without a precedent.
Regarding Daphne, Pfttisch (1913b/247n.3) identified the reference as
being to the oracle of Apollo near Antioch; Hanson (1973/507-11) used
this identification to argue that the Oration must date from that
Oracle's revival under Julian, having gone to great pains to show that
it was actually functioning then; and Barnes (1976a/416) answered this
by suggesting that the shrine at Daphne produced anti-Christian oracles
shortly before 311. All these authors are however mistaken in identi-
fying Daphne with a place: as Kurfess (1949/169n.7) points out, the
Orator refers to the daughter of Teiresias, a tradition represented in
Diodorus Siculus (History 4.66.5f.), where Daphne is said to have been
dedicated to Delphi and produced oracles such that she was called
Sibylla. Although Diodorus himself is not the source for the Orator's
comments, since Daphne's parents play no part in his account of her
dedication, and there is no mention of
	 rioveç 6uMoC (Or.179.13), a
similar tradition must lie behind this statement; the Orator's point
is that the Sibyl's service of the Pythic oracle produced nothing
good, 'according to the same things as are narrated concerning Daphne'
(179.13f.;compare LS art.ci&r6ç 111.2), referring to a comparable
Sibylline priestess and not a shrine. The detail that the Sibyl was




Orator, or more likely his source, has developed the tradition of the
Sibyl beyond what is found in the Sibylline Oracles themselves, which
supports the view that the Orator was depending on a compendium of
history and apologetic rather than a direct use of the Sibylline
Oracles.
7. CONCLUSION
There are two main conclusions to be drawn from this assessment of
Lactantius and the Sibyl with regard to the Oration. The first is
that the relationship between Lactantius, the Sibylline Oracles and
the Oration is unclear, but there is no solid evidence to show that
the Orator is in any way dependent on them; rather, the links between
them argue for a similar context in the Christian world of the third
and early fourth centuries (so Harnack 1904/117;Decker 1978/81ff.).
The conclusions of scholars who have tried to make this relationship
more definite have largely been determined by their presuppositions
(see above 1.2,4).
The second conclusion is that the case for Constantinian authorship
of the Oration, while not proven, is strengthened: the distance between
Lactantius' and Constantine's lives and thought is similar to that
between Lactantius and the Orator; there are links between the Oration
and Constantinian documents; neither the Orator nor Constantine make
much use of quotations, and where they do quote the Sibyl (other than
in the acrostic) they have a similar loose rendering; the views of
Constantine and the Orator on the dating of the Sibyl can be harmon-
ised. Either Constantine and the Orator rely on similar sources,
which are neither Lactantius nor the Sibylline Oracles, or they have
similarly idiosyncratic memories. Before analysing the relationship
between Constantine and the Orator in depth, it is necessary to put
the Oration into context as an apologetic work and to compare it with
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Discussions about the authorship and date of the Oration revolve
in part around different interpretations of it8 relationship to other
literary sources. Its relationship to the works of Lactantius has
already been assessed, and the following chapters compare it with the
works of Plato and Constantine. This chapter is concerned with the
relationship between the Oration and the works of Eusebius, and also
how the Oration fits into the context of pre-Nicene apologetic. These
two areas of study are considered together, partly because they both
are concerned primarily with how the Oration relates to Greek theologi-
cal writing, and also because they both shed light on the way in which
itcxiç is used of Christ in the Oration, a study of which concludes the
chapter. Beginning with Euseblus, there are two ways of considering
his relationship to the Oration and its author.
1.1: Historical
It has been observed by Barnes (1981/265ff.,especially n.66) that
the received picture of Eusebius as a close confidant of Constantine
is erroneous. Eusebius saw Constantine once before Nicaea, from a
distance in Palestine;' we know that they met four times after that,
but only in the context of meetings and councils, and not as far as we
know privately (Barnes 1981/266). None of the letters which Eusebius
cites as being written to him by Constantine show the marks of a close
2
relationship.	 As Barnes says (1981/104), Eusebius did not become a
subject of Constantine until he was over sixty and had written his
major works; those writers who hold to the Constantinian authorship of
the Oration, with one exception (Schwartz 1908/3099), place its compo-
sition before Nicaea, making Eusebius' personal influence on the
content of the Oration extremely unlikely. Their later contact, inclu-
ding Eusebius' visits to the palace, would however have enabled Euse-
bius to discover enough about Constantine to make the statements in
the v.C. (4.29,32) about the emperor and his orations reasonably trust-
worthy. The historical data give no grounds for supposing that Con-
stantine's biographer had any particular influence on his thought. We
cannot know whether Constantine read any of Eusebius' major theological
works: the implication of v.C.4.35, that Constantine preferred to read
his theology in Latin, would make it unlikely, and in fact no one has
attempted to argue this directly in the way that they have for Lactan-
tius. All we know is that Constantine heard Eusebius speak on the




said that he had read the bishop's tract on Easter in translation:
that does not mean that Constantine drew on Eusebius' theology, or
even that he remembered what the bishop had said.
1.2: Literary
The literary connection between the works of Eusebius and the
Oration has been considered from four different viewpoints.
1.2.1: Eusebius as author Could Eusebius have written the Oration?
Rossignol (1845/vif.) argued that Constantine could not have produced
the Oration because of its historical errors, Platonisms, and close
connections with Lactantius, and therefore that Eusebius wrote it: he
promised (1845/351) to prove it in another book, but never did.
Mancini (1894/103-16), supported by Heikel (1902/xcviiif.), compared
the Oration to Eusebius' works in order to show that Eusebius could
not in fact have written the Oration: Eusebius would not have used a
Latin Eclogue, and quotes neither Virgil nor the Sibyl; he would have
used the Bible more, and been more literal where it is used; there are
differences of history (e.g. the palace burning at Nicomedia, Or.190.
24-30/h.e.8.6.6), and different styles and vocabulary. These arguments
have won general acceptance (compare Hanson 1973/506). The debate
about translation has implications for whether Eusebius could have
been connected with the Oration: thus Schultze (1894/551) sees the
Oration as having been heavily reworked in the process of translation,
and wonders whether Eusebius was responsible for the revision; while
Hartmann (1902/33) excludes Eusebius from having any connection with
the Oration because of the literal nature of the translation.
1.2.2: A Eusebian forger If Eusebius did not write the Oration, it is
possible to argue that a later author made his forgery while drawing
on Eusebius' writings. Although Wendland (1902/229f.) pointed out how
easy it could have been for Eusebius simply to annex the Oration to
the v.C., other scholars disagreed, and held the Oration to be a
forgery based on Eusebius' comments in the v.C. (4.29,32). Mancini
(1894/210-24) thought that Lactantius was the main source along with
Constantine's letters, but suggested four links between the Oration
and the laus, and one parallel with the preparatio evangelica. Heikel
(1902/cf.;1911/45f,) saw Eusebius as one of the main sources of the
Oration, and suggested nine close parallels between chapter twenty-five
of the Oration and the v.C., as well as comparisons with the laus and
historia ecciesiastica. PfYttisch (1908/19) disagreed, maintaining
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that there were no conceptual or literal parallels between Eusebius'
works and the Oration, and that v.C.4.29 represented only the common
apologetic thinking of the time. As Baynes says (1931/53), the forgery
argument is generally discredited, although it has been implicitly
revived by Hanson (1973); and the suggested parallels still need to be
evaluated to see whether there is any evident influence by Eusebius on
the text of the Oration.
1.2.3: Eusebius as source Schwartz (1908/3098) said that Constantine's
source for the references to Plato in the Oration must have been the
Plato of his time, as represented in Eusebius' preparatio evangelica
and theophania. Pfflttisch (1910/415f.) disagreed with Schwartz's
conclusion, while admitting that the Oration showed traces of the
Middle Platonism of its time, as Eusebius did (compare Barnes 1981/74,
93f.).
1.2.4: Similarity of context PfYttisch (1910/401) held that any
8imilarities were due to a common milieu rather than direct dependence,
because of his view that the Constantinian core of the Oration had
been reworked by a Platonist, and was not dependent in any way upon
Eusebius.
In order to assess the literary relationship between Eusebius and
the Oration, it is necessary to assess particular suggested parallels
and then to consider more general points of comparison.
2. EUSEBIUS: SPECIFIC PARALLELS
2.1: Vita Constantini
2.1.1: v.C.4.29 Heikel (19O2/xcix) suggested that the Oration was
forged on the basis of Eusebius' description of Constantine's orations
given in the v.C., while PfUttisch (1908/19) denied it. There are two
questions here: could a forger have used this passage as a basis for
the Oration? And could Eusebius have taken his precis of the contents
of Constantine's orations from the Oration alone, or does it imply
that he knew of other imperial orations?
Eusebius states that Constantine began by showing the error of
polytheism and its nature as impious fraud; then asserted Cod's sole
lordship and the extent of his providence; discussed the economy of
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salvation; and concluded with a powerful exposition of divine judgment,
applied particularly to his hearers. Elements of this pattern occur
in the Oration, but in a different order, and much other material is
included. Thus chapter three deals with God's sole lordship; chapter
four with paganism as an immoral delusion; chapters five to eight with
providence; chapter nine with philosophy, and chapter ten with the
falsehood of poetic mythology. When compared with other Christian
apologetic 3
 there is little space given to attacking paganism, and
much to the assertion of providence. Following Eusebius' plan again,
chapters eleven to fifteen deal with God's plan of salvation, but
chapters sixteen to twenty-one offer the support of prophetic and
pagan witnesses to the Incarnation, which is not mentioned by Eusebius;
and chapters twenty-two to twenty-five are concerned to show the
invincibility of piety in the history of the church, and touch on
God's judgment only in so far as they treat of the deaths of the perse-
cutors. Nowhere in the Oration does the theme of divine judgment on
the greedy and those in authority occur, and references to God's judg-
ment (164.2Off.,173.1-7,190.2f.) are in passing, rather than being
expositions of tv itpt TO eeCou ot.xaiwtrpCou ôLôaoxaXCav (v.C.4.29.3,
p.L31.l6).
Therefore v.C.4.29 has not been the basis for the forging of the
Oration; nor is it a precis of that work. It represents a coherent
apologetic pattern which Constantine may have followed on other occa-
sions, but not in the Oration. Perhaps the gap between v.C.4.29 and
the promise in 4.32 to annex one of Constantine's orations was partly
intended to distance the contents of the work Eusebius possessed from
Constantine's normal apologetic; if 4.32 had followed directly on
4.29, then Eusebiu8' failure to annex an oration which followed his
stated model would have been more glaringly obvious.
2.1.2: Parallels Heikel (1902/cf.;partly reiterated in 1911/45f.) put
forward nine correspondences between the v.C. and chapter twenty-five
of the Oration, although he felt that none of them were strong enough
to be included in the textual apparatus. His intention was to show
that a forger had used the v.C., but rather loosely, explaining the
apparent historical confusions in chapter twenty-five -- an argument
which may say very little, since a loose connection may be no connect-
ion at all. How close are the parallels he attests?
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2.1.2.1: Or.191.2f./v.C.1.51 As with all these passages, these com-
ments about unprovoked attack on the Christians have no verbal links,
but only a similarity of theme. Apart from the differences of context
(Diocletian in the Oration, Licinius in the v.C.), the theme is a
natural one for Christians to maintain, i.e. that they had done nothing
which deserved persecution. A common argument does not show depen-
dence.
2.1.2.2: Or.191.4/v.C.1.49 Prosperity is said to have reigned before
the persecutions began. Again, this is an obvious enough point: Cod
gave the Empire peace while his church was left alone, so why was its
peace disturbed?
2.1.2.3: Or.191.9f./v.C.1.58,2.1 The cruelty of tyranny was unprece-
dented. The fact that this describes the activities of Diocletian,
Maximin and Licinius indicates that it was a normal charge against
tyrants, and does not show that the Orator was dependent for the idea
on Eusebius.
2.1.2.4: Or.191.l2ff./v.C.1.33,55 The unchastity of tyrants is again
a common theme; but note that the Orator, unlike Eusebius, stresses
the depredations of the emperor against Christian women, rather than
women in general.
2.1.2.5: Or.191.19-24/v.C.1.35 The tyrants' subjects are slain by
their fellow citizens. In the Oration this is a direct reference to
the persecutions, whilst in the v.C. it is used of a single massacre
of the Romans by Maxentius' bodyguard.
2.1.2.6: Or.191.25f./v.C.1.33 The vocabulary, style and context of
these descriptions of Maxentius as an usurper are all different. This
reads like a standard accusation of propaganda rather than a dependent
phrase or idea.
2.1.2.7: Or.191.26f./v.C1.38 The providence of God was evident in
freeing Rome. Eusebius makes much more of the theme of providence at
Constantine's victory than does the Orator, who includes it as an
interjection leading on to a reference to providence in nature (191.27-
192.1). In contrast, the v.C. is full of biblical quotations, and
Eusebius refers to Cod's specific providence to Constantine rather
than the Orator's more general theme of providence to the oppressed.
2.1.2.8: Or.191.27/v.C.2.6,12 The army of the tyrant was destroyed in
several successive battles. Eusebius refers to Licinius, while the
Orator is unclear in his historical reference (but see below VII.3.3);
there is also however a similarity to Eus.h.e.9.9.3, suggesting that
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the Oration contains a general historical allu8ion rather than a parti-
cular literary parallel.
2.1.2.9: Or.191.27-192.6/v.C.2.19 Thanksgiving is offered after the
defeat of the tyrant. In the Oration this is In the context of ex-
pressing the relationship of God's providence to nature and politics;
in the v.C. there is a rather different setting, where the personal
triumphs of Constantine under God are praised, and hope is expressed
for the future.
Thus Heikel is incorrect to assert that the Orator used the v.C.
as the source for his different themes. The simmilarities In the two
works, particularly in ideas about the rule of tyrants and their perse-
cutions, can be accounted for by there having been a common stock of
ideas about tyrants on which they both drew; it does not show any
literary relationship.
2.2: De laudibus Constantini
MancIni (1894/223), supported in one instance by Heikel (1902/ci),
suggested four parallels between the laus and the Oration in support
of his thesis of concious forgery.
2.2.1: Or.l54.9-155.20/laus 13.9-16 The passages are concerned with
the chaos of human life without providence, and the order brought by
Christ. The Orator emphasises man's apostasy from God before and
after Christ's coming to earth, while Eusebius goes into much more
detail about man's fallen state, and how the Incarnation related to
the activity of the pre-existent Logos. Although there are similar
thoughts, there are no verbal links; the nearest correspondence in Eus-
ebius is laus 13.12, where the world is attributed to nature: tXc5y ô
ca	 &rOArq cpioEL €jiapjivflç te &'yx (p.24O.l3). Eusebius uses
puaLc in a different way from the Orator (Or.154.9-13) to mean the
self-existent and irrational source of the world, rather than the
Orator's idea of order under God; and the Orator has an extensive dis-
cussion of the key words a&r6jiatov and e.tapjv in chapter six, where-
as Eusebius does not elaborate at all. There is then a general simil-
arity of thought, without any evident or necessary dependence.
2.2.2: Or.166.19-26/laus pro.1 Both authors disclaim In rhetorical
fashion the utterance of mere words in preference to truth. That Is
the only similarity: the Orator appeals to Christ for aid and says in
plain words that truth and not rhetoric is the author's concern, while
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Eusebius says that the speaker will forgo idle tales with no content,
but does not forswear oratory. The similarity is of convention, not
substance.
2.2.3: Or.160.12-161.18/laus 1.Af. Nature testifies to Cod's provi-
dence. This is such a common theme of apologetic literature (see
below 4.2.3) that only some striking common feature could show depend-
ence of one passage upon the other -- and there is none. The theme is
similar, but the words and sentiments differ.
2.2.4: Or.156.26-157.4/laus 3.6 There is only one God. Eusebius
begins with Constantine and goes on to extol the virtues of monarchy,
shown as the best system of government because of the jioapCcz of Cod;
he draws a picture of the heavenly kingdom under Cod. The Orator
however is arguing for the necessity of one Cod, as against polytheism,
so that there might be right worship.
The suggested parallels between the laus and the Oration thus
argue, as with the v.C., for a similar context and convention, and not
for any literary dependence.
2.3: Historia ecciesiastica
As well as suggesting that chapter twenty-five of the Oration was
dependent on the v.C., Heikel (1911/45f.) also added three references
where the historia ecciesiastica could have been a possible source for
the chapter.
2.3.1: Or.191.3/h.e.l0.8.8 Eusebius refers to Licinius attacking the
pious without provocation, whereas the Orator makes this charge against
Diocletian; and the theme, as already noted, is unexceptional.
2.3.2: Or.191.25/h.e.8.13.15,8.14.1 These apparently refer to the
usurpation of authority by Maximin, and Maxentius' rule at Rome. The
context and vocabulary is even more different here than with the
supposed parallel in the v.C., and no connection is apparent.
2.3.3: Or.191.29/h.e.1O.9.7 Both authors rejoice in victory. There
is a similar movement in the two texts from fear to thanksgiving: but
in Eusebius it Is directed to Constantine as well as Cod, whilst the
Orator emphasises Cod's providence. Both read as conventional propa-
ganda, but are not related to one another.
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2.4: Preparatio evangelica
2.4.1: Fate Mancini (1894/223) and Wendland (1902/230) both noted the
similarity between the Orator's discussion of the Stoic
	
j.cxppvfl in
chapter six (especially 159.7-160.18) and Eusebius' treatment of the
subject in p.e.6.6. There are certainly similar arguments: thus
p.e.6.6.5 is similar to the Oration (159.17-26) in saying that fate
and necessity mean an end to religion, philosophy and virtue, with no
blame then possible for evil (6.6.18), a paralysis of human initiative
(6.6.8-17), and laws being made irrelevant (6.6.18, compare Or.159.26-
31). Eusebius goes on to say that we know free will in our psycholo-
gical experience (6.6.20f.), as against the Orator's stress on moral
consequences (159.31-160.3); but Eusebius then turns, as does the
Orator, to emphasise providence (6.6.23). What follows is rather
different from the arguments in the Oration, although the view that
evil comes from the soul walking not at& p5cav but iup& cp3ov (6.6.47,
p.307.19,22f.) resembles the terminology of Or.154.12f., which is not
however concerned with evil in the abstract, but with man's rebellion
against God. Eusebius denies (6.6.53ff.) that fate could be interpre-
ted as a way of speaking about the God of providence, because of the
implications for free will; whereas the Orator (159.18f.), more super-
ficial and unconcerned with theodicy, is prepared to accept the identi-
fication of fate with God's will.
The similarities between p.e.6.6 and the Oration are not sufficient
to make one the source of the other. The Orator is much less polished
than Eusebius, and includes among the similar themes ideas which are
very different to his; also, the Orator does not mention or discuss
the concept of &vcyxfl, but uses t	 /a&r6i.tci.tov together with
	
pvr,
when	 were the classical terms opposed to providence
with which Eusebius grappled. The concerns motivating the preparatio
evangelica are more classically philosophical than those addressed by
the Orator, although they both use the common stock of arguments
against determinism.
2.4.2: Or.160.2/p.e.1.3.9 Mras (1954/467) suggested two parallels
between the preparatio evangelica and the Oration. One of these
(Or.ch.16/p.e.1.4.2) is too general to show anything; the other (Or.
l6O.2/p.e.l.3.9,p.12.8,compare note in bc.) is of an identical phrase,
iIâVOV O))(t cpw'vV ccpLVTwV. Eusebius and the Orator use it in very




both Euseblus and the translator of the Oration knew (see below VI.2.
1.2); it does not of itself show dependence.
3. EUSEBIUS: GENERAL COMPARISONS
Although there are no direct connections between the works of
Eusebius and the content8 of the Oration, Eusebius' work provides a
means of comparing the Oration with its context in the Greek Christian
world in the time of Constantine, as Lactantius' works do for Latin
Christianity. An exhaustive comparison is neither necessary nor
useful: but in this section it is helpful to look at some more impor-
tant points of comparison to see how the Oration stands against one
contemporary Christian context. The problem of resolving the historical
allusions in Eusebius and the Oration is addressed in chapter VII;
here some aspects of Eusebius' orations and apologetics are considered.
3.1: Eusebius' orations
The laus has been shown (see Drake 1976/30-45) to consist of two
separate orations: the panegyric on Constantine's tricennalia, and the
oration on the Holy Sepulchre. In addition to these, Eusebius gives
in full (h.e.10.4) his panegyric on the occasion of the rededication
of the church at Tyre.
3.1.1: Form The form of Eusebius' orations is of interest: Drake
(1976/36-9) analysed the two speeches in the laus to show that they
were carefully planned examples of rhetoric; and the panegyric at Tyre
follows a logical pattern in proclaiming God's nature and his victory
over the persecutors, then describing the glories of the new building,
all in biblically couched rhetoric. The Oration seems in comparison
to be restrained and pedantic in language and theme, with no elaborate
plan and little flowery language. Its author does not seem particu-
larly skilled in writing elegantly, and mixes together philosophy,
history, poetry and Christianity in a way which Eusebius did not. The
Oration and the speeches of Eusebius are not in the same category.
That does not however mean that the Oration was necessarily a written,
not spoken, work. If Drake (1976/42f.) is right to identify the
second part of the laus with the oration whose length embarrassed
Eusebius before Constantine (v.C.4.33), then the Oration, being of





fact that it is not polished rhetoric only precludes a rhetorician
from having composed it: it does not mean that Constantine did not
write it, only that someone euch as Eusebius had little influence over
its form and composition.
3.1.2: Contents There are a number of similarities between the con-
tents of Eusebius' orations and those of the Oration. Their use of
itaiç to describe Christ is striking, and is discussed below (6.5.2).
They use the image of Christ as a physician of the soul and a teacher
(h.e.10.4.lOf.,35;laus 11.5/Or.165.27-30,167.5ff.,169.30f.,174.8ff.),
see him as the founder of a new nation (h.e.1O.4.19/Or.181.22ff.), and
as the Logos who makes and orders the world (h.e.10.4.69;laus 11.12/Or.
156.16f.,158.16f.,168.21;but contrast 163.22-5) who is second after
the Father (laus l.6,11,12/Or.163.22-7). But Eusebius' orations are
pervaded by a much greater awareness of theological issues than is the
Oration: they have a relatively consistent view of the nature of the
Logos, while the Orator is vague about the relationship between the
Godhead and the world; Eusebius treats of the problem posed by the
Incarnation for a doctrine of God (laus 14.6-11), which the Orator
nowhere addresses; Eusebius sees the disciples as ordinary (laus
17.9), whereas the Orator sees them as wise before their call (Or.
167.5f.,174.12f.); he often includes biblical quotations, which the
Orator never does, and he gives space to details of paganism (laus
13.1-14) which the Orator passes over in silence. Although there are
some points of contact, the intellectual world of Eusebius is very
different from that of the Orator. This is partly understandable if
the Oration is pre-Nicene; yet even the panegyric at Tyre contains a
much more coherent picture of the nature of the Godhead than the
Oration does, and a basically biblical approach to its subject matter.
Both the content and form of Eusebius' orations suggests that the
Oration was written by someone who, when compared with Eusebius, was
neither theologian nor rhetorician, but who shared with him some minor
ideas and themes -- a suggestion which could certainly indicate Con-
stantine.
3.2: Eusebius' apologetics
Eusebius' preparatlo evangelica, demonstratio evangelica, and
their later distillation the theophania, were his main contributions
to Christian apologetic. A consideration of some particular points in
each may convey the tenor of how they compare to the Oration; more
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general summaries already exist which give an idea of how Eusebius'
overall apologetic theology has features in common with the Oration,
but is more systematic and theologically aware in its approach (see
Wallace-Hadrill l96O/100-53;Grillmeier 1975/170-80;Barnes 1981/164-88).
3.2.1: preparatio evangelica The question referred to above (1.2.3)
about the relationship between Plato in the Oration and Plato in
Eusebius will be discussed in the next chapter; there are some connect-
ions, but no compelling reasons to suppose that the Orator drew on
Eusebius. The connection between Eusebius' and the Orator's views on
fate have already been discussed. There are other matters addressed
by Eusebius which are similar to those in the Oration: e.g. p.e.7.10.1-
8 deals with providence giving laws for regulating natural and moral
life, similar to Or.154.9-18,160.26-161.14; although Eusebius puts
this within the context of Moses' teaching to the Hebrews, and the
Orator uses it as an argument against fate. There are some similari-
ties of phrasing as well, e.g. t?v itijirtopa tv Xwv cp3GLV (p.e.7.10.
3,p.38O.3) and
	 It1IIATTCLp cpt3OLç (Or.154.9), although these are used
in different ways; 5
 and in other places, where the same idea is ex-
pressed, very different words are used: e.g. Eusebius quoting Philo,
to .têv y&p 'yeyov6toç &1(LXELOaL rôv itatpa xat itoitflv apeC X6yoç
(p.e.8.13.3,p.462.3f.), compared to the Orator's &V&yX 'y&p tOy
 ôfljlL-
oup'yOv tv pyuv oOtoG xro€eciL (Or.168.21). The Orator deals with
Plato's ideas sketchily, and passes over uncomfortable doctrines such
as the transmigration of souls; Eusebius goes into great detail in his
evaluation of Plato and other philosophers, and how they compare to
the Bible. There are remarkably few points of contact between the two
works, given Eusebius' wide-ranging apologetic assessment of paganism;
he never mentions the Sibylline Oracles, for example, although they
are mentioned in his sources (i.e. Josephus,p.e.9.15;Clement,p.e.13.13.
35,42).
3.2.2: demonstratio evangelica Eusebius' second major work of apolo-
getic also has similarities of themes and vocabulary, but nothing to
suggest direct dependence. Thus book three refers to the disciple8
and their teaching, but in a much more literal and biblical way than
that found in the Oration, and expounds the cross in a way the Oration
does not contemplate (compare e.g.d.e.3.7.19). Eusebius says that one
Power made the world, shown by its ordering (d.e.4.5): a similar




different way. In d.e.5.1.18 he says that the Son's begetting is
unknown, drawing on Isaiah 53.8, unlike the apparently similar senti-
ments in Or.168.7-18. Eusebius also says that Cod the Father gave the
rcxct.ç of the universe to the Logos (d.e.4.5.13,p.158.4), using the
same word as Or.163.24; but Euseblus says elsewhere (d.e.4.3.13,p.154.
17;S.l.8,p.2ll.25) that it is wrong to use ôotoi.ç of the separation
of the Son from the Father's substance, while the Orator uses it in
just that way (Or.156.12).
3.2.3: theophania In this work Eusebius begins by attacking those who
do not believe in providence, and then moves on to the teleological
argument in the same way as chapter six of the Oration. In theoph.1.6
he asks how the world can consist of different elements which are
mixed, in a way superficially similar to chapter thirteen of the
Oration; but the latter is concerned with moral conduct, whereas
Eusebius is discussing creation. He later says, 'Plato alone, of all
the Greeks.. .held correctly, respecting that good Being who is the
First, and Cause of all; and became truly wise, respecting the Second
(Cause), who is the Creator of all' (theoph.2.24,p.89): akin to Or.
163.18-25 in sentiment, but different in terminology, since the Orator
holds the First to be creator of all. Book five of the theophania
begins by mentioning in passing how men yet resist Christ, as they do
even the clearest things such as the existence of universal providence:
a statement which provides the general backdrop against which the
Orator's attack on fate and accident in chapter six is directed. But
book five goes on to deal with two objections to Christianity, that
Christ was a magician and the disciples were liars, which are not
touched on at all in the Oration.
3.3: Conclusion
A study of the works of Eusebius provides no grounds for supposing
that the Orator was in any way dependent on them. Style, content and
form are similar in some instances, but are generally very different.
The orations of Eusebius were conceived by a theological rhetorician;
the apologetic works were produced by a writer acquainted with a large
stock of theological and philosophical writings, and a good knowledge
of the Bible. The Oration reads in comparison as the work of a man
unskilled in theology, a competent writer but no rhetorician, and a
man only superficially acquainted with philosophy.
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Using Eusebius' works as a backdrop for the Oration provides one
perspective on its composition and how it compared to the Greek theolo-
gy of its time. Another perspective is afforded by considering it
alongside Christian apologetic writing from the second century onwards.
Seeing the Oration as an example of the genre of Christian apologetic,
and how its arguments compare with the works which preceded it, can
help to discover not only any apparent sources, but also what the
differences can show about the milieu in which it was written.
4. THE APOLOGISTS AND THE ORATION
4.1: Specific parallels
PfMttisch (1908/75ff.) suggested a number of parallels between the
Oration and Theophilus of Antioch's ad Autolycum, in order to support
his contention that the Oration was based on Greek not Latin apolo-
getic. Bolhuis (1956/28ff.) added some more, but in the context of
showing how the apologetics of the Oration were paralleled in the
whole range of apologetic literature, and were not taken solely from
Lactantius. Bolhuis' references show how Pflittisch's distinction
between Greek and Latin apologetic was overdrawn; Theophilus was known
and used in the West (see Ogilvie 1978/92), and the arguments of the
apologists in both languages are similar. In this section the main
parallels between the Oration and the ad Autolycum, where some degree
of dependence is implied by PfMttisch, are considered in detail, in
order to show how the relationship between the Oration and other apolo-
getic is general and does not rely on specific dependence.
4.1.1: Autol.1.1/Or.158.10 Both authors use the phrase X6IoLc jiqiiao-
ivoiç (Autol.p.2.3) to describe words about unholy topics, but in
different contexts speaking of different subjects. It represents a
common rhetorical flourish, not a dependent statement.
4.1.2: Autol.1.4,2.4,2.1O/Or.169.19 Both Theophilus and the Orator
maintain that creation is from nothing, using the phrase
	 O3) 5\)tWV.
Theophilus however uses 1totw not 'yvvth (Autol.pp.6.16f.,26.19f.,38.
22f.), and discusses creation in a philosophical way, unlike the
Orator's passing ascription of praise to God.
4.1.3: Autol.1.6/Or.160.26-161.18 God's providence is extolled in
these passages, but there are no verbal links; and Theophilus, unlike
the Orator, makes considerable use of biblical allusions.
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4.1.4: Autol.1.14,2.37/Or.163.l3ff.,177.20-3 The theme of plagiarisa-
tion by the philosophers from the Bible is a common one in apologetic;
and Theophilus alludes to it in the context of the resurrection, not
with regard to Pythagoras as the Orator does.
4.1.5: Autol.2.2/Or.157.30-158.,2 The incongruity of men making images
which are then worshipped is a recurring theme in the Old Testament,
which provides a common source for Christian apologetics.
4.1.6: Autol.2.3/Or.157.20-5 The affinity here, as Kurfess (1950/153)
suggests, is not with Theophilus but with the Sibylline fragment which
he quotes, saying that the gods would by now have generated themselves
sufficiently to fill up the universe. Bolhuis (1956/29) notes that
other writers point out the inconsistency of immortal gods having
children; but only this particular fragment puts the argument In the
same way as the Orator. The lack of verbal parallels however argues
for a common idea rather than a direct leaning by the Orator on Theo-
philus or the Sibyl (see above 111.6.1.2.1).
4.1.7: Autol.2.4,28,3.7 etc./Or.189.8 Theophilus sets great store by
the divine iiOVapCa: the Orator also stresses Cod's 8o].e rule over the
world, but In the main passage where this is discussed (156.19-157.17)
the word jiovap>Ca does not occur; the equivalent phrase is t xCvou
ôeo1co'rEC tidvou (156.20f.). Theophilus' Jewish roots (see Grant 1970/
xvf.) and the Orator's philosophically based monotheism seem similar,
but are not directly connected.
4.1.8: Autol.2.1O,22/Or.160.32 The phrase X&yoç	 ôLOEto occurs in
both writers (Autol.pp.38.28,62.28f.); but not only was It in generally
widespread use, but also Theophilus uses the phrase of the Logos
before he was begotten, while the Orator refers it to Cod's innate
wisdom in ordering the world, and does not use It In its normal theolo-
gical sense. The Orator's closest references to Logos theology (com-
pare 156.11ff.,160.32,163.27f.,168.7_17) compare the Logos to the Son
or Cod's rationality, or speak of his generation in terms distinctly
different from those used by Theophilus: their theological world is
not the same.
4.1.9: Autol.2.12/Or.165.7 Both writers say that the poets are consid-
ered &i6iticrroi (Autol.p.46.1); but Theophilus empha8lses their errors
and follies, while the Orator uses their trustworthiness to expose the
ridiculous nature of their supposed gods. The terminology is similar,
but the ideas are different.
4.1.10: Autol.2.15/Or.168.13f. Theophilus and the Orator are using





precedes it8 effect in order to prove a point. They used available
philosophical resources independently in framing their arguments.
4.1.11: Autol.2.25,3.23/Or.183.23 The word itpwt6tXaotoç is used in
all three places (Autol.pp.68.7,132.32) of the first human beings in
Eden: there is however a common source in the LXX (Wisdom 7.1,10.1).
4.1.12: Autol.3.7/Or.163.31-164.22 In their discussions of Plato,
Theophilus points out the contradiction between Plato's doctrines of
the soul's immortality and of metempsychosis, while the Orator passes
over the latter in silence, and has an altogether more positive ap-
proach to Plato.
4.2: General comparisons
It is thus apparent that the Orator did not depend on Theophilus
as a source. The connections between them are, as Boihuis shows,
taken from a stock of common ideas. It is however interesting to note
how the Orator often uses these ideas in an idiosyncratic way when
compared to other apologetic, which led Boihuis (1956/31) and others
to conclude that the Orator did not work with particular sources. A
consideration of three major examples will help to make this apparent.
4.2.1: Or.157.18-158.9 Chapter four of the Oration is intended to
show that polytheism is self-contradictory and mistaken, and uses five
main arguments: the gods were born and therefore will die; continual
reproduction by the gods will crowd out heaven; the gods are immoral;
idols are made by men; and the gods are apotheosised heroes. These
arguments are found elsewhere: so Aristides (apol.1) says with regard
to God that 'everything which has a beginning has also an end' (p.35),
and therefore Cod has no beginning; Ps.-Justin (coh.Gr.23) says that
everything that is created is corruptible, in discussing Plato's Tim.
41b; Minucius Felix (oct.34) says that all things will end, in speaking
of the end of the world; and in the same context, Tertullian (ad.nat.
2.3.4,p.44.23f.) states habendo initium habebit et finem, the same
sentiment as Or.157.18. But the Orator uses this idea regarding pagan
gods, as no other apologist does. Again, the Orator's reference to
yvc	 (157.19) is also found in Tatian (orat.21,PG 6.853A), where it
is said to show the mortality of the gods, and in Arnobius (adv.nat.
1.28); and Arnobius (adv.nat.3.9) has the same argument as Or.157.22-5,
that there would not be enough room for the gods if they continually
reproduced. The Orator however is very sparing in his arguments,
while other apologists go into much more detail. This is especially
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apparent with regard to the di8missal of myths about the gods, which
takes two sentences in the Oration (157.25-8), but which in most apolo-
getics in dwelt on at length and in much detail (e.g.Theoph.Autol.
1.9f.,2.2-7;Tatian orat.8-1O;.Arnobius adv.nat.4-5). The attacks on
idolatry (compare e.g.Arnobius adv.nat.6.9-16) and apotheosis (compare
e.g.Min.Felix oct.20f.) are likewise very restrained. The Oration can
hardly be so arranged out of a desire to save space, when the argument
for providence is at least two chapters longer than it needs to be to
make its point. It suggests rather a slightly different concern than
that found in most of the apologists -- a point considered below (5).
4.2.2: Or.159.7-160.26 The first part of chapter six is concerned to
deny that fate or chance have any power, and says that only God's
providence can explain the natural and moral order of the world.
Other apologists attack the idea of fate: thus Justin (1_apol.43) up-
holds free will and responsibility for man's actions as against fate;
he also (2 apol.7) attacks the Stoic doctrine of fate because of the
problem of theodicy and responsibility for evil. Tatian (orat.9) sees
fate as the power of the demons, from which the Christians have been
rescued; Minucius Felix (oct.11,36) agrees with the Orator in seeing
'fate' as another name for God's will; Athanasius (inc.2) attacks the
Epicureans for believing in chance. But the apologists on the whole
take the idea of providence for granted, except in the followers of
Epicurus (compare e.g.Lact.inst.1.2), and see the question of fate on
a philosophical rather than moral level: fate is untenable because it
does not allow free will; while the Orator says that fate is untenable
because it subverts the moral order of the world, and gives no encour-
agement to do right.
4.2.3: Or.160.26-162.28 The second part of chapter six, together with
the next two chapters, argues in detail for the natural order which
God has ordained, an argument which is intended to show that chance is
illogical and that the world order supports right behaviour. The idea
that God is manifest in the ordering of the world is common enough in
the apologists (e.g.Arist.apol.1;Athenag.leg.13.2f.;Min.Felix oct.17f.;
Theoph.Autol.1.6;Lact.inst.1.2;Athan.gent.35). The Orator is except-
ional more for the length of his exposition than its contents --
although chapter eight on the distribution of metals is not used else-




of the Orator seem to have made for an emphasis on providence which
other apologists considered unnecessary.
There are other themes in the Oration which have their parallels
in the apologists, such as the relationship between Plato and Moses
(Or.177.20-3), and the poets and the gods (Or..ch.10). They share the
tendency already noted to use the general stock of ideas in a different
way. In order to see why the Orator does this, we need to consider
the overall stance of the Oration as an apologetic work.
5. THE ORATION AS APOLOGETIC
PfYttisch (1913a/96f.) saw the Oration as an apology explaining
how a suffering Christ could be God, in order to remove the main
obstacle which stood between pagans and Christianity. This is however
only one of the Orator's apologetic concerns, and to make it the sole
point distorts his apologetic intention. Boihuis (1956/32) is more
correct in seeing the Oration as fitting into the general framework of
apologetic, but pays insufficient regard to its aims and direction.
Hanson (1973/511) erroneously places the composition of the Oration in
the reign of Julian, but is right to see it as an apologetic work; and
Wendland (1902/230) concurs with this view. In order to understand
the apologetic nature of the Oration, it is necessary to build up from
Its contents a picture of the case against which it is directed and
the parallels to this in other literature, so that the context in
which it was written can be made apparent.
5.1: The case against the Christians
There are two strands of argument found in the Oration against
Christianity, taken from pagan philosophy and religion. The philoso-
phers argue that they have testified to the truth (a view attacked in
Or.ch.9): some believe in an ordered world, the ordering principle
being qx5Gt. (154.9-12,159.7f.) or	 iapj.vr (159.8f.); others believe
that ait6jicrrov or tdri rule the world (159.8f.,16O.13f.,161.15-18),
and that man imposes his own order on the world (160.18ff.), which is
devoid of providence (154.14f.,161.19-22). The philosophical object-
ions to Christianity are that Cod could not produce another God without
becoming less and therefore imperfect (156.13-16), and that the idea
of God being involved in generation is ridiculous (168.7ff.); also
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that God could have changed men without needing to become incarnate
(170.24ff.), and could have made the world good in the first place
(171.2 7-34).
The religious objections are slightly different. They see philoso-
phy as beautiful but impractical, preferring the poetic myths (164.23-
9); there are many gods that rule the world (156.19-157.16), and they
need to be worshipped rightly (compare Or.ch.4). The Christians are
thus rightly persecuted for the sake of the gods (188.22f.). The
Oration also contains (166.26-168.5) an obscure and long-winded re-
buttal of an argument which seems to assert that Christ was a god who
was actually killed by men against his own will, and whose purpose in
coming to earth was thwarted. This may have been a pagan argument,
although it could have been heretical or Gnostic: there is an implica-
tion of heresy at 167.17ff., associated with the veneration of images,
which could refer to idolatry or to some kind of Gnostic worship.
5.2: Parallels
The tenets of pagan religion attacked in the Oration are very
general, and are regularly dissected in the other apologists at great
length: it is important to note here only the implication that pagans
are still in a militant majority (187.23ff.;chs.22f.). There are
numerous passages in the apologists which testify to the various views
which pagan philosophers held of the world. Nature is attested as
being seen as divine by Lactantius (inst.2.5), and is referred to as
rerum omnium matrem by him (inst.3.28.4,p.264.14); Minucius Felix
(oct.19) says that Strato and Epicurus saw Nature as God; and the
philosopher in Macanus Magnes (apoc.4.2,p.159.15) speaks of r y&p
âflLOupç &v(EV cp.3oi t6itouç &pji6ov-ra 6 The Stoic idea of exzp-
IVfl is frequently attacked, e.g. by Justin (2_apol.7) and Eusebius
(p.e.6.8); it is however interesting to note that Cicero's definition
of fate, ordinem seniemque causarum, cum causae causa nexa rem ex se
gignat (div.1.55), while denied in its original sense of being a fixed
chain of cau8ation by the Orator's comments on fate, is a concept
later used (168.9-18) to expound the begetting of the Son. The Epicur-
ean idea that the world exists
	 tojicxt	 is attacked by Lactantius
(inst.1.2) and Athanasius (inc.2.1); the similar views of Pythagoras
and Euhemerus are noted by Theophilus (Autol.3.7). A concern for
fate, free will and providence is common in the Middle Platonists (so
Dillon 1977/44f.), and is perhaps reflected here. As regards the
specific objections of philosophy to Christianity, these are also
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found in the assertions of Celsus (Or.Cels.4.3) and the opponents of
Athanasius (inc.44) that Cod could have corrected man without becoming
incarnate, and in Arnobius (adv.nat.2.65) where the pagans say that
Cod should compel man to trust him.
Apart from similarities with apologetic and philosophy, however,
there are also links between what the Orator attacks and more popular
belief, as seen for example in the Hermetica. Thus cp5aLç/1tp6voLa/
are alternative names for the force that orders the world
(Corp.Herm.1.19,11(i).5;compare Asclep.3.19b,39;Stob.Herm.15.1-2);
.iapv rules the stars and therefore the world (Stob.Herm.12), and
the implications this has for the subversion of moral order (compare
Corp.Herm.12(i).5;Stob.Herm.11.5) are avoided by asserting that the
soul can choose to be free from the grip of fate (Corp.Herm.12(i).6f.,
9;Stob.Herm.18.3ff.), which rules over the physical not the mental
world (Stob.Herm.8.7).
5.3: The context of the Oration
The similarities between the Oration and other apologetic still do
not explain its form. Pagan religion is lightly brushed off, with no
reference to particular myths; and the attack on fate, chance and the
lack of belief in providence does not mention Epicurus or other philo-
sophers, a reluctance not encountered in the apologists or even else-
where in the Oration (e.g.ch.9). Major objections against Christianity
are not touched on at all, such as Porphyry's criticisms of the gospels
(compare Mac..Mag.apoc.), the alleged obscenity of Christian worship
(compare Tert.apol.2-9), and the doctrine of resurrection (compare
Theoph.Autol.1.8,13). There are at least four reasons why the Oration
appears different from other apologetic.
5.3.1: Form It is an oration, not a book. It cannot contain the
detail of much longer written works. This explains why much is omit-
ted, but does not account for the principles of selection which single
out certain themes for particular attention, notably providence (chs.6-
8) and the testimony of non-Christian sources to Christ (chs.18-21).
There is a curious mixture of the general and the particular in the
Oration: a detailed exposition of Cod's undivided sovereignty in
chapter three is followed by a short blanket condemnation of paganism;
a vague reference to the prophets is followed by nore on Moses and a
detailed account of Daniel, but no details of actual prophecies are
given except for non-Christian sources. Why is this?
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5.3.2: Audience Part of the reason is that the Oration was delivered
to an audience who were apparently Christian (see Or.154.1,5-9,155.21-
5). Apologetic is directed at those outside the church, even if they
never read it; the Orator must have been treading a difficult path
between affirming the truths of the faith (e.g.ch.5 on creation) and
giving the audience material with which to support those truths against
their opponents (e.g.chs.6-8 on providence). The lack of a detailed
refutation of paganism or philosophy is thus understandable, since the
audience needed no further convincing, and they would have known the
biblical background to the argument. The Oration generally contains
detailed discussions which are intended to expound the Orator's parti-
cular apologetic insights 7
 or go into theological detail which would
be relevant to the hearers. 8
 The mainly positive assessment of Plato,
and the use of non-Christian source material, was intended to give
Christians more material with whirh to fight against paganism.
5.3.3: Author The character of the author is important too. He is
not very philosophically inclined, and tends to emphasise the practical
and moral consequences of belief. The choice of themes was not prede-
termined by apologetic custom, but came out of the Orator's concerns.
The difference is clearly apparent when the Oration is compared to
Euseblus' apologetic oration on the Holy Sepulchre (laus 11-18),
which, while also delivered to a Christian audience, is logical and
consistent in its treatment of material. The Orator by contrast gives
the impression of a mind entranced by detail, but with little grasp of
a coherent overall theology or consistency of approach. We do not
know how he went about the process of composition: did he make a plan
from scratch? Or did he incorporate parts from other speeches or
treatises, which could explain why some parts are covered in more
detail? The present form of the Oration suggests that it was written
as a whole -- there are no obvious lacunae due to editing -- and that
the detailed portions reflect the author's particular concerns.
5.3.4: Intellectual level These concerns affect the level at which
the apologetic is directed. Unlike the majority of apologetic writing,
which is written for the intellectuals of the ancient world, the
Oration is directed more towards the level of popular religion. There
is in particular an awareness that most people do not believe in God
or providence (Or.154.12-15,159.7ff. ,161.15f. ,l63.33-164.3;compare




in nature in chapters six to eight may be due to the Orator's wonder
at the order of nature, but it is more likely to be concerned to
refute the ideas of popular astrology rather than those of classical
philosophy. The ideas of Epicurus were limited in appeal; but, as the
Hermetica show, deterministic Ideas about fate and the influence of
astrology were popular, and Nock (1933/100ff.) has pointed out how
widespread they were. This concern with astrology is consistent with
the practical approach of the Orator, who wanted to establish right
worship and obedience to Cod in the face of the individualistic deter-
minism of popular religion.
An assessment of the Oration as apologetic thus puts it in context
as the work of a strong but unusual and non-intellectual mind. Its
apologetic content generally supports Its claim to have been delivered
to Christians; Baynes' view (1931/56) that It was adapted to be part
of 'the emperor's propaganda for the conversion of the pagans' begs
the question of why It was not adapted further to be a more coherent
attack on paganism. The popular level of the argument for providence
invites us to treat with caution the view of Barnes (1981/74) that the
Oration shows a particular indebtedness to the philosophies of Middle
Platonism. The references to paganism and persecution reinforce the
case for its composition in the first quarter of the fourth century;
and the impression gained of Its author Is compatible with what we
know of Constantine. There is no evidence to show that the Oration is
rooted in Greek as distinct from Latin apologetic, or vice-versa, or
that the author has drawn on any one writer in particular. Its peculi-
arities as an apologetic piece are explained by its context.
6. flAIE
6.1: The problem
This chapter is concluded by a discussion of how the way in which
ita Is used of Christ in the Oration affects our view of its context.
There are nine references to Christ as itaiç in the Oration (156.3,163.
28,29,167.21,168.2,4,8,174.8,179.7), and it is also used to translate
puer in the Fourth Eclogue (182.11); u6ç occurs in the text only
twice, in one sentence (168.17f.), and twice in the chapter headings
(151.11,152.21). This seems rather incongruous: why, if the Oration
was translated, is the unusual term itaiç preferred to the normal u6?
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And why is itaiç used everywhere but in one phrase? It is po8sible
that the juxtaposition of TEatrjp/u6ç provides the explanation for why
this section on the begetting of the Son begins with it66v	 JtpoolyyopCct
to itctL.66 (168.7f.), when u6ç comes a few lines later on -- although
occurs at 156.2f., showing that this cannot be an absolute
rule. Why, similarly, does the introduction to the (u6ç) acrostic
speak of Christ as Ov &rt xctt ecoo itatôa (179.6f.)? A straightfor-
ward translation would have been expected to have been more consistent.
Does it reflect an underlying Latin puer, as in the Fourth Eclogue?
Or has the itaiç of the Eclogue influenced the translation of the
Oration? There are three issues raised: how this usage relates to
pagan and Christian Greek documents of the time; whence it originates;
and its implications regarding the writing and translation of the
Oration. It is necessary to consider the different strands of evidence
in order to provide an explanation which will shed further light on
the authorship of the Oration.
6.2: Modern writers
Only Pfflttisch (1908/65n.2), out of all the scholars who have
studied the Oration in the last hundred years, has noted the use of
,taiç in the Oration, and suggested that this was due to the influence
of Plato. In support of this idea he proposed that the Orator was
thinking of Tim.42e, where it is used of subsidiary gods below the
Creator. But Plato uses the word in the plural at that point, as he
does in Tim.40e where the poets are ironically said to be itaioeç eCv.
Elsewhere in the Timaeus it is used of children (21b) and the Greek
race (22b), or in the singular to refer to the mythical children of
the gods (e.g.22c). Nowhere in his works does Plato use the phrase
it&:c; eeou (see Brandwood). Pfttisch's suggestion is due to his view
that a Platonising Greek was responsible for the present draft of the
Oration, and is not borne out by the evidence.
Harnack (1926) undertook a detailed analysis of how the designation
of Christ as itaç 6o was used in the early church. He concluded
(pp.213-8) that although there were places where some influence of the
myth of the heavenly child was possible, the occasional use of itctt
was confined to liturgical and doxological formulae, often qualified
by &yaitrrrdc or jiovoyviç, and to poetic and sacral discourse. The
only places where tzic occurs in the apologists are three times in
Diognetus (ep.Diog.8.9,11,9.1), where it appears to be liturgically
based, the rest of the epistle using uâç: and twice in Athenagoras
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(leg.12.3, p.26.8,11) where it is used interchangeably with u6 in
referring to the Trinity. Harnack ranged widely over Christian litera-
ture, including martyrologies and the Sibylline Oracles, and painted a
consistent picture of how ita was used: a tidy conclusion which has
been echoed by later writers (e.g.Jeremias 1967/703). It is not how-
ever a conclusion which sheds any light on the problem in hand. Al-
though Harnack's main conclusion, that itctiç was used primarily in
liturgically-ba8ed contexts, remains valid, he has paid insufficient
regard to the evidence offered by Eusebius (whom he quotes very select-
ively) and other writers as to how the term was used in the early
fourth century in particular. He looks at the evidence only from the
two perspectives of the New Testament use of itcttç and the heavenly
child myth, without allowing for two other influences which provide a
better explanation for the form of the Oration. Before looking at
this evidence however, it is necessary to consider the possibility
that the form of the text we now possess is explained by a literal
translation of an underlying puer.
6.3: Latin background
Harnack (1926/218) pointed out that the earliest Latin versions of
Acts 3f. use puer to translate ltoLiç, but very early on this was correc-
ted to filius; and the Latin versions of the Martyrdom of Polycarp
refer to the Son as filius (1926/222). The Acts of the Martyrs have
some references to puer which Harnack classed with Gno8tic works as
being derived from the heavenly child myth (p.215); and Hippolytus
also used the standard doxology per. . .puerum tuum lesum Christum
(1926/227f.). But apart from these, there are very few uses of puer
with reference to Christ, and none at all in the Latin apologists.
Harnack (1926/237f.) explained this by pointing to the difference in
meaning between tatç and puer, the latter having a more subordination-
ist sense, with filius or minister being preferred instead. When
Latin theology and apologetic so avoided puer, it seems unlikely that
it could be the basis for the use of irciç in the Oration.
There is however another influence to consider, that of Latin
pagan religion. Norden (1924) investigated the heavenly child motif
as found in the Fourth Eclogue, and noted (p.3) that the poem was used
by Lactantius, Augustine and Constantine. It is however unlikely that
the puer of the Eclogue accounts for the use of tatç in the Oration:
Virgil's poem is included as one part of the whole, and does not act
as a climax or determine the form of other parts of the Oration; and
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Lactantius and Augustine, while using Virgil, do not refer to the
heavenly puer. Norden (p.75n.1) mentions some inscriptions in which a
god is described as (deus) bonus puer, under Oriental influence; this
designation is not widespread, and the form del puer is not used. In
imperial nomenclature, Octavian and Tiberius called themselves dlvi
filius/6€o0 uóç, but not puer, and their successors did not make much
use of the title (see Michel 1978/635;Bureth 1964). There seems to be
little evidence apart from the Fourth Eclogue to suggest that the
title puer had any particular pagan religious significance, or that it
was used of Christ independently of its roots as a translation of
itai: it is thus unlikely that the Orator originally used puer, since
there are insufficient grounds for explaining why It would have been
used instead of filius.
6.4: Pagan background
Harnack (1926/224) listed a dozen references in Origen's contra
Celsurn where Celsus refers to Christ as ,tcxi, and suggested that they
were a possible analogy with pagan forms, quoting in support Corp.Herm.
13.14, paralleled by Cels.5.2,7.9. He has however omitted to note
that in the Oration a similar phrase is used three times:
Or.163.27f.,:	 OeoG itaiç
167.21:	 eeóv r icx 6eo3 rta5a
179.6f.:	 Oeôv...tat OEoO itatôx
Cels.5.2:	 Oeôç...tc OeoO itatç 	 (p.2.2°)
7.9:	 Oeô...fl eeoO itcziç	 (p.161.7)
Corp.Herm.13.2:	 6eo 8E	 ,taiç	 (p.240.2f.)
13.14:	 Oeô. . .xat tot3 vc itatç (p.248.17)
The contexts are significant: Celsus says that no Cod or son of God
has or will come down to earth (5.2), and that many 'prophets' falsely
claim to be a god or son of a god or divine spirit (7.9). The two
references in the Corpus Hermeticum state that one who Is reborn or
enlightened becomes a god and son of God/the One. The phrase Is used
by the Hermetist of a person with a special relationship to God. But
it is particularly used in our sources with reference to Christ in the
context of the controversy with paganism, as Celsus does: thus Liban-
ius' funeral oration on Julian describes how the emperor wrote to
refute the books which made the man from Palestine a god and Son of
Cod:
Lib.or.18.178:	 xt 6€o0 aôcz
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It is important to note that the Orator uses this phrase once in
the context of his assessment of Plato, and twice in asserting the
divinity of Christ against the scepticism of unbelievers. Eusebius
uses the same phrase three times in the apologetic demonstratio evan-
gelica, twice in book three to describe the preaching of the disciples,
and once in book five in expounding the nature of the Logos:
Eus.d.e.3.5.57:	 OEôv..jtat 6Eo€ ittôa	 (p.l2l.11)
3.7.28:	 eeo itotôa	 (p.l45.lO)
5.15.2:	 eeoc itatç cat...ecc5ç	 (p.238.29)
There are also traces of the phrase in other forms. Athanasius' de
irtcarnatione speaks of Christ in a similar way:
Athan.inc.19:	 esç.. .xt to Oco ui6c	 (p.180.25)
53:	 Oeç. .	 Oeo5 u6	 (p.266.16f.)
55:	 Oeôv xa eoi u6v
	 (p.272.36)
The Sibyl, quoted by Lactantius in the Divine Institutes and the
epitome, exhorts men to know Chri8t:
Orac.Sib.8.329:	 Oeôv eeoc u6v
And Lactantius himself states that the prophets foretold Christ's
coming so that he might be known as Son of Cod and God:
Lact.epit.44(49).3:	 et dei filius et deus
	 (p.723.3f.)
The apocriticus of Macanus Magnes affords confirmation of this
usage of itcx by pagan opponents to Christianity. The philosopher
uses it	 twice in reference to Christ, stating that his sayings were
unworthy of a wise man or itatooç eEo3 (3.2,p.S3.6), and that at the
temple Jesus should have demonstrated 'tL Oeo itaiç o-rt. (3.l8,p.98.
11). Both of these are ambiguous, and could mean either 'Son of God',
or more likely 'a son of God'. The only other time when the philoso-
pher refers to the Son, he states that the u6ç confesses that God is
the Father of heaven and earth, In the context of Matthew 11.25 (apoc.
4.7,p.16S.lO). The Christian on the other hand refers repeatedly to
Christ as U6 (2.2l,pp.43.4,44.17;3.9,p.70.14;3.14,pp.92.25,3Off.,;
3.23,pp.lOS.29,l06.7;3.27,pp.116.18,25,117.21f.,29;4.25,p.209.,20-34),
and twice as itaiç: he says (3.8) that Christ did not deserve to be
Judged neither God nor Son of God, and (3.9) refers to the philoso-
pher's argument that Christ was neither Cod nor Son of Cod:
apoc.3.8:	 .Ocô oóô Oeo ita
	 (p.66.24f.)
3.9:	 6Eô 3v-rwç xt eoc ita
	 (p.70.3f.)
Our consideration of the evidence suggests that, at least from
Celsus in the second century to Libanius in the fourth, the designation
of Christ as eeç xat OoO itciç was occasionally used by Christians
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and pagans in debating together, following a pagan religious model;
arid that this has influenced the Orator In his use of this phrase.
Whether or not it translates an original deus et del filius is debat-
able: it could perhaps have been an addition at the stage of transla-
tion; but the occurrence of the phrase in Lactantius does imply that
it was known in Latin as well as Greek.
6.5: The imperial connection
The writings of Eusebius afford evidence for another influence on
the Orator's use of itai. Apart from the phrases in the demonstratio
evangelica noted above, itatç only occurs twice in the major apologetic
works (p.e.4.15.8,p.190.7;d.e.3.7.20,p.144.2), both times in the form
toy iov't ,tcxCôa which Harnack has already noted as having liturgical
roots. It is the historical works and the orations which are of parti-
cular interest here.
6.5.1: Historical works In the historia ecciesiastica Eusebius quotes
Melito of Sardis as referring to the son of the emperor as ia	 (4.26.
7, p.384.24), but does not use the word in the text himself until the
very last chapter (10.9). In that lyrical passage he refers to the
sons of Constantine as itcxiç/taIôEç four time8 (lO.9.4,6,7,9,pp.900.lO,
902.1,12,20): the reference to Crispus as uc5ç (lO.9.4,p.900.l3) can
be explained as being due to the juxtaposition with itatfp. He also
refers to the Saviour as tciç in that section, in drawing the parallel
between Constantine and Crispus on one hand and the Father and Son on
the other:Ee' o	 Y.cYLXC e	 Oeou tE TEaLô ouyrqpI. &1tVtWV oôfly4)
(cit ouM3i xc xpevoL, itatp ta	 uOç	 oX6vreç tv ct&
tiv Ooiiio	 pctav (p.900.11-14). The designation of the Son as
itaç not u6ç is influenced by imperial nomenclature. This is more
apparent in the v.C.: out of fifty occurrences of the word in the text
(see index in GCS 1975), thirty-nine refer to the sons of the imperial
family, nine to children in general, one to the Greek race, and one to
Christ. The last reference (l.32.2,p.3l.2l) is of the liturgical form
already noted, Jiovoye\i9 itaiôa. By contrast, Eusebius uses uc$c only
nine times: seven of these are as variants on
	 and only two refer
to uO 6oG (l.4l,p.37.4;4.48,p.l4O.16). This evidence suggests that
itctt'ç was regularly used of the imperial family at the court of Con-
stantine, and that this influenced its application to Christ in the
10Oration.
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6.5.2: Orations The panegyric at Tyre (h.e.1O.4) refers to Christ as
1ta	 four times (1O.4.11,p.866.5;l6,p.868.l,8;56,p.878.l9), and as
u6ç only once (lO.4.23,p.87O.l) in the course of alluding to Hebrews
7.3. None of the references is in an obviously liturgical form; but
the oration was delivered to a clerical audience in church before Euse-
bius had come under the rule of Constantine, sugge8ting that Christian
oratory could use itcxiç inoffensively of Christ, either on the basis of
conservative liturgical practice, or else because it was following set
patterns of rhetoric. The orations in the laus present a clearer
picture: the tricennial oration uses itciç four times of the imperial
family (3.l,p.200.24;3.4,p.2Ol.11;9.l8,p.22l.28;1O.5,p.223.11), and
once speaks of the Logos as Movoy€vi itt6a (6.19,p.2l1.25), while also
having a reference to the iovoyn9 u6v (3.6,p.202.4f.); the oration
on the Holy Sepulchre uses 	 once of children (16.7,p.25O.15) and
twice of the Saviour (l7.l3,l5,pp.258.l5,259.l) and twice refers to
the Logos as iovoyeç ui6ç (l2.4,S,pp.23O.l8,23l.28). This suggests
that the liturgical phrase jiovo'yvç itat was at this time being
replaced by jiovoyvç u6ç, and that either could be used; that imper-
ial usage has not surprisingly influenced the tricennial oration; and
that the oration on the Holy Sepulchre has no trace of the liturgical
use of itci, but uses it at the end of chapter seventeen in the apolo-
getic debate with paganism: the eEoO ittôa i6vov (p.258.15) has finally
been proclaimed, the one who is &XOç iatô 8eoO (p.259.1).
6.6: Conclusion
An assessment of the use of
	 in the Oration has several impli-
cations for our inquiry into its authorship. First, the Oration was
not written using puer to describe Christ. This means either that it
was written in Greek after all, or more likely that itarç was substitu-
ted for filius to bring the translation into line with the contemporary
practice of Greek Christian orators. Second, the origins of this use
of aa lie in the debate with paganism, and possibly in the practice
of the court of Constantine: Harnack's two classifications of liturgi-
cal formula or heavenly child myth do not provide an explanation which
fits the evidence. Third, the early fourth century provides a very
plausible context for this use of itciiç, in that the works of Eusebius
witness to it as no other extant documents do; and the impression that
the Orator is addressing a Christian audience tallies with the use of
itaic in the oration at Tyre. Finally, the particular way in which




into this Greek Christian rhetorical context. Thus the anomalous use
of u6ç (Or.168.17f.) conforms to the general, though not universal,
practice when there is the juxtaposition of itctrp/u6: the phrase
Oeôv...ct OeoO tciôcz (179.6f.) which introduces the acrostic, whether
it represents exactly a Latin original, or is an expanded version of
filius del, is there becau8e of the consistency of the translation,
even in a context where u6 would have fitted better (as at 168.8);
and the use of ut6 in the heading of chapter five shows that the head-
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The relationship between the Oration and the works of Plato has
been assessed in different ways by different scholars. That there is
some kind of relationship is indisputable, given the discussion of
Plato's doctrines in chapter nine of the Oration (163.15-164.22): hut
how close it is and what its implications are have been matters of
debate. Rossignol (1845/vif.,263-313) maintained that there were a
large number of resemblances between the Oration and Plato's writings,
and therefore that Constantine could not have written the Oration
because he knew no Plato; Mancini (1894197ff.) questioned Rossignol's
views on Constantine's lack of knowledge of Greek, and pointed out
(p.224n.2) that many of his suggested parallels with Plato were errone-
ous. Heikel (19O2/xcv) accepted that thoughts and expressions in the
Oration were similar to some found in Plato, and suggested a series of
similarities (1902/265;1911/4-23) which he qualified as reminiscences
rather than quotations (19O2/xcv); he thought that the Orator might
have gained his philosophical background from a compendium (19O2/xcvi
n.1). He also noted (1902/xcviii) that it was odd that a translation
from the Latin should have so many Platonic expressions, and later con-
cluded (1911/23f.) that because Constantine did not show evidence of
Platonic thinking elsewhere, a point agreed by Hartmann (1902/33;com-
pare Baynes 1931/56), he could not have been the Orator, and thus the
Oration was written by a Greek author, rather than being a translation
made with a philosophical colouring.
The strongest assertion of Platonic influence was made by PfMttisch
in his monograph of 1908 (pp.47-66), where he maintained that Plato
was used reverentially and carefully in the first fifteen chapters of
the Oration, supporting his case for it being the work of a Greek
reviser of Constantine's sermon. Pftt1sch's reviewers were sceptical
about the extent of his claims: Schwartz (1908/3098) said that Pft-
tisch was wrong, and that the Oration showed little dependence upon
Plato; that the Plato of the fourth century, as represented in Euse-
bius' preparatio evangelica and theophania, would have furnished the
Orator's source material; and that a translator would have drawn on a
stock of standard Platonic phrases. Loeschcke (1910/358) remained
unconvinced by Pfättisch's suggested parallels, maintaining that he
had not proved the use or quotation of original Platonic documents,
and that he also unfairly ignored other parallels: thus the phrase
'AyaOôv o3 itthrta &pCetaL (Or.156.9) was plainly drawn from Aristotle
eth.nic.1.1, while PfYttisch tried to show it was from Plato. Drseke
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(1908/1341) and Stigimayr (1909/347) pointed out PfYttisch's error in
trying to base the argument of the Oration on the mistranslated 'Plato-
nic thought' x6ajioç qniaewç i iat& cp5cit.v
	 rj (154.12); Stiglmayr (1909/
351n.2) conceded that the Orator used Plato, but agreed with Schwartz
that it was from derived and not direct sources, which explained
errors such as the false charge levelled against Socrates (163.8-11).
Heikel's close analysis of Platonisms in the Oration (1911/3-23)
refutes some of Pfättisch's suggestions, while allowing that some
could have a sound basis.
Somewhat stung by these rejoinders, Pfttisch produced an article
(1910) which argued in detail for a substantial connection between the
ideas in chapters three, nine and eleven and some of Plato's original
works: as against Schwartz, he said (pp.415f.) that the Oration showed
more knowledge of Plato than Eusebius' works did, and that the Oration
was plainly a unified composition and could not be a translation from
the Latin decorated with Platonic phrases. PfUttisch's article was
assessed by Kurfess (1919-20), who suggested (pp.75-9) that the Orator
may have used a compendium, that a Greek translator could have inserted
Platonic phrases and expressions, and that possibly Constantine used
Cicero's translation of the Timaeus, the Latin quotations of which
were translated by the equivalent phrases In the original. He later
emphasised the idea of a compendium (1949/172n.1O), having noted the
use of one by Lactantius (1923/382;compare OgIlvie 1978/81). More
recently Barnes (1981/73ff.) ha8 argued for the Constantinian author-
ship of the Oration despite Its Platonisms, on the basis that Constan-
tine was well-educated, and suggests an indebtedness to Calcidius'
commentary on the Tlmaeus' and the works of Numenius of Apamea: he
does not however provide any specific examples of such indebtedne88,
nor does he explain how the present Greek text was derived from the
Latin -- did Constantine really use Greek philosophical allusions in a
Latin speech? Barnes raises the questions anew, but does not provide
a sufficient answer.
There has thus been a wide spectrum of scholarly opinion, ranging
from Schwartz's denial of Platonic influence to PfMttisch's wholeheart-
ed advocacy, with most scholars somewhere in between. The presence of
some Platonisms in the Oration has been variously interpreted to show
that it was written by a Greek philosopher (Pfilttisch), a Greek rhetor-
ician (Heikel), a Christian theologian (Hartmann), or Constantine
(Barnes). In order to establish the truth more clearly, it is first
necessary to establish how valid the alleged parallels of phrase and
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thought are, and then to put them into the context of how Plato was
viewed by other Christian authors of the time.
2. PARALLELS OF FORM
This section works consecutively through the Oration conflating
into one sequence the parallels with Plato suggested by Heikel and
PfMttisch: Rossignol's list was assessed and corrected by Helkel, and
later scholars have suggested no further similarities. For the sake
of clarity, general and ungrounded suggestions are omitted, and the
substantive parallels (chs.3.1,9.2-7,11.8) are dealt with in greater
detail in the next section.
2.1: Or.154.12/Tim.66c,62b The phrases i.iat& qM5ov and itap& cp5Ytv both
occur here, and they occur on their own in other places in the Timaeus;
PfMttisch suggests that the Platonic usage provides a key to their
translation in the Oration. But the phrases were much more widespread
than in Plato alone (e.g.Eus.p.e.6.6.47,p.307.19,22f.). Plato's usage
is hardly a key to unlock the meaning of these phrases when he and
others use them in different ways.
2.2: Or.154.14/Tim.30a The Orator's rccrwç r )iat 1tXflJ4tEXw is
paralleled by Plato's Xflj4iX	 xctt &t3itwç. Although the contexts
are superficially similar -- the Orator speaking on the renunciation
of providence, Plato on God bringing order to the world -- the ideas
are not linked, and the similarity is of phrase not meaning. Heikel
and others have failed to notice the occurrence of the phrase again
(165.21), this time in its exact Platonic form, but in a totally
different context, confirming that it is used as rhetorical decoration
without dependence on Plato's ideas. Such rhetorical dependence is
not necessarily due to direct borrowing from Plato: not only does this
passage from the Timaeus occur in isolation elsewhere (e.g.Eus.p.e.
15.6.4), but the phrase may have been one in common use. If the
Orator used it, other writers and orators could have done so too. The
Orator uses &tcx3toç on its own elsewhere (169.20,172.30,177.12), sugg-
esting that it was a well-known and well-used word.
2.3: Or.155.15/Phd.66c The Orator says that unbelief produces OtckELç,
lt6XEjloL, Ixc1L: Plato maintains that the body distracts the mind from
philosophy by causing ct itoXpou 3a GtcGELç xcY2 1&(cz. Heikel
(1911/6f.) argued that Pflittisch was incorrect in holding this to be a
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parallel, because the difference in context precluded a connection;
that does not rule out a merely verbal borrowing, although the differ-
ent word order shows that it is not a quotation but at most an accepted
classical phrase. 2 There are examples of different lists of vices in
the Oration at e.g.156.23f.,157.8ff., where there is no apparent
Platonic influence.
2.4: Or.155.25/Rep.613a Both references state that the friends of the
gods are looked after by them; this is hardly a singularly unusual
religious idea, and there is no verbal similarity to suggest any depen-
dence.
2.5: Or.155.30/Phdr.254a The Orator says that love for Cod 'overcomes
modesty', aô	 LtaL: Plato, speaking of the image of the chariot
and horses, says that the obedient horse ôo	 6\o keeps love
and self-control. This again looks like a general allusion to a
classical form of phrasing rather than a specific borrowing from
Plato, particularly so in that 3LcCOI1L is used in an active sense by
the Orator and passively by Plato.
2.6: Or.156.2/Laws 811c,Rep.499b The Orator uses the phrase (OeCa)
&rtCitvovx (compare 154.16,165.7,179.15), and Plato similarly refers to
tivô &itt.itvoCaç 6&v (Laws), x tivoc OCa	 itiitvoCczc (Rep.). The
Orator however uses it as a cirumlocution for Cod's spirit, and does
not qualify it with ¶L as Plato does. The idea of divine inspiration
is hardly singular enough to require dependence, and the vocabulary is
commonplace.
2.7: Or.156.20/Pol.269e The Orator's statement that there is \ci...
itpoo'rctv over the world is ascribed by Pfttisch to Plato's use of
the term; but Plato only uses itpoctctrç of a ruler of a city or state,
and never of the demiurge in a metaphysical context like that found in
the Oration.3
2.8: Or.156.28/Tim.28a The Orator asks how toy ou itcaric yEvO€wc
ôoup& might be known if the world is not a unity; Plato refers to
uniformity (ctt& icx&r&, compare Or.156.27),	 '€ai c , and 3 oraoupy6ç,
but only in discussing aspects of creation, not in asserting the
essential unity of the world. There is no reason to see the Orator as
dependent on the Timaeus here.
2.9: Or.157.l8ff./Tim.28a,41b Plato (Tim.28a) contrasts tO v &eC,
OL\) ô ox )(Ov with tO i v6i.ivov &C, & ô oiôitot, later
asserting that the latter is 'yiyv6jvov xctt &1roXXij1evo\. This is
similar in sentiment to the Oration, but has no similar phrases; and,
as noted above (IV.4.2.1), this argument is used by other Christian
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apologists, showing that to ascribe its source to Plato is to ignore
the apologetic context in which the Oration was written. Plato also
says that the gods were generated and are neither &ethatot nor Xutoi,
but will be given immortality by the will of God (Tim.41b); not only
does this also use different vocabulary from that found in the Oration,
but it argues for the opposite conclusion, that the gods are immortal




&OthcxtoL; PfMttisch is thus wrong to argue for dependence.
2.10: Or.157.29/Phdr.277e The Orator's phrase Si.ivou	 jiitpouç fl
&veu ptpou, used of the praises of the gods, is similar to Plato's
X&yov, v jirpq oOô' &eu tpou referring to good or bad writing; the
context is not similar however, and the difference in wording militates
against this being anything more than a normal turn of speech common
to both writers.
2.11: Or.158.lf./Tim.41a Plato refers to Cod as Oiiiioupyô ittrp te
pywv. The Orator's reference to the sculptor of idols as
ôjtt,oupyôv toO
	 Xiatoç may well be an ironical allusion to a common
epithet for the Supreme Cod, but the different word order suggests
that it was not taken directly from Plato.
2.12: Or.158.6/Tim.28a Heikel (1911/10) claimed that the Orator's
phrase tÔ...V 6atôv 3(Y. ôivoC tCpLXrptT6V is Platonic. The nearest
parallel is Tim.28a, where Plato says that the eternal is tô...vOTOL
1Et Xc5you itepiXittc5v, not a very close verbal similarity: the word
TteplXrpttóv only occurs twice more in the Timaeus and nowhere else in
Plato, and in neither of the other occurrences does it form part of
this phrase. Perhaps Heikel meant that the sentiment rather than the
wording is Platonic, which, while true, says nothing about any specific
dependence on Plato for such a generally held conception.
2.13: Or.158.12f./Phdr.243d Plato has a similar rhetorical flourish
to that of the Orator, with both desiring cleansed speech; but the
Orator ascribes the cleansing to God, and Plato to the effects of pure
discourse. There are no similarities of vocabulary and no evident
dependence.
2.14: Or.158.16-159.6 PfMttisch argues that the creation story found
in the Oration muddles Genesis and Plato, and quotes several parallels
in support: e.g. men should multiply (Or.158.23ff./Pol.274a), learn
Bkills (Or.158.25f./Laws 679a,Pol.274cf.), and fight against wild
beasts (Or.159.1/Pol.274b,Pro.322b). These are however only general
points of similarity, and do not 8how that the Orator depended on
Plato, when his source could have been in the Bible and its exegesis.
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The clo8est parallel he suggests is that of Tim.4ldff., where each
soul is allotted to a star and undergoes transmigration according to
its moral condition: this is however very different from the Orator's
view that man first lived in a paradise beyond the sphere of the earth
(158.17-20). The Orator knows of no transmigration, and Plato provides
few details of his creation story in comparison to the account in
Genesis; the Orator's view of creation is not simply biblical, but is
not drawn directly from scattered references in Plato.
2.15: Or.158.24f./Laws 678b Plato wrote itXqeio'vtoç 6' 1JV to3 yvouç,
in the context of the time after the Deluge; the similar phrase in the
Oration could well be drawn from Genesis 1.28, especially if the unani-
mous MSS reading tX65vovto is followed.
2.16: Or.159.8f./Laws 888e The Orator refers to cpu Lc/E appv/ciOtc5-
jiatov as causes of the world; Plato says that things owe their exist-
ence to cpU'kYLc/tL5Xfl/TXVfl, and gives an ordered explanation of things
using those terms, while the Orator seeks to dismiss such causes as
denials of providence. The vocabulary is not sufficiently similar to
assume that the Orator knew of Plato.
2.17: Or.159.lOff./Cor.489e,Pro.349b The Orator argues that
	 iapitth
is a word without content; Plato decries the speaking in arguments of
mere words which signify nothing (Gor.489e), and discusses what certain
words signify (Pro.349b). Plato does not refer to fate, but to lingu-
istic analysis; the Orator's argument is polemical and relates to a
specific question.
2.18: Or.159.12f./Soph.265c The Orator undermines the idea of fate by
saying that it is tfjç	 y€vvflok7r: Plato makes reference to
people who think that nature produces the world from an cxtCaç a&ro-
juftç and not from God's workmanship. This is evidence to support the
Orator's attack on the denial of providence, rather than the source of
his statement here (compare Or.154.lOf.).
2.19: Or.159.19-31/Tim.86dff.,Laws 9O4cff. The Orator argues that the
doctrine of fate gives no support to virtue or justice; Plato argues
that evil is due to diseases of the body and poor teaching (Tim.86dff.)
which, while making evil actions blameless, is not the point of view
represented in the Oration. He comes closer in suggesting that man's
nature is decreed by fate (Laws.9O4cff.): but the generality of such
an assertion means that no specific link between the Orator and Plato
can be shown.
2.20: Or.160.24ff./Phdr.247c The vocabulary here is superficially
similar: the Orator says that immortal things are understood v...
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ji6vq since they are made by the 'voflt.. .oôoCa 6coO: Plato says that
reality is perceived 	 which governs the soul. The Orator
however is referring to the common Platonic distinction between vortc5ç
and cxoOryr6c (compare 164.9ff.), and is not quoting the Phaedrus.
2.21: Or.161.18/Cri.54d The Orator concludes chapter six by decrying
aOt6icrrov as xoc 6v4tcrroç &)u1tootctoo itpt t& rra 3Oj43EL: and Plato
uses the phrase cxötri	 ñxi' to&twv 'rv X5ywv o3Ei. Both are rhetoric-
al 8tatements, with a context sufficiently dissimilar to make direct
borrowing unlikely; the phrase
	 .4Ei, like the English 'a
ringing sound', could have been another common rhetorical phrase.
2.22: Or.162.lff./Tim.60a Heikel (1911/13) suggested that the Orator
drew his reference to vines and olives from their association in the
Timaeus; but Psalm 104.15 would be a more plausible source than a
technical discussion on liquids, and in any case the association of
the two must have been common.
2.23: Or.165.7ff./Tim.40d The Orator says that the poets are to be
believed when speaking of the gods through divine inspiration; Plato
says that the poets as 'children of the gods' are to be credited with
telling the truth about their parents. These arguments are both iron-
ic, but the Orator speaks in the opposite way to Plato in proving the
absurdity of paganism: there are no specific parallels.
2.24: Or.165.7ff/Laws 682a Plato says that a particular passage of
Homer is historically correct, because the poets are often divinely
inspired and speak the truth about history. Heikel 4 points to this
passage in the Oration as a parallel, where the poets are ironically
said to be trustworthy storytellers about the gods because of their
divine inspiration. Plato is defending a serious historical source,
while the Orator is using pagan poetry to argue against the reality of
pagan gods. There is no connection of vocabulary, and the idea of the
divine inspiration of the poets is used differently, making dependence
unlikely.
2.25: Or.165.22/Soph.254a,Rep.533d The Orator uses the phrase
	
tc;
)oxflc j41tL of the repentant man turning to Cod. Plato says that
only a philosopher can see God t& y&p ti9ç t&v TEoXX&v 	 5ji.iat
aptpcv itpôç to OErov &popvtci &ô3vata (Soph.254a), and also uses
the phrase tO ti9ç U)flc 6jiji (Rep.533d). Although the contexts in
Plato and the Oration are different, the phrases are the same, suggest-





2.26: Or.166.10/Rep.461c The Orator's decorative phrase ct t&tc	 v
r'iiv	 tpCwç Epro6w is similar to Plato's icxt Taurn v y',
j.EtpCWç X'yETaL: but the contexts are very different, Plato's being a
statement made by one partner in the discussion about another's propo-
sal. As with the previous phrase discussed, the verbal similarity
could well be due to a common rhetorical phrase and not direct borrow-
ing, akin to the English 'all things in moderation'.
2.27: Or.166.22f./Apol.17b Both Plato and the Orator eschew oratory,
in different words. That this is only rhetorical convention is shown
by the similar passage in the prologue to Eusebius' laus (see above
IV. 2.2.2).
2.28: Or.168.19-22/Pol.273cff. The Orator says that the demiurge by
nature will care for what he has made; Plato states that the world
tended to disorder after separation from its creator, so that he
stepped in to renew order. Plato does not however explain why the
creator should intervene, nor why he withdrew from the world in the
first place, and there is no similarity of expression to suggest depen-
dence.
2.29: Or.169.7f. Heikel (1911/17) said that the thinking here was
Platonic; the phrase voryr6ç xc5ojioç does not however occur in Plato,
and the sentiments expressed are of general philosophical currency.
2.30: Or.169.18/Phdr.247c The Orator says of Christ, tC y&p &v ce
xa-r' &Ccxv LiMvrocLev v6pwito; Plato says of heaven, oit€ TL	 1VrG
ltW tWV trÔC 1tOLflt	 OTE tOt )jtVTjQEL cxt' &Ccxv. The sentiments are
akin, and have some vocabulary in common; but if the Orator had quoted
Plato directly, he would have followed the original more closely. A
common sentiment is expressed independently by both authors.
2.31: Or.169.23/Soph.231d The Orator calls Christians the merchants
of truly good things, and Plato compares the Sophist to a merchant of
knowledge for the soul; the only common word between them is j.LTLOpOç,
and the lack of similar vocabulary again argues for a well-used meta-
phor being found independently in both places.
2.32: Or.172.29f./Phdr.254c Both the Orator and Plato use the picture
of a charioteer. But Plato's analogy is philosophically determined,
in having a good and bad horse yoked together to represent the good
and bad natures in man. The Orator on the other hand portrays the
Christian as a charioteer controlling a runaway pair, a simpler and
more natural Illustration. There is no borrowing from Plato.
2.33: Or.173.l2ff./Phdr.248aff. Plato and the Orator both say that




general resemblances, and the division of mankind into the saved and
the lost hardly has to depend on Plato!
2.34: Or.175.23f./Cri.48dff.,Cor.469b Plato says in both passages
that Socrates renounced evil, saying that it was better to endure it;
the Orator's sentiments are similar, but are in the context of the
Saviour's actions and words which have already enjoined the acceptance
of injury (174.20ff.), for which Heikel (1902/in bc.) quotes biblical
and not Platonic sources.
2.35: Or.177.22f./Rep.600b The Orator says that Plato followed Pytha-
goras; Plato refers to Pythagoras respectfully, but says only that his
disciples existed, and not that he himself was one. The association
of Pythagoras and Plato occurs in other apologists, and was a theme
taken from elsewhere, not from Plato himself (compare e.g.Ps.-Justin
coh.Gr.14).
2.36: Or.189.12/Phd.67a Plato and the Orator maintain that godliness
or knowledge comes from keeping the soul pure from the body; there is
the same dualistic sentiment, but no similar wording, and the idea is
too general to show dependence.
An assessment of the Orator's allusions to Plato thus shows no
particular reasons to assume that he drew on Plato directly. There
are some similarities of thought between Plato's works and the Oration
(see above 2.4,12,19,20,23f.,33,36); there are similar rhetorical
ideas (2.6,13,27,31,32) and similarities of phrasing (2.1,2,3,5,10,11,
21,26,30). But these would have been drawn by the author or translator
of the Oration from a common stock of ideas and sayings, some of which
were taken from Plato, and some from elsewhere. Similarity does not
prove dependence, and Heikel and Pflittisch fail to show that the
Orator has been dependent on Plato. Indeed, in one of the most 'Plato-
nic' sections of the Oration, in chapter fourteen (173.15-23), they
suggest no parallels at all, even to 173.21ff. with its Platonic
contrast 6 ccetç x6apo t voryrc oio' cxi Cc6vcc toiç irapôCaoiv
(compare Tim.28a,29b,Or.164.9ff.). This reinforces the view that as
far as minor allusions are concerned the Oration shows some similari-
ties with Plato, but that these are due to the milieu in which it was
written and not to direct borrowing. The similarities of phrasing how-
ever suggest that, if the Oration was not written in Greek, its trans-
lator must have exercised some independent judgment in choosing how to




3. PARALLELS OF SUBSTANCE
There are three major parallel passages yet to consider: two whose
thought is said to be distinctly Platonic, and the discussion of Plato
in chapter nine.
3.1: Or.3.1 (156.9-19)
Chapter three begins with a philosophical exposition of God and
the Saviour. The introductory phrase 'Ayaev o3 itcvrc	 Cc'rw. is
taken directly from Aristotle eth.nic.1.1, despite the assertions of
Pfttisch (1908/5O;191O/412) to the contrary. Dtirries (1954/159)
pointed out that the following designation of God as 3itêp tv oCav
(156.9) also occurs in the specifically Platonic context of 163.19:
but the phrase only occurs in Plato at Rep.372b, where families are
said not to live 'beyond their means'; the nearest reference in a theo-
logical context is in Rep.509b, where t&iaOSv is said not to be oóYCa,
but	 xcivci tf ocCac. The Pythagorean Moderatus (see Armstrong
1967/91f,) referred to God as 3rtp th evcu. tat ,t&.cxiv oOoCcxv, suggest-
ing that it was a philosophical designation which was found more
widely than in Plato. The next phrase is taken from Tim.27d, tC to
&C, 'yV€c.7Lv 5 o	 ov, although the context is not the same, and
	 it
is developed in a way which appears Platonic while not having any
direct connection with Plato (so PfYttisch 1910/411). Thus the Son's
&vapop is oO tolt&ç &XX vopç (156.12f.), whereas Platonic thought
would be inclined to use the contrast
	 The use of
ct)41XVLcX (156.13) of the Father's substance is also not Platonic.
PfUttisch (1908/51;1910/411) argued that the use of OUVGTq
(156.13) in the context of begetting is shown by Platonic parallels to
be Plato's doctrine of the creation of the world applied specifically
here to the Son of Cod, and supports this by referring to the use of
ciuvat in chapter nine (164.14). But Plato uses UVCYtTIIIL at Tim.29d
of the making of everything, not just the world, and later (30c) uses
it in the sense of what 'comprises' the world; and it is used similarly
elsewhere, e.g. in Aristotle eth.nic.6.7.4,
	 6 6oio cuvctriev.
To take one word out of context to argue for a link with Plato is not
valid, when its meaning here could simply be 'to take place' or 'to
be' (see LS art.uvCGtflj1L B.IV.d); its use in chapter nine likewise
does not seem to be drawn from Plato. There are in any case numerous
instances in Christian literature where covCcytrjii is used of creation




Heikel (1911/9) and Pfttisch (1908/50) ascribed the origin of &Ycx
1tpLECXfl1ttL itô to	 6jiou (156.16f.) to Tim.30c. which contains the
words x6cioc, &7ct, 1tEpLXa11Vw, but in a different setting. The
Orator states that the manifestation of the Saviour is the cause of
all things which are included in the world; Plato says that the cosmos,
which comprises all visible things, is patterned on the one living
being which includes all intelligible things within itself. The
Orator's statement is not quoting Plato, and the thought of the passage
as a whole is different: the Orator is using the phrase to fill out a
rather bare it&oiv, whereas Plato uses the similar words directly and
not in a subordinate clause. There is no reason to see dependence.
Finally, Pfilttisch (1908/50) suggested that the question tC ov
OXo 6 X&yoç; (156.19) refers to Plato's argument, in the same way
that toy &	 Xe'yxto. . .X&yov (157.16f.) announces the intention of
resuming the argument from a higher authority. It is true that Tim.
29b refers to &veX'ywroiç. . .X&yoiç, but Plato also uses there the ad-
jective &vi rtoiç, which could have been quoted in the Oration if a
literal reference was intended. In any case, Pflittisch interpreted
X&yoç to mean 'argument', because it fitted with his a priori view
that Plato was being used; it makes better sense to translate it as
'reason(ing)', so that the Orator is saying that his reasoning con-
cludes that there is one God, and at the end of the chapter that,
having digressed into practical arguments, he will re-embark on philo-
sophical reasoning which he regards as irrefutable. The Orator is not
slavishly following Plato: rather, he has a naive delight in the power
of logic and the truth of philosophy, and sees such truth as self-
evidently supportive of Christianity. His grasp of philosophy here is
superficial and eclectic, and is Platonic because of the general philo-
sophical context in which it was written, not specifically in its
content.
3.2: Or.11.8 (168.7-18)
This section on the generation of the Son is held by Pfttisch
(1910/413f.) to be based on the Platonic doctrine of the voOç in the
world-soul, since there is no reason in Christian theology why the
Father could not have made the world without a mediator. This is how-
ever a fundamental misunderstanding of the argument: the Orator argues
for Christ's pre-existence by blending together the philosophical argu-
ment that everything is caused by a prior agent with the theological
point that Christ has procured the salvation of the world, and thus
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that he must have existed before it; this Is taken in passing to be an
analogy of the Father causing the Son (168.17f.), but the connection
between the pre-existent Christ and the Son as caused is not made
explicit. The question about the generation of the Son (168.7f.) is
answered obliquely by saying that it is different from natural genera-
tion, and is known by Cod's wise friends: it is not explained merely
by saying that the Son is an effect of the Father. The Orator offers
no clear explanation of the relationship between the Godhead and the
world, and does not refer Plato's doctrine of creation to the relation-
ship between the Father and the Logos.
There are two particular passages in Plato which are adduced as
parallels here. Heikel (1911/17), Pfttisch (1908/60;1910/413) and
Kurfess (1919-20/77) note that the Orator uses a phrase also found in
Tim.53d, chop&v 8ç &v &3CCVq) pCxoç i, though with a different verb:
vôpv ç bcCvq cpCxoç itcDEL (168.11f.). The difference in wording
suggests, as Kurfess notes, that here is another example of a common
literary phrase, included for rhetorical adornment with no direct
borrowing from the TImaeus, where the argument is about triangles
rather than generation. These scholars also suggest that the argument
from causation is taken loosely from Tim.28a, where Plato says 1t&v ô
to yLy\)c5tcvOv ó,t' a'rCou tiOç
	 &yxrç 'yCyvecOct, itavt y&p
&Ô3VaTOV xuptc crtCou YVECLV c x v . The vocabulary here Is different
from that of the Orator (168.13f.), who uses taCtio and the temporal
word tpoOitpv, the latter being a stock Christian term (see PGL
art.itpoCJnxpXw B.5); the argument from the priority of the cause is
central In the Oration, but is absent from the Timaeus. Although a
philosophical concept is at the root of the argument, the Orator is
referring to a common argument on causation (compare Theophilus above,
IV.4.1.10); there are insufficient parallels to show that this passage
is dependent on Plato.
3.3: Or.9.2-7 (163.8-164.22)
Although there are no direct borrowings from Plato in the rest of
the Oration, chapter nine at first sight seems to be different: the
doctrines of Plato are specifically discussed and referred to. It is
necessary to assess the argument section by section in order to see
what conclusions can be drawn from this explicit reference to Plato.
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3.3.1: 9.2 (163.8-15) The accusations against Socrates and Pythagoras
are singular to the Oration, although both philosophers are referred
to elsewhere In the apologists: thus Socrates is said to have been
condemned for atheism (Justin,1_apol.5,2_apol.10;Tert.apol.14); Pythag-
oras got his knowledge from the Egyptian8 (Ps.-Justin coh.Gr.10,14;
Lact.inst.4.2.4), 5
 and was condemned for trying to usurp power (Am.
adv.nat.1.40). Only the Orator quotes against Socrates the charge
which is specifically refuted in Plato's Apol.18b, toy ttw X6yov
XpECttw itot.v: the wording is very different, and the accusation
suggests that either the Orator had not read Plato and relied on
hearsay, or that his memory was very faulty. In either case, he was
not dependent on Plato.
3.3.2: 9.3 (163.15-25) The Platonic nature of the distinction between
ctt aCO6TOELç and t& votc led Heikel (1902/In bc.) to propose two
parallels: Phd.lO9df. is about seeing the world truly -- we cannot see
heaven because of our &OVcLo: Phdr.249b says that man must progress
from many cii Ge?jcYEwv to a unity gained Xoyioji4. Neither are very close
to the Orator's assertion that Plato took men's thoughts from sensible
to intellectual and eternal things: that is a comment on Plato general-
ly , rather than an allusion to any specific passage in his works.
The Orator goes on to say that Plato first showed 6E0v...tOv )1t
tv oOcCa (163.18f.); as noted above (3.1), this is not a designation
found in Plato, suggesting that the Orator is using a general summary
of Plato's doctrines, and not one of his original works. The following
statements (163.19-25) about the second god have been ascribed by
Pflittisch (1910/405) and Heikel (1902/in bc.) to the creation of the
cosmos in Tim.30, the First Cod being the demiurge (163.22), and the
Second Cod occupying the place of Plato's &ov j4 uxov (Tim.30b). But
Pfttisch (1910/405) also admits that the Orator's ideas of two gods
sharing one perfection, and the second serving the first, are Christian
and not Platonic. 6
 The concept of two gods, while ascribed to Plato,
is Middle Platonic, with the demiurge being usually identified with
the highest good (compare Danilou 1973/109f.). Although Numenius
held that the second god was the demiurge (Places 1975/24,27;Armstrong
1967/100;Barnes 1981/74), the Orator followed Eusebius In being ambiva-
lent about the nature of the second god (see Barne8 l981/100;compare
Or.156.28); and other apologists used the idea to justify the truth of
Christian theology (e.g.Lact.epit.37(42).4; Eus.p.e.11.16;compare




can only be used very indirectly as a source for this idea, when it
was already extant in Christian apologetics derived from Middle Plato-
nism, together with the progression itptov	 ô (163.18f.)
shows that the Orator was using a philosophical handbook on Plato, and
not the works of Plato directly.
3.3.3: 9.4 (163.25-31) This section is an independent development of
Plato's thought by the Orator, as indicated by the phrase XcLT& tô\)
&iipif Xóyov (163.25): he relates Plato's doctrine of two gods to the
Father and the Logos of Christian theology, using the philosophical
designation of God as itatp t&v rtcfv'rwv to justify the Logos being also
the Son of God. Pfttisch (1908/57) tried to relate the ideas in this
section to Plato: e.g. he referred God's taking care for the world to
Phdr.246e, where Zeus is said to be ôLaoai&v thvta ca &1zLAcXoti1cvoc.
But although the words are similar, there is no necessary dependence,
but simply the common sentiment that God cares for the world. There
is no incidence in the Timaeus of God arranging everything by his
word; the nearest parallel is in 38c, which refers to God's reasoning
behind creation, not to creation by word. It is only the epithet of
God being Father of all that has a definite parallel in Plato: Tim.28c
speaks of TOy .. . 1OLflt'v 3at itatpa. . .to 1tcC)T6ç. The designation of
God as Father is not confined to Plato however; and in any case, the
sentence in which it occurs Is widely quoted in the apologists and
Middle Platonic philosophers (compare Danilou 1973/108). There is
nothing In this section to suggest that the Orator was using Plato
except for this one commonly quoted phrase.
3.3.4: 9.5 (163.31-164.6) The Orator continues by attacking Plato's
error in introducing many gods with different forms, and its bad
influence on mankind. The j.tpi...tot5tov...&v ôe torç
	 fç (163.31f.)
at the beginning of the section is held by PfYttisch (1910/406) and
Kurfess (1919-20/74) to refer to Tim.39e-42e. This could have provided
the basis for the Orator's statement; but if he was using the Timaeu8
on its own, it would have been odd If he had skipped straight from 28c
to 39e. If however he was using a philosophical compendium or handbook
on Plato, it would be logical for a summary to treat of God, the
Logos, and then the gods and the world; if the following sections were
also taken from such a handbook, then we can assume that it went on to
consider Plato's doctrines of the soul and judgment. From the evidence
of this section alone, however, all we can conclude is that the Orator
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probably refers to the doctrine of the Timaeus, but most likely at
second hand.
3.3.5: 9.6 (164.6-15) Plato's former error is 'put right' for the
Orator by his doctrine of the soul: Kurfess (1919-20/75) says that
ÔOXEL...T1OL (164.6) shows that this is the Orator's own opinion, and
is not taken from his sources; which is wholly likely, given that
Plato's doctrine of the soul has no effect on his doctrine of the
gods! The author's philosophical naivety surfaces again here. The
doctrine that 'God breathes into us his own Logos', which is taken to
imply that the Spirit of God is rational soul, has some parallel with
Tim.4lcff.,69c, where the soul is immortal and made by gods; but
according to Plato it is then linked with what is mortal by the lesser
gods, not breathed into man on the pattern of Genesis 2.7. If the
Orator is expounding Plato, he must be giving an interpretive summary
and not an exact reference. The division into VOflT&V tE ci c1flt6\)
(164.9f.) is touched on in Tim.27dff. in relation to creation, not to
the soul; this whole section also seems to be a summary of Plato's
doctrine, not an exposition of particular passages in Plato. There
are traces of common thinking between Plato and the Orator: Tim.41b/
Or.164.12 say the soul is Xutoç: Tim.41c,Phdr.245c,Phd.114d/Or.164.13
uphold the immortality of the soul; Phd.78c/Or.164.12 say that what is
c3vOctov will endure; Phd.79a/Or.164.11 distinguish between things
accessible to the intellect and things seen by the senses. But there
is no one passage in Plato which accounts for these statements, sugg-
esting that they are based on a general summary of Plato's doctrines.
3.3.6: 9.7 (164.15-22) The judgment of souls is v toCç	 i9ç (164.15),
the Orator again indicating another section in the handbook to which
he refers. The concept that souls which live well will go to heaven
is echoed in Tim.42b, but in the context of the transmigration of
souls, which the Orator wholly ignores. There is a closer parallel in
Phd.114b, which says that those who live ôaCwç (compare 164.16) will
escape hell and may get to heaven. PfYttisch (1910/408f.) plausibly
suggests that the comment &XX&
	 Lc&xpeXiç (164.18) represents the
Orator's own opinion that this doctrine is morally useful as well as
philosophically attractive; and he also says that &3toxoi.5ewç ô tO&tOLç
(164.20f.) marks the author moving from Tim.42b to Phd.113f., showing
his familiarity with Plato, whereas Kurfess (1919-20/75f.) preferred
the idea that the Orator knew the Timaeus (in Latin), but used a
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secondary source for other Platonic material. Thus for Kurfess the
comment at 164.20f. indicates the use of a Christian compendium in
which the doctrine of tranamigration was suppressed, and In its place
was put the punishment of evil from the Phaedo.
After considering the relationship between chapter nine of the
Oration and the works of Plato, we disagree with Kurfess' conclusion
that the Orator uses the Timaeus, a conclusion he himself later played
down (1949/172n.1O), and also with Pfttisch's view that he was at
home in the works of Plato. On the contrary, he appears to take a few
thoughts drawn from Plato by some other author who summarised his
doctrine, and develops them in a superficially Christian and philoso-
phical manner, while ingenuously referring to his handbook as though
it were in front of his listeners or readers too. It is doubtful
whether this was a compendium of quotations, since the references to
Plato's points in the chapter are not very closely parallel, suggesting
that the Orator's source was a secondary summary of Platonic doctrine
made by a writer influenced by Middle Platonism. It is also doubtful,
as against Kurfess, that It was a Christian compendium, since it
referred to Plato's doctrines about the gods: the Orator could have
omitted transmigration as irrelevant to his purposes, since Plato
provided a more acceptable alternative doctrine of the soul. There is
no reason why such a philosophical overview of Plato could not have
been made by a philosophically inclined Christian, summarising with
one eye on Christian doctrine, or even specially commissioned by Con-
stantine -- but that it to move from deduction to conjecture.
4. THE CHRISTIAN CONTEXT OF PLATO
In order to put the Oration's relationship to the works of Plato
into perspective, it is necessary to consider how it relates to the
works of the apologists and Eusebius.
4.1: The apologists
One standard apologetic view of Plato was that he owed the key
elements of his philosophical system to Moses. Thus Justin (1_apol.60)
states that Tim.36bf., which refers to the world being created cross-
wise, was derived from Moses' serpent on a pole; Ps.-Justin (coh.Gr.1O,
14) maintains Plato's dependence on Moses, and generally tries to
relate Platonic doctrines to the Bible. The apologists could then use
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Plato to support Christian doctrine, and used among others similar
passages to those apparently referred to at second hand by the Orator:
so Athenagoras (leg.19.2) refers to Tim.27d on the distinction between
what is eternal and imperishable and what comes to be, in showing the
implausibility of the myths about the gods. Latin as well as Greek
writers use the popular Tim.28c on the difficulty of knowing God (e.g.
Min.Felix oct.19;Tert.apol.46.9); Tim.53d on men who are dear to God
is referred to by Ps.-Justin (coh.Gr.26); Plato's views on judgment
are mentioned by Justin (1_apol.8.4), Tatian (orat.6) and Athenagoras
(leg.12.2); and Phd.112ff., which refers to Acheron and Pyriphlegethon
(compare 164.21f.) is alluded to by Clement (str.5.14.91). There was
an established set of arguments about how Plato related to Christianity
on which the Orator could draw, and these arguments were general as
well as specific: e.g. Clement (str.5.14.93,p.387.21f.) refers to the
distinction between the noetic and sensible realms as one that was
common in barbarian philosophy: 6Gio\ T€ c3ei toy 1AV VOfltOV oô€v r
p 13apo piXoaopCa, TOy ô cxtcOritc5v. That this distinction was known
elsewhere is shown by Eusebius' quotation of this passage from Clement
(p.e.11.25.1). Although authors such as the Greek Clement and the
Latin Arnobius could refer to Plato in the original (see McCracken
1949/37), other Christian writers less skilled in philosophy made
reference to compendia, as Athenagoras (leg.6.2) openly admits, and as
analysts of Lactantius have concluded for his writings (so Kurfess
1923/391f.;Ogilvie 1978/109). Dani'lou's analysis (1973/107-23) of
the relationship between some of the apologists and Middle Platonism
held that the Christian writers made use of passages in Plato which
were in vogue in their contemporary philosophy, as well as using
Middle Platonic exegesis in their arguments. Thus the occurrence in
the Oration of isolated themes found in Plato and given in a summarised
form, set in a general background of thought influenced by Middle
Platonism, is coherent with it having been written by an unphiloso-
phical apologist working within the Christian tradition. The lack of
space given to Plato and the philosophers in general, when compared
with other apologetic works, fits with the overall approach of an
oration whose scope was limited.
4.2: Eusebius
The comparison of Platonic and biblical doctrines on God, the
soul, the world and judgment was the particular concern of Eusebius'




treatment of Plato's doctrines, and there are several connections
between the two writers.
4.2.1: Tim.27d A passage in Eusebius is very similar to Or.164.8-1i:
toi'rotç ô	 iv &xoXo3ewç	 &3o t tth ôLcpo5\twv, Et •EE:
\)OfltôV XcY cY.O6TlT6V, XcYJ to 1.1V votOv &catOv ccx XOyLOv 'rflv
(ptiOLV &qOapt6v t Kc &ecVcTO\) €VcZL ôpiojvwv, tO 6' aCoeryrOv &v
5OE1 tat cpOop jitaI3oX t ccx' tpoiu tfç oOcCc 	 ntcpEiv. (p.e.
11. 9. 3 ,p. 24. 10-13)
The fact that the Orator was not dependent on this passage is shown
both by the differences in vocabulary and in the different way In
which the reference to Tim.27d is used, referring for Eusebius to the
nature of the world, and for the Orator to the soul and the body. It
is however important to note that possibly contemporary authors could
have similar ways of summarising a particular passage of Plato.
4.2.2: Two gods The doctrine of two gods in the Oration Is said by
Barnes (1981/74) to be drawn from Numenius, whose work flp t&itOoG is
quoted in p.e.11.10,18. Eusebius (p.e.11.16.3) glosses the Ps.-Plato-
nic Ep.6.323c as showing that the second god is the demiurge, which
agrees with Numenius (p.e.11.18.6), but not with the Orator (Or.l63.
22f.). Numenius' doctrine that the second god is concerned with the
sensible world (p.e.11.18.4f.) is perhaps echoed in Or.156.l4ff.,
although Numenius' distinction between the first self-contemplative
god and the active second god is not followed; thus Or.163.22-5 speaks
of the second god obeying the creator's commands. If the Orator had
been dependent on Numenius, especially as presented in Eusebius, a
closer connection in thinking would have been apparent: e.g. the
tortuous explanation of the manifestation of the Saviour
(156.11-16) is not at all close to Numenius' simple analogy of a light
being kindled (p.e.11.18.15). The 'two gods' doctrine of Plato in the
Oration is based generally on Middle Platonic thinking, and not on
Eusebius.
4.2.3: Soul Eusebius (p.e.11.27) quotes Phd.79aff. on the soul, with
some sentiments similar to those In Or.164.9-15; but if the Orator had
been dependent on this, he would surely have used the Platonic designa-
tion of the soul as ccwiftoç cx &pc, with which Eusebius summarlses
Plato's ideas (p.e.11.28.18,p.65.22).
4.2.4: Causation The argument from causation in Or.168.13f. echoes a
sentence in TIm.28a, which is quoted in p.e.11.29.2, showing that it
was a well-known saying of Plato. Here however it is in the context
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of Eusebius affirming the creation of the world, not the begetting of
the Son.
4.2.5: Eternity On judgment and the afterlife, Eusebius, like the
Orator, ignores metempsychosis at this juncture, quoting Phd.113a in
p.e.11.38. Like the Orator he picks out Plato's nearest approach to
Christian doctrine.
4.2.6: Polytheism It is however interesting to note that, unlike
chapter nine of the Oration, Eusebius ignores Plato's polytheism In
p.e.11; later on (13.1-5) he interprets Tim.40d and other passages of
Plato as showing his contempt for pagan religion, but then (13.14)
takes them straightforwardly as showing his idolatry. The Orator's
view of Plato is simpler.
4.2.7: Error In attacking Plato's mistakes, Eusebius says (p.e.13.16.
1,p.234.4) that Plato is wrong to say that the essence of the soul is
o5v6Etov: and the Orator includes In his list of the soul's attributes
its nature as &3vOetov (164.12). In the rest of p.e.13.16, Eusebius
points out the inconsistency between Plato's doctrines of judgment and
metempsychosis, being more honest about Plato's doctrines than is the
Orator.
4.2.8: itXrjijieXç xat tthtw
	 Eusebius (p.e.15.6.4) quotes Atticus as
giving the sentence in Tim.30a which contains this phrase, showing
that it was a known and quoted saying of Plato: the phrase would have
been available for use in the Oration as part of the philosophical
and literary currency of the time.
It is then apparent, as against Schwartz (1908/3098), that the
Orator was not dependent for his knowledge of Plato on the works of
Eusebius. The parallels with Plato in the Oration can be explained as
part of the philosophical context of the period in which it was com-
posed, which the author and translator made use of in preparing the
present text of the Oration.
5. CONCLUSIONS
5.1: Substance
As far as the thought of the Oration is concerned, the Orator drew
on a summary of Platonic doctrines and a general background of eclectic
philosophical thinking which owed something to Middle Platonism.
Attempts to pin down the Orator's sources in Plato or Eusebius have
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failed; Barnes' suggestion (1981/74) that Constantine drew on Calcid-
ius' commentary on the Timaeus is equally speculative, as he provides
no specific parallels, and in any case admits that Calcidius gleaned
his ideas from other Middle Platonists (compare Dillon 1977/401-8).
Any similarity between the Oration and Calcidius' work simply shows a
similar philosophical context. The superficial philosophy found in
the Oration argues against it having been written by an original mind
which independently brought together Plato and later philosophical
thought.
5.2: Form
The use of some apparently Platonic words and phrases in the text
of the Oration is due to the translator leaning towards a Greek rhetor-
ical style which drew on a common stock of literary phrases. There
are similarities of rhetorical device which could be due to either
author or translator, but which are sufficiently integrated into the
text to be considered as the work of the author, whose general educa-
tion would have included instruction in the preparation of speeches.
Thus Pfflttisch (1910/416) is wrong to deny, against Schwartz, that the
Oration is a translation from a Latin original, decorated with Platonic
expressions; the unified nature of the Oration is not affected by the
superficial use of some literary phrases. The very superficiality of
them is itself an Indication that the Oration was not written in Greek
by someone conversant with Plato.
5.3: v.C.4.32
This second conclusion does however raise a further question: why
should a Latin oration have been translated with a Greek rhetorical
8tyle, if it was intended to be read not spoken? Why was it not trans-
lated literally, as the commentary on the Fourth Eclogue appears to
have been (see above 11.5.2)? Part of the answer may lie in Pflit-
tisch's observation (1908/64) that there are very few Platonic remini-
scences after chapter fifteen, which may be due to a different transla-
tor as well as different subject matter. But more important is a
correct understanding of what Eusebius says about the Oration in v.C.
4.32. It has generally been assumed by scholars who believe in the
Constantinian authorship of the Oration that the emperor delivered an
oration in Latin which was then translated and/or adapted, for various
reasons. 7
 But Eusebius' statement does not say that Constantine
delivered his orations in Latin, but only that he wrote them in Latin,
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and that appointed interpreters changed the writing into Greek: 'Pwi.tcxC
iv O&¼) yXZttr wv tuv XO1ui 0 YPc PiV 	OLXE	 itapeie.	 et3czXXov
6' aOtv 'EXXc6i. JiEOepJlflveutat qxvi oç to&ro itot.ev pyov v (p.132.
hf.). Millar (1977/204ff.,226) points out that Augustus would write
a Greek speech in Latin and then have it translated, because of the
higher standard of language demanded in rhetoric. Although Millar
regards v.C.4.32 as ambiguous, meaning that either Constantine deliver-
ed his speeches in Greek, or that they were given in Latin and simul-
taneously translated (as at Nicaea,v.C.3.13), the text appears to fit
the Augustinian model of a written translation better. Thus Constan-
tine delivered the Oration in Creek, not Latin, and it was translated
with superficial rhetorical touches in order for it to appear more
rhetorically accomplished. This also explain8 why ,taiç was used as in
Eusebius' Greek oration8 (see above iV.6.5.2). Rather than the Oration
being a Latin speech especially translated for propaganda purposes, it
was an ordinary imperial oration which Eusebius obtained from the
chancellery as a specimen of Constantine's work, and was only one of
the many discourses which Constantine wrote in Latin and delivered in
8
Greek.
This view of Eusebius' statement helps to elucidate the question
of how much Greek language and thinking Constantine was familiar with.
Rossignol (1845/304ff.) denied that Constantine knew much Greek langu-
age or thought, while Mancini (1894/97ff.), supported by Barnes (1981/
73f.), said that he knew Creek but preferred Latin as his birth langu-
age. Eusebius in the v.C. emphasises Constantine's learning (e.g.1.19,
3.59,4.29,55), and makes four other references of significance for
showing the emperor's preference for language. In one of his letters
to Eusebius (4.35), Constantine indicates that he had Eusebius' tract
on Easter translated into Latin, showing that he preferred to do his
theological reading in that language. The orations that Eusebius
delivered to Constantine (4.33,46) were however in Greek, showing that
Constantine was quite capable of listening to a long Greek oration on
theology. Eusebius' comments about Nicaea show both these sides of
Constantine: he delivered his introductory address in Latin, but parti-
cipated in the discussion in Greek. The statement that Constantine
spoke ouvaiay a&th irpôc	 utôv t?v ôiávoiav (3.11,p.87.2f.) suggests
that he was speaking impromptu, and therefore used Latin as the langu-
age in which he could think most easily; 9 just as he wrote the Oration
in Latin because he thought in it and could read it more easily, but
was capable of speaking it in Greek. The Eusebian style of the Nicene
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Oration in v.C.3.12 (compare Heikel 1902/lxiii) suggests it was a
reconstruction by Eusebius from notes rather than a verbatim report of
a speech made by Constantine in Greek. Finally, in v.C.2.47.2 Eusebius
states that Constantine's letter to the Provincials has been translated
from a Latin original which was written in the emperor's own hand
(ci&r6ypcxpo,p.68.12): Constantine would not have written to the peoples
of the Eastern Fpire in Latin, nor would he have produced his own
copies. The implication Is that Eusebius was using the original draft
of the letter, which he found in the imperial chancellery, and there-
fore Constantine did his drafting in Latin, with the Oration being no
exception.
A consideration of Plato in the Oration thus strengthens the con-
clusion that the evaluation of the Oration's relationship to other
possible sources has already revealed: there is no evidence to show
that the Oration is dependent on any particular source, but there are
indications that its contents and form support the identification of
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If no clear indications of the identity of the Orator are given by
enquiring into the possible sources of his material, is it possible to
establish whether or not Constantine was the author of the Oration by
comparing it with his known works? Most writers on the Oration have
adopted this approach to the question. Mancini (1894/219-22) looked
at correspondences between the Oration and letters in the v.C., and
concluded that a forger of the Oration had used Constantinian mater-
ials; Heikel (1902/cif.) accepted some of his correspondences and
added some of his own, ascribing them to a superficial use of Constan-
tine's letters by a later forger. Hartmann (1902/32) suggested some
themes that were common to the Orator and the Constantinian letters,
but then picked out three superficial differences to show that Constan-
tine could not in fact have been the Orator. PfYttisch (1908/78-86.
91-106) looked at a wider selection of Constantian material, including
the Gelasian Oration to Nicaea, and concluded that resemblances between
them and the Oration were more than merely superficial: he held how-
ever that the similarities were due, not to the personal authorship of
Constantine, but to the activities of a Greek reviser of his drafts,
who worked on the Oration as well as on many of his other documents.
The only detailed comparison between the Oration and all of Constan-
tine's works, by D&ries (1954/147-61), concluded that the similarities
of thought and style were so great that Constantine must have written
the Oration, with the rider that he may have had secretarial help with
the content as well as the form of the Oration. Kraft (1955/271f.)
accepted most of Dtirries' parallels, but maintained that differences
between the Oration and the Cons tantinian documents showed that there
was only a Constantinian kernel in the Oration, which was altered much
more than in other documents; his socalled 'decisive' differences --
that Constantine does not quote, does not use the name 'Christ', and
regards nature in a different way from the Orator -- are however depen-
dent on a selective use of Constantinian material (see below 1.3).
1.2: Limitations
The general conclusions of scholars have thus been that there are
similarities between the Oration and the Constantinian corpus, and
some apparent differences; this conclusion being held to show either a
borrowing of Constantine's ideas by a later author, or a substantial




Constantine. This chapter is concerned to explore the extent of the
verbal and conceptual parallels between the Oration and the Constan-
tinian documents, with the limitations of such an enquiry being clearly
recognised. Preceding chapters have considered whether particular
texts were used by the Orator as source8: this chapter has a different
intention, i.e. to see whether what is written in the Oration is con-
sistent with its having been written by the author of the Conatantinian
documents. The question is not whether a passage in the Oration is
the same as a passage in Constantine, but rather whether one person
could have written both passages. There are three particular points
to bear in mind, which have not always been acknowledged by the scho-
lars referred to above.
1.2.1: Verbal/conceptual There is a necessary distinction between
verbal parallels, i.e. similarities of word or phrase, and parallels
of thought -- as with the inquiry into the relationship between the
Oration and Plato. Are verbal parallels exact, or apparently coinci-
dental? Are they substantial parallels or merely cosmetic, as Heikel
suggested? Are they due to a common chancellery style (so Heikel
1902/lxviiif.), not to a common author?
1.2.2: Tran8lation In considering verbal parallels, it is necessary
to take into account -- as none of the above scholars do -- the fact
that the works of Constantine in Greek may be translated from the
Latin by different people, and further, that Constantine may have com-
posed some of his letters directly in Greek and not Latin. For ex-
ample, v.C.2.23 and 2.45 seem to imply official translations, while
2.47 and 4.8 imply a special translation made by or for Eusebius, and
3.16 suggests a letter written, if not composed, by Constantine in
Creek. Moreover, v.C.4.32 refers to the tran8lators of Constantine's
discourses, of which the Oration is a specimen, as those oç toCrto
ltOLErv p'yov v (p.132.12), which appears to mean that there were
special translators for orations, presumably more adept at making a
rhetorical Greek translation. It is then not possible simply to com-
pare the phrasing of the Oration with that of other Constantinian docu-
ments: although the ideas in them were presumably translated as corr-
ectly as possible, the exact wording could differ according to the
translator, and Constantine's Greek may have been different again.
Similar phrases may or may not reflect an identical underlying Latin




tine need to be assessed very carefully, as do verbal differences.
1.2.3: Context The particular circumstances in which the documents
were written influences their content. Constantine's stress on the
unity of the church is in the context of the Doriatist and Arian dis-
putes; his more eirenic approach to paganism is part of his desire to
unite the different peoples of the Empire under his rule. A compar-
ison between the Orator's apology for the Christian faith and the
concerns and asides of letters written in particular situations has to
be done with care, not claiming too much for apparent differences: as
D&ries (1954/31) pointed out, it is unfair to expect theological
precision in the official rhetoric of an imperial letter.
1.3: Dubious works
Given these limitations, it is necessary to evaluate the verbal
and conceptual parallels between the Oration and the works of Constan-
tine. Before so doing however, a definition has to be given of what
those works are. The documents, laws and inscriptions asses8ed by
Dörries (1954/16-128,162-226) are generally those accepted as genuine;
but Kraft's analysis (1955/160-270) raises questions about some of
them. In this chapter Ddrries' list has been accepted, but it is
necessary to note Kraft's comments in order to justify this acceptance.
There are five documents in question.
1.3.1: to the Synod of Aries (Opt.app.V) Kraft (pp.185-91) held this
to be partially genuine, excising the references to 'Christ' in order
to support his contention (p.272) that Constantine virtually never
uses it. But there i8 no textual support for his piecemeal division
of the letter into genuine and spuriou8 parts, and to do so on a
priori grounds is not acceptable. The letter should be taken as wholly
genuine.
1.3.2: the Oration to Nicaea (Eus.v.C.3.12; Gel.h.e.2.7.1-41) Drries
(1954/62-6) uses both the Eusebian and Gelasian versions, apparently
regarding the former as verbally genuine and the latter as Constan-
tinian in ideas, even if not genuinely Nicene. Kraft (pp.268ff.)
pointed with Heikel (1902/lxiii) to the Eusebian style and Constan-
tinian ideas of the Eusebian speech as evidence that it was a free
rendering by Eusebius from notes of Constantine's speech. He suggested
that the Gelasian oration was taken from Dalmatius and used by Celasius
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in the context of Nicaea because of its title, itpô tv &yCav voôov
(p.46.5), with the last chapter added on as a conclusion which applied
specifically to Nicaea. His conclusion is attractive, while needing
more detailed analysis: for example, is it significant that omnipotens
is translated in two different ways?1 It is however possible to treat
both the Eusebian and Gelasian speeches as genuine, while being cauti-
ous about the wording of Eusebius' version, and unsure of the context
and audience of the Celasian oration, which nonetheless should be
taken as authentically Constantinian.
1.3.3: to the Nicomedians (Op.3,27) Kraft (pp.228f.) thought that the
first five sections of this letter were genuine, while being possibly
taken from a separate theological oration, and that the second half
was genuine; but he doubted the authenticity of sections 6-9, especi-
ally the polemic against Anus, although he acknowledged that there
were Constantinian ideas in those sections. Constantine is capable
elsewhere of discursive introductions to letters and strong language
against his opponents (e.g. the letter to the Synod of Arles); there
is no reason to doubt the genuineness of the letter as a whole.
1.3.4: the Edict against Arms (Op.3,33) Kraft (pp.231ff.) considers
this to be a forgery by Athanasius, given the disagreements of the
different versions of the edict and its incongruity of order. These
differences are however not surprising if the edict was disseminated
throughout the Fnpire, and the order is not incongruous. It was not
beyond Constantine to promulgate such an edict, even if it was not
rigorously applied.
1.3.5: to Anus (Op.3,34) Dörries (1954/108n.2) quotes Baynes' comment
regarding this work, that 'it is so improbable that for that very
reason it is impossible to regard it as a forgery'. Kraft (pp.239-42)
however holds the letter to be only partly genuine, with Constantine
writing the eirenic parts and another author, possibly Athanasius,
interpolating the polemic. He gives three reasons.
1.3.5.1: Polemic Constantine did not write polemically. This is an a
priori assumption which affects his view of the letters noted above;
but if Constantine was capable of polemic, as the letters in fact




greed with dividing up the letter on this basis, holding it to be of
uniform quality.
1.3.5.2: Mythology Constantine does not use mythology or sources,
while the letter refers to Ares and Aphrodite, and quotes the Sibyl
based on a Latin version (Op.3,34.6,l9). But the mythological refer-
ences are made in passing in order to insult, based on the pun 'Ares
Anus' (Op.3,34.6, compare .38); and the view that Constantine does
not use sources is again a priori, not borne out by the evidence here.
1.3.5.3: Context The letter does not fit into its stated historical
context. The note after the letter (Op.3,34.43) which states that it
was read in Alexandria under Paterius, who was prefect in 333, does
not fit with Anus being in Constantinople in that year; the letter
assumes he is in Libya, and that he is threatening schism, while he
was only formally excommunicated for the two years after Nicaea.
Kraft is here again allowing his assumptions to dictate to the evi-
dence: the letter is itself evidence for the presence of Anus in
Libya in 332-3, threatening secession because of not being re-admitted
to the Catholic church, which provoked Constantine to intemperate
wrath (so e.g. Barnes 1981/232f.). The letter's imperfections are
evidence of its author's rage rather than of a later forgery. Drries
(1960/ 120n.9) quotes Epiphanius (haer.69.9.3) where this letter is
said to be a general encyclical to the whole Empire, written with
wisdom and zeal: its address to Anus and those with him and its use
of the second person do not however suggest an encyclical, but a
personal letter; possibly Epiphanius exaggerated its importance for
his own purpose8.
There seems then no reason to doubt the substantial authenticity
of these documents. Kraft's objections seem to be mainly a priori and
not based on secure evidence. How does the Oration compare to these





Heikel (1902/cu) made some general remarks on the similarities of
style between the Oration and the Constantinian documents; Pfttisch
(1908/78-82) suggested numerous parallels between them; and Dörries
(1954/153-8) looked at thirty-nine particular words and phrases which
they had in common. Most of PfYttisch's parallels are either not
valid, or merely general similarities of idea; D&ries' references are
correct, but prove less than he maintains. Instead of getting immersed
in the detail of hundreds of possible parallels, it is preferable to
look at the best two of PfYttisch's verbal similarities and five of
Drries' proposals, in order to see what they show; and then to put
forward some alternative suggestions.
2.1: Parallels already proposed
2.1.1: Or.167.20f./v.C.2.24 PfMttisch pointed out the similarity of
the Orator's tv 'rv ryaOv 1TXXpCTLOV itcVTWV. XPLcYT6V to Constantine's
TOy tWV &IaOWV cxrTLOv eec$v (p.58.20f.). But at best this indicates
only a similar way of thinking about Cod: not only is the precise
wording different, but the Orator is speaking of Christ and uses the
phrase to describe him, whereas for Constantine it is an essential
reason why men should worship Cod. The idea that Cod is the source of
what is good can hardly have been peculiar to Constantine; this simi-
larity of phrasing thus cannot show that the same person was respon-
sible for both works.
2.1.2: Or.160.2/v.C.4.42 PfUttisch (pp.83f.) tried to show that Plato
was a source for Constantine as well as the Orator, but without suc-
cess. 2
 However, he also pointed out that the Orator's j.tóvov OO)(t
qxvv &pt.Arrwv is virtually the same as Constantine's 6vov	 cpuvv
&pt.etç (p.137.17f.), which in turn is identical with Demosthenes
or.1.2. Both the Orator and Constantine use the phrase for decoration:
it could have been due to the same author or translator working on
both documents; but it could simply have been a widely-used turn of
phrase, as its use in Eus.p.e.1.3.9 suggests (see above IV.2.4.2).
2.1.3: tuCa D8rries points out that the prosperity of Israel is
said in the Oration to depend on the work of Moses (177.17), just as
in the letter to Anullinus (Eus.h.e.10.7.1,p.891.7) Roman prosperity
depends on the right cult. But E&ruXCcl also occurs in the letter to
Antioch (v.C.3.60,p.113.5) with no reference to right worship; and in
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any case the Orator in referring to the work of Moses emphasises his
leadership into freedom rather than the establishment of right worship.
It is difficult to see any necessary connection between Constantine
and the Orator on the basis of this word.
2.1.4: yvjir This occurs once in the Oration (155.2) to describe the
will of impious princes. Drries compares this with the &43	 yvo5jiri
of v.C.2.24(p.58.19). However, 'yvo5r occurs three other times in this
letter, and is relatively frequent in Constantinets other letters.3
What 18 more surprising is that it only occurs once in the Oration; if
this is also by Constantine, the word might have been expected to have
been more frequent. This is an example of the limited nature of
Ddrries' parallels: concerned to find words and phrases common to the
Oration and the Constantinian documents, he overlooks the limited
nature of his similarities.
2.1.5: 6ji6voia The Orator uses this concept to describe the world
being in harmony (156.25), the unity of the church (189.2), and unity
among political leaders (191.5). D&ries is correct to note that this
word occurs in many Constantinian documents; but Constantine refers It
mainly to the need for unity in church affairs, and never to harmony
in creation. There is a question of translation here: is there a
consistent underlying concordia (compare to Aelafius,Opt.app.III,
p.2O6.22; to Celsus,Opt.app.VII,p.212.12), translated as 5jl6voLa (to
Chrestus,Eus.h.e.1O.5.24,p.89O.1) in the letters and the Oration?
What of &pjiovCa, which occurs both in the Oration (e.g. 161.2) and in
Con8tantine (e.g.to Alexander and Arius,v.C.2.69,p.75.25)? The word
3ji6voici of itself does not show a necessary connection between the
Orator and Constantine; and the particularly Constantinian stress on
unity does not have much echo in the Oration. This may be due to the
absence of reference to ecclesiastical conflict in the Oration, just
as there is no obvious context in the letters of Constantine for the
use of ci6voLa referring to creation. But it would have been a much
stronger indication of Constantinian authorship to have found a ref er-
ence to concord, especially in the church, at the end of the Oration
where the Orator refers to the prosperity of public affairs. There is
no inconsistency of use between Constantine and the Orator, but no
pressing similarity either.
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2.1.6: 3itqpoCa Dörries points out that the Orator's reference to
tv iv i3itqpecCctv (p.l92.7) finds correspondence8 in three Constan-
tinian letters: the same phrase occurs in the letter to the Orientals
(v.C.2.28,p.60.7) in the same context, and similar uses are found in
the letter to Alexander and Anus (v.C.2.71,p.77.18) and Eusebius
(v.C.2.46,p.67.15). The word is used twice elsewhere in Constantine
4
with a different sense, not qualified by a possessive adjective.
This is an example of a verbal parallel which could be due to the
usage of a single author, and thus indicate a close connection between
the Orator and Constantine.
2.1.7: at& qx5aLv The phrase which occurs at the beginning of the
Oration (154.12) is also noted by Drries as occuring in the letter to
the Provincials (v.C.2.56,p.71.7). Dörries has however omitted to
notice that the phrase occurs earlier in the letter (v.C.2.51,p.69.24);
if it was translated by Eusebius, this fits with his usage elsewhere
(see above IV.2.4.1). Heikel (1902/lxii) remarks on Constantine's
obscurity, a remark which could also be applied to the Orator. Con-
stantine uses the phrase again in the letter to the Catholic Alexan-
drians in an equally obscure fashion (Athan.apol.61.3,p.141.20f.).
Any parallel here lies perhaps in unclear expression rather than the
use of a not uncommon identical phrase.
2.2: Suggested similarities
If the parallels put forward by other authors are inconclusive,
can any more certain conclusion be reached? Short of undertaking a
full computer analysis of Constantinian vocabulary, which even then
would be subject to the limitations of the documents having had differ-
ent translators, there can be no pretensions to this being a final
analysis of verbal parallels between Constantine and the Orator. It
is helpful however to look at such parallels in three ways: to compare
similarities or differences in particular words or phrases which have
become apparent in reading through the Constantinian documents; to
look at particular themes and metaphors and their use of vocabulary;
and to look at the terms used for God, which provide the widest set of
comparative vocabulary in the Oration and the Constantinian documents.
2.2.1: Words
2.2.1.1:	 Xiota/ipruç Constantine makes frequent use of jifXt.o'rc




to Nicaea (Gel.h.e.2.7.21,p.49.20) and on it8 own in the letters to
the Tyre bishops (Athan.apol.86..12,p.165.32), the Palestinian bishops
(v.C.3.53,p.107.21), and the Synod of Tyre (v.C.4.42,p.137.24), as
well as in the form &cCpEto'v in the letter to the Orientals (v.C.
2.29,p.6O.22). In the Oration however, icXita only occurs four times
(155.30,160.6,188.5,192.9), while 	 ciprwç occurs five times (155.1,
157.1,162.1,163.12,175.2), and the adjective 	 aCpetoç comes four
times. The fact that Constantine and the Orator use both adverbs
shows that they shared a particular idiom, which was not however
peculiar to them; 5
 the different proportion of use of the two words
may be due to circumstances or translation. This is an example of a
use of vocabulary which is consistent with Constantinian authorship of
the Oration, but does not prove it.
2.2.1.2: Xoy6c In the Gelasian Oration to Nicaea, XOLO1A6ç is used
at least five times, and it occurs elsewhere in the Constantinian
documents. The Orator never uses this word, preferring X&yoç (e.g.
157.17,163.1). This could indicate a different author, a different
usage in one particular document, or the use of a different translator.
It could be an indication against Constantinian authorship, but, as
with other items of vocabulary, is too limited to build a case on.
2.2.1.3: TtapoucCct The Orator uses this word of God's presence (175.33)
as well as Christ's coming (181.21). It does not occur in the v.C.
documents, but is used of Christ's incarnation in the Oration to
Nicaea (Cel.h.e.2.7.13,p.48.18) and of God's presence in the letter to
Anus (Op.3,34.27,p.73.l). This similar usage is interesting given
the other words used in the Oration to refer to the advent of Christ,
and the absence of these in Constantine's writings (see Dirries 1954/
l6Of.).
2.2.1.4: itovp6ç Constantine's references to Satan, though infrequent,
are usually to i3 Oic3OXoc, while the Orator refers once to 6 itovp6c
(166.17). The letter to Anius however has two references to 6 irovrp6
(Op.3,34.l2,16,pp.7O.27,7l.11), indicating that this is consistent
with Constantinian phraseology.
2.2.1.5: o5Xo	 The letter to the Nicomedians refers to a hyposta-
tised f3o3Xrç as a description of the Son (Op.3,27.l-3,p.58.4-l5),




apply to Cod's will (e.g.v.C.2.28,p.71.24f.), so it occurs in the Ora-
tion (162.28;compare 176.22V); the fact that it is hypostatised In one
of Constantine's letters does not mean that this use was particularly
important for him and should have been reflected in the Oration.
2.2.1.6: xapitç In the letter to the Orientals (v.C.2.25,p.58.27f.)
Constantine states that those who act out of justice and goodness will
receive toy xapitOv yXu3v. Similarly the Orator promises 'yXUU5V tLV
iapit6v (185.6) as a reward for endurance. The phrasing and idea are
similar, which, given the little use of the word made by Constantine,6
is perhaps significant.
2.2.1.7: v3j..ic The Orator refers at one point (176.1) to the \)j1i
6o€i. vei is apparently more common in Eusebius than in Constantine;
it occurs in the v.C. letters only twice, used of Constantine's ap-
proval (v.C.2.67,p.74.25), and in a minority of MSS to the divine vEi3j1
rather than ltvei3j.wL (v.C.2.40,p.65.13LHF). However, vOi.ic is used of
the divine will or command in the Nicene Oration, not only in the v.C.
version (3.l2,p.87.14) which may have been influenced by Eusebian
vocabulary, but four times in the Gelasian version (Gel.h.e.2.7.2,
l3,27,36,pp.46.l4,48.2O,SO.2l,52.25). The Orator's use of the phrase
is consistent with Constantine's usage in his known oration.
2.2.1.8:	 cti6trç The Orator uses this word of man's obstinate folly
(170.31). Words derived from OaL6 do not occur at all in the v.C.,
but are used six times by Constantine elsewhere to describe folly
(Oration to Nicaea,Gel.h.e.2.7.22,35,37,pp.49.26,52.18,25f.; to the
Nicomedians,Op.3,27.15,p.62.1; to the Catholic Alexandrians,Athan.apol.
62.3,p.l42.3; to Athanasius ,Athan.apol.68.2,p.146.1O).
2.2.1.9: 1EyaXouXC This word is surprisingly common in the Oration:
it is used seven times of the patience of Cod or man in the face of
wickedness and persecution (166.32,167.3,170.20,171.12,18,174.22,
177.24), and once of Cod's generosity in creation (162.12). Constan-
tine only uses it once, referring to endurance (to the Orientals,v.C.
2.33,p.62.l9); he uses the opposite jipouCa in congratulating John
Archaph on his repentance (Athan.apol.70.2,p.148.15), but it still
seems surprising that the word should be used relatively frequently in
one work if this is ascribed to Constantine. However, in the letter
to the Numidian bishops (Opt.app.X,p.214.36f.) Constantine mentions
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the aequo animo...et patientia of God, showing that the idea is Const-
antinian. Also, the Orator was speaking on the occasion of the Passion
when God's forebearance was in his mind, which could explain the
frequency with which the word is used (compare Or.166.30-167.4,170.13-
22,175.22ff.).
2.2.1.10: &XX' pi riç The Orator twice introduces a possible quest-
ion directed against his argument with these words (165.11,170.24),
and elsewhere uses the same technique with different wording (168.7).
Constantine uses the same phrase in the letter to the Catholic Alexand-
rians (Athan.apol.61.3,p.141.20). If it was a technique of Constan-
tinian dialectic, it may not appear more frequently because Constan-
tine's letters do not usually indulge in argument, but exhortation.
The parallel phrasing does not prove identity of authorship -- two
writers could be using a common device -- but is consistent with it.
There are thus more verbal similarites, as well as differences,
between the Oration and the Constantinian documents than previous
scholars have noted. Others doubtless await discovery. But the
possible coincidental nature of verbal similarities, and the minimis-
ation of verbal differences by ascribing them to differences in trans-
lation or context, make it difficult to draw certain conclusions. On
balance, there is a fair degree of consistency of vocabulary between
the Constantinian documents and the Oration; how do they compare when
particular themes are considered which depend on verbal ideas rather
than exact parallels of wording?
2.2.2: Themes
2.2.2.1: Law D&ries (1954/150) pointed out the importance of v6jioç
for Constantine, particularly in the way he uses it as a synonym for
Christianity, and that this agrees with the standpoint of the Orator.
He is right to note that examples of some ways in which v6jio is used
in the Oration can be found in Constantine's writings. Thus the OCoç
v6IAo which commands the stars (161.6) is equivalent to the law of
nature referred to in the letter to the Provincials (v.C.2.48,58); the
laws which guide the church (184.24ff.) and produce righteous fruit
(184.30), and the &y'6v tiva v6jiov of piety (187.20), are the princi-
ples of Christian worship and doctrine, referred to often by Constan-
tine (e.g.Oration to Nicaea,Gel.h.e.2.7.1; to the African Catholics,
Opt.app.IX). There are however two differences between the Orator and
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Constantine when this theme is considered. First, Constantine's use
of 'law' as a synonym for religion is not reflected in the Oration:
the eCoç v6j.toç of the Virgil commentary (184.30) may have this sense,
and it is reflected in the right moral as well as religious conduct
referred to in the use of v4io elsewhere (173.30f.,176.26); but it is
hardly prominent in the Oration, while being very important in Constan-
tine's works. This may however be due to different contexts: the
Constantinian documents are generally concerned with order and con-
formity, but the Orator is engaging with paganism at a more intellect-
ual level. Second, the Orator never uses vái.toc of the Bible, while
Constantine does (e.g.Oration to Nicaea,Gel.h.e.2.7.35,p.52.9; to
Alexander and Anus ,v.C.2.69.1,70,71.5,pp.75.20,76.19,77.20); but the
Orator makes scant reference to scripture, providing no context for
this usage. There may be some difference of translation: e.g. ÔL,ôaO-
aXCa (171.26) and 36oaoç (3Coç) (170.28f.) are equivalent in sense
to v6ioc. Dörries is thus generally correct to draw a parallel between
the Orator and Constantine in their use of the idea of law, but is
perhaps too confident in saying that it is 'vllig gleicht' (p.15°).
2.2.2.2: Purity Dörries (1954/158) observes that &)pa\rro is used
both in the Oration (189.28) and the letter to the Provincials (v.C.
2..59,p.72.4). But the Orator says that Cod and the soul are czOapôç
cxt xpcxvtoc, while Constantine describes Christian worship as 'unde-
filed' in comparison to paganism -- on its own, hardly a convincing
parallel. But in the letter to Theodotus (Op.3,28.l,p.63.l2), Constan-
tine mentions wxeap&v.. . TV ÔLthNDLcZV EXLCpLVfl t XaeoOCWCLV
XPcxvto\ 1tCOTLV, and he uses the adjectives aOap6ç and	 XtxpLvrç in
a number of other places to qualify religious words (e.g.Edict against
the heretics,v.C. 3.64.2,p.118.4,12f.,24; Oration to Nicaea,Cel.h.e.
2. 7.4,2l,pp.46.25,49.18; to Athanasius ,Athan.apol.68.5,p.].46.28f.).
This is completely consistent with the usage of the Orator, who can
refer to
	 Oap itCori.ç (165.26,171.10,192.14), ,tCotiç
	
XLxpLvr	 (189.
4,192.14), £XLXpLVOUç xa0oiowç (171.10), and Plato's belief being
held &xaeptwç ¶6 Jtcxt j eXLIpLVWç (164.5f.; compare 155.24,162.28,
168.29,171.8,22f.,173.32,187.17f.,189.9,12). Both Constantine and the
Orator use the concept of purity in a religious sense, using the same
range of vocabulary: a more convincing set of parallels as a whole
than the one selected by DJrries.
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2.2.2.3: Healing Dirries (1954/157) has also noted that the Orator
refers to conversion as 'healing' (187.23), using 	 oji. in the same
way as Constantine does in the letter to Anus (Op.3,34.42,p.75.2).
But this one reference does not convey the extent of the way in which
both authors use the analogy of 'curing' and 'healing' when referring
to salvation. The Orator uses epaiteCa of God's cure for sin (165.23,
26,187.22,189.3) as well as xci (165.28) and to' (165.30), and
describes Christ as an atpc$ç (169.31), giving men a cppjiaiov (174.14)
by his teaching. 7 Constantine points to the caelestis medicina needed
to overcome schism (to the African Catholics,Opt.app.IX,p.213.9f.),
and uses similar metaphorical vocabulary in his letters: epaiCa
(e.g.to the Orientals,v.C.2.28,p..60.3; to Alexander and Arius,v.C.
2.68,p.75.5; to the Nicomedians,Op.3,27.12,p.60.17); Tai.ta (to the
Provincials,v.C.2.59,p.72.2; Oration to Nicaea,Cel.h.e.2.7.26,p.50.15)
together with t'aGLç (to Alexander and Anius,v.C.2.68,p.75.6) and
rpixP (to the Provincials,v.C.2.59,p.72.2); and atp6ç (In the
summaries of the speech after Nicaea and the letter to Antioch,v.C.
3.2l,59,pp.93.26,1l2.7). Constantine can also refer to heresy as a
v6co (to Alexander and Anius,v.C.2.66,p.74.16) or v6oria (Edict
against the heretics,v.C.3.64.4,p.118.14; compare 3.64.1,65.i,pp.
117.26f.,118.17). The use of a medical metaphor for heresy and salva-
tion was not peculiarly Constantinian: e.g. Maximin refers to the
request of the people of Tyre for an tcç to counter impiety (Eus.
h.e.9.7.6,p.816.3). Nonetheless, its occurrence in the Oration as
well as in the letters of Constantine is a possible indication that
they came from the same author.
2.2.2.4: Light PfMttisch (1908/79) gives a number of parallels in
Constantine's letters to the Orator's use of cp&ç (154.18). Dirries
(1954/153) repeated those which contained the same phrase as the
Oration, cp&ç &xec, and later (pp.343ff.) mentioned more places in
Constantine's letters which referred to the symbol of light, pointing
out that this was consistent with Constantine's use of the sun as an
ambiguous religious symbol. The theme of light is frequent in Constan-
tine's works, in Latin as well as Greek (e.g.luce legis catholicae,to
the Synod of Arles,Opt.app.V,p.209.4;verae_lucIs,to the Numidian
bishops,Opt.app.X,p.215.35). It Is particularly prominent in the
Oration to Nicaea, where Xcxjiitp&rr occurs six times (Gel.h.e. 2.7.3,
7,l5,28,29,3l,pp.46.l7,47.l5,48.28,Sl.l,9,l7); a phrase similar to
Or.154.17f., rf & OcCa...Xcxjntp&rrç, occurs in the letter to the
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Alexandrians (Op.3,25.2,p.52.6f.). The Orator makes metaphorical use
of the theme in more than one part of his work. PfUttisch (1908/79)
points out that the Oration begins with the description of light as
trXuyotpov (154.2), a word which is also found in the letter to
Athanasius (Athan.apol.68.3,p.146.23) in a different context. Twice
the Orator mentions the shining of the Saviour's incarnation (4,tLXc111tw,
155.4;	 Xiitw, 181.21); he also refers to Christ as the light (169.
19f.), to the light of truth (160.7f.), pure light in worship (171.
22f.), and to the shining of the stars becoming Xcntpotp in response
to God's vengeance on earth (191.29). These references exhibit their
own parallels with Constantinian usage: e.g. wOcipôv. . . qç (171.22f.)
is identical in wording, though not context, with a phrase in the
letter to the Provincials (v.C.2.57,p.71.13). The use of another
theme by both Constantine and the Orator helps to build up the case
for their identification as the same person.
2.2.3: Cod
Heikel (1902/lxxxili-vi) and Dörries (1954/352-60) looked at the
ways in which Constantine referred to God, emphasising his use of
hypostatisation, especially of itp6voia, and his other circumlocutions
for O6ç. This section is concerned more narrowly with the question
as to whether the names used for Cod in the Oration and the Constant-
inian writings are consistent: hypostatisation is left on one side for
the present, as is eE6ç, since there is ample evidence for both being
u8ed by Constantine and the Orator.
2.2.3.1: 6etov The Orator uses OEov three times in prepositional
phrases (155.29,165.22,170.19,) and five times absolutely (173.24,
189.17,29(x2),191.9). Constantine uses divinitas (e.g.to Celsus,Opt.
app.VII,p.212.7) and eeiov some twenty times, the latter both in prepo-
sitional phrases (e.g.to Alexander and Arius,v.C.2.65.1,p.74.5) and
absolutely (e.g.to the Orientals,v.C.2.28.1,p.60.4f.). The Oration to
Nicaea uses Oeiov three times (Gel.h.e. 2.7.6,28,41,pp.47.9,5O.26,
53.27); the letter to the Orientals four times (v.C.2.28.1(x2),29.3,
3O.l,pp.6O.4,5,6l.4,8); in other letters it is used only once. Because
of the uncertain date of the Gelasian Oration, the Oration cannot be
said to be pre-Nicene on the basis of this word; but its use in the




2.2.3.2: XpECTTWV The Orator uses this word as a title for God four
times (161.33,165.18,174.1,187.26). Heikel (1902/lxxxv) said that
Constantine only used it in his early letters. This is correct: it
occurs frequently in the letter to the Orientals, five times in the
letter to Alexander and Anus, and once in the Eusebian Oration to
Nicaea, and nowhere else in Constantine's writings as a title for God.
Given that the vocabulary of the Oration to Nicaea could have been
influenced by Eusebius -- Heikel (1902/lxxxv n.2) notes the use of
this title for Cod five times in the context of the v.C. -- the Con8t-
antinian use of 3pCrrwv is pre-Nicene, and could indicate an early
date for the Oration. The fact however that Eusebius uses it in the
v.C., written after Constantine's death, suggests that it is unsafe to
draw too firm a conclusion from this about when the Oration was writ-
ten. But it is certainly possible for Constantine to have used
peCttwv of God in an oration.
2.2.3.3: itatrp God is called Father eleven times in the Oration
(155.lOf. ,156.2,163.30(x2),166.19,169.9,15f. ,174.9,21,184.23,185.23;
compare 156.13), almost entirely in the context of the Father-Son
relationship, with only two references to God as ô itatp tv itthrrwv
(163.30,166.19). Constantine refers to God once as pater mundi (to
the Numidian bishops,Opt.app.X,p.213.31), twice as itatrp itthitwv
(Oration to Nicaea,Gel.h.e.2. 7.8,p.47.21f. ;to Sapor,v.C. 4.11.l,p.l24.
12f.), and once generally as iuxtijp t?jç jiovr'pouç ôuviwç (to Anus,
Op.3,34.26,p.72.24f.); apart from an uncertain reference in the letter
to the Provincials (v.C.2.49,p.69.4JNAB), Constantine's other refer-
ences to God as Father are also found in the context of disputes about
the Father-Son relationship, in the letters to the Nicomedians and
Anus (Op.3,27.1-3,8,pp.58.3f. ,9,l3,l5,59.2l;Op.3,34.4,l4,3O,pp.69.l6,
71.2-5,73.12). His use of this name for God is thus entirely consist-
ent with that of the Orator.
2.2.3.4: ji&y.Gtoç XTX. A striking feature of Con8tantine's references
to God is the use of adjectives with a superlative meaning: summus
(e.g.to Celsus,Opt.app.VII,p.211.22,28), jLOtO (e.g.to Eusebius,
v.C.2.46,p.67.14), jyaç (to Alexander and Anius,v.C.2.71.2,4,p.77.6,
14f.), and	 i,ctoc (e.g.to the Provincials,v.C.2.48,51,pp.68.26,69.15).
The fact that these were conventional epithets of divinity is shown by
Maximin's description of Zeus as 4iotoç tat jiyiotoç (Eus.h.e.9.7.7,
p.8l6.6). The Oration is surprisingly lacking in these adjectives:
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there are two occurrences each of jiyiotoç (169.9,185.23; compare
169.16) and jtyaç (168.1,169.15f.), and only one of
	 LGtO (164.2).
Constantine's use of these terms is however confined with one minor
exception (to the Catholic Alexandrians,Athan. apol.61.l,p.141.7) to
the letters written up to the period of the Nicene council, suggesting
that the Oration is consistent with Constantine's later terminology.
2.2.3.5: omnipotens etc. Constantine has a high regard for the power
of God (compare Drries 1954/149f.), and calls God omnipotens several
times (e.g.to the Synod of Arles,Opt.app.V,pp.208.28,210.16), trans-
lated by itavtoptu (e.g.to the Alexandrians,Op.3,25.6,p.53.11) or
more literally by terms such as itcxtoôuvapc$ (Oration to Nicaea,Gel.
h.e.2.7.1,8,21,pp.46.7,47.19,49.18) or 6 it&vta ÔUVaTÔç 6E6ç (to the
Orientals,v.C.2.42,p.65.25). The Orator uses no such terms: his
neare8t equivalent is to speak of toy
 tv 1U\itWV Oe6v (154.13), a
phrase similar to Constantine's 6 tv &wv Oc	 (to Sapor,v.C.4.1O.2,
p.123.26). But the Oration does have an explicit as well as implicit
awareness of the power of God (e.g.167.23-6,187.11); and, as has been
noted in the previous paragraph, Constantine's references to God tend
to become simpler and more direct in the letters after Nicaea. There
is no close correspondence in the use of this term, but this need not
be inconsistent with Constantinian authorship.
2.2.3.6: Other names Constantine uses several other names for God:
ourrrp is used of God as well as Christ (e.g.to Eusebius,v.C.4.36.1,
p.134.1), a use not found in the Oration; ôecit&rç often occurs (e.g.
to Macarius,v.C.3.53.3,4,p.107.7f.,18f.), but is only quoted by the
Orator from the Sibyl (187.2; but compare ôccfltotECc, 156.20); and
pxrn 6c occurs in the letter to Sapor (v.C.4.11.1,p.124.13) and in the
Oration (189.22), with a possible parallel in auctor (to the Numidian
bishops ,Opt.app.X,p.213.31).	 popoç (on Easter,v.C.3.17.2,p.9O.7;to
the Tyre bishops,Athan.apol.86.7,p.165.9; compare itavtpopo in the
letter to the Alexandrians,Op.3,25.9,p.54.7) is not found in the
Oration, but its sense may be represented by it6ittr (160.12,171.20),
which Ddrries (1954/156) suggested was similar in meaning to a passage
in the letter to the Synod of Arles (Opt.app.V,p.208.26f.). The
Orator also uses a few other names: ôiwicrtrç (172.33) and itpoattç
(156.20) have no parallel in Constantine; but the description of God
as ôrflhLOUp'y6ç (156.28,163.22) is also found in the Oration to Nicaea
(Gel .h.e.2.7.1O,p.48. 7).
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A comparison of the names used for Cod by Constantine and the
Orator thus shows a reasonable degree of con8istency between the two
authors. The Orator's use of 6eov and cpeCttwv could suggest a pre-
Nicene date for the Oration; but the fact that discrepancies in the
use of adjectives can be explained more easily by postulating a post-
Nicene date of delivery shows that firm conclusions cannot be drawn
from the ambiguous evidence. Particular differences in terminology
can be accounted for by varying translations, and the different context
of the Oration when compared to the various Constantinian letters.
The consideration of verbal parallels between Constantine's letters
and the Oration is inevitably selective and inconclusive. But within
the limitations of this survey it is possible to draw one definite
conclusion: that Constantine could have been the author of the Oration,
and the differences between the wording of his letters and the Oration
can be accounted for. The similarities evident in particular themes
provide more positive evidence for the identity of authorship, but are
Insufficient to prove it. Does a consideration of conceptual parallels
between Constantine and the Orator affect this conclusion?
3. DOCTRINE OF GOD
It can be difficult to separate the doctrines of Cod and Christ in
both the Oration and the letters of Constantine. However, this section
will concentrate on the theology of the Trinity, including the relat-
ionship of Father and Son, whilst the next section will be concerned
with doctrine about Christ. How similar are the views of Constantine
and the Orator regarding Father, Son, and Holy Spirit?
3.1: Father
Both Con8tantine and the Orator are monotheists: they believe in a
supreme God who rules over all (see Heikel 1902/xcix;PfMttisch 1908/
108;D&ries 1954/136,148). Thus the Orator upholds the sole lordship
of God (156.20f.,189.8), who rules everything (159.17f.) with reason
and providence (162.7f.); Constantine acknowledges one God (to Anus,
Op.3,34.13) who is the source of all (to Sapor,v.C.4.11.1) and possess-
es almighty power (to the Orientals,v.C.2.28.1). There is no surprise
in their sharing such a view, which was common among Christians and




not circumscribed, 	 pLyppciv, but himself as surrounding all (Or.
187.11; to Arius,Op.3,34.27,pp.72.30-73.3); the coincidence of vocabu-
lary is not very significant, since the context is slightly different,
and the idea is hardly peculiar to either author. Chapter three of
the Oration contains a sustained argument for monotheism as against
polytheism, for which there 18 no occasion in Constantine's letters;
but underlying them is a firm conviction of the rightness of mono-
theism, especially in the letters to the Orientals and Provincials,
which argue on the more practical theme that polytheism has brought
disa8ter, and trust in one God has brought success.
3.2: Son
3.2.1: Terminology There are various descriptions of the Son in the
Oration and Constantine's letters. 6 X&yoç is only found in a philos-
ophical discussion of Plato's doctrines in the Oration (163.25-31) and
In Constantine's exposition of Anus' doctrines (to Anius,Op.3,34.
13f.,pp.70.31,71.2), and possibly in his letter to Alexander (Op.3,
32.3,p.66.9). It is not a normal title for either author, but both
acknowledge it. 'Son' is the normal title in the Oration (see above
IV.6): ,tcxCç occurs nine times, five times as a title for Christ (167.
21,168.2,4,174.8,179.7) and four times in a Trinitarian context (156.
3,163.28,29,168.8); u6ç comes only twice in one clause (168.17f.).
Constantine refers to Christ as uC6c in the letter to the Provincials
(v.C.2.57,p. 71.12), a reference which Kraft (1955/91) put in the
margin with no MSS support, and to the relationship of itatrp and u6
in the letters to the Nicomedians and Anus, using u5ç six times
(Op.3,27.1-3,8,pp.58.3f. ,7,l3,59.2l;Op.3,34.14,p.71.5). He also
refers to 'Christ the Son' as TEcrç in the same letters (definitely in
Op.3,34.26,p.72.27; possibly in Op.3,27.4,p.58.16, in the Gelasian
version, not accepted by Opitz in the text), showing that he could use
the same titles in the same ways as the Orator. Other titles for the
Son in the Oration are: rtrp (156.15, implied in the argument 168.
16ff.; compare 169.15); 6 oetitcpoç O6ç (163.20f.); XpLGtcSç (168.16,
compare 169.15); ô.ao'y6ç (168.21); and 7rpávoLa (169.16,170.1;
compare 178.17). Constantine does not refer to the Platonic idea of
the second God, but in the letter to the Nicomedians he does call the
Son Owtip and	 crc5ç (Op.3,27.l,p.58.2) as well as ôii.oupy6 (Op.3,
27.2,p.58.7; also to the Catholic Alexandrians,Athan.apol.61.1,p.
141.7). Grillmeier (1975/261ff.) following Kraft (1954-5/17f.) main-
tained that the letter's opening sentence toy
 ôeGit&rv OOv ôXaô xa
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OWtflp XPLGTÔV &pL)ç...t'atc...1tctpa re xc uôv evai. (Op.3,27.l,
p.58.2f.) showed that Constantine used Xpiotc5ç of both Father and Son.
Ddrries (l954/70n.l) correctly held this to be an error, since it
rests not only on a strained interpretation of the Greek, but also
ignores Constantine's subsequent identification of Christ with the Son
(Op.3,27.2). Constantine does not refer directly to the Son as itp6-
VOL, but does acclaim Christ's providence (to the Synod of Arles,Opt.
app.V,p.209.5). He uses two other hypostatisations of the Son, o3X-
flOL (to the Nicomedians,Op.3,27.1-3,p.58.4,11,14f.) and av (Oration
to Nicaea,Gel.h.e.2.7.5,p.47.3; compare to the Nicomedians,Op.3,27.1,
p.58.3), which Kraft (1954-5/l9ff.;1955/lO9ff.,) ascribed to Gnostic
influence. But the Orator uses o3XoiS, though not hypostatised,
while most of the Gnostic writings referred to by Kraft use
apart from the use of ao5v, Kraft's case for Gnostic influence is not
strong, and Constantine may have found this exceptional usage in other
sources and adapted it for his own purposes: also, his use of these
terms is obscure, and may rest on a Latin version which does not
hypostatise (compare to the Numidian bishops,Opt.app.X,p.214f.). The
other title given by Constantine to the Son, tf &OvacC.ç xoprn'óc (to
the Nicomedians,Op.3,27.2,p.58.8), is paralleled by the Orator's final
words describing Christ as &OavoCç rj.io5, &i.ôCou twFç opryy6
(192.31f.). The ways in which Constantine and the Orator describe the
second person of the Trinity are very similar, enhancing the case for
common authorship.
3.2.2: Father-Son relationship Pfttisch (1908/94,97-102) argued that
Constantine in the Oration and his letters regarded the Logos as the
world-soul of Platonic theory. Kurfess (1919-20/76) agreed that the
Oration saw the Logos as begotten in the context of the world order,
but held that this must be pre-Nicene, since Constantine's letter to
Anus, which PfYttisch had analysed at some length to Support his
case, in fact argued for the orthodox view that the Logos was eternally
begotten. Drries (1954/148f.) reconciled the difference by seeing
the teaching of the letters on the unity of Father and Son implicit in
the Orator's stress on God's authority ruling the world through the
Logos, Christ, who proceeds from his substance. The simplest way of
comparing the doctrines of Constantine and the Orator on the relation-
ship between Father and Son is to look at how they saw the principles
of unity and begetting, and then to consider the status of the Son
with regard to creation.
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3.2.2.1: Divine unity Kraft (1955/272) correctly remarks on the fact
that the only use of the word q1OOt5YLOç in the Oration (172.13) is not
theological; but he also acknowledges (1954-5/13,17f.) that it does
not occur in Constantine's letters, holding that its use at Nicaea was
as a negative limitation rather than a positive unifying formula. Its
importance for Constantine cannot have been theological, which is con-
sistent with Constantine not referring to it (compare Kelly 1972/
254-62). Drries (1954/370f.,382) held that the substance of the
ôiooi3oiov was found in the letter to the Nicomedians (Op.3,27.1-3),
where Arian ideas of assumption or division were anathematised, and in
the letter to Anus (Op.3,34.l4,p.7l.5), where the fullness of the
power of Father and Son is ooCav jtCav. Constantine's statements about
the Godhead make it clear that he saw the Son as God, not divided from
the Godhead, co-existing with the Father (compare letter to Anius,Op.3,
34.30). The Orator also holds that the Son is God, while emphasising
his subordination to the Father (163.18-28,168.17f.; compare the
catchphrase 6cç xcx 6€o itcziç,e.g.167.21). It is not surprising that
Constantine does not have any explicit subordinationism when writing
against the Arians: it is nonetheless implicit in his view of the
begetting of the Son as God's servant in creation (e.g.to the Nicomed-
ians,Op.3,27.2f.). The Orator's unifying principle of perfection
(163.20f) echoes Constantine's comment about one power of Father and
Son (to Arius,Op.3,34.14). Further, the non-theological language of
chapter three of the Oration (156.11-16) is consistent with Constan-
tine in denying any separation of the Father's substance during the
Son's generation.
D&ries (1954/159f.) however points to a difficulty which requires
resolution before the consistency of the Orator's and Constantine's
doctrines of divine unity can be accepted; namely that the Orator
states that there are two OócCcXL in the Godhead (163.20), while Const-
antine sees only one (to Anius,Op.3,34.13f.; compare to the Nicomed-
ians, Op.3,27.8). He accounts for this apparent contradiction by
ascribing it to differing phraseology or secretarial influence. The
use of O1LXFYXVOL for oaCa (156.13) could well be due to a quirk of
translation; there is however an alternative explanation. Kelly
(1972/243f.) has pointed out that oiYCc could be used of individuals
as well as a class, and that Basil referred to the Trinity as three
oóoCci: Prestige (1952/142,192ff.) likewise referred to Eusebius as
holding on to both one oOoC of Godhead and two oáoC of Father and
Son. The Oration contains the word oOoC in nine different places:
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four (154.11,159.12,160.4,166.1) refer to individual essence, 8
 two
(160.25,168.26) to generic substance, and two (156.9,163.19) to being:
the reference regarding Cod (163.20f.) could thus be to persons within
the Godhead. Constantine can also use oóoCa in different ways: in the
letter to the Nicomedians, the undivided ooCa (Op.3,27.3,S,pp.58.15,
59.21) is the divine substance; but the obscure phrase tLvOç Efl-
ripvnc oóoCc (Op.3,27.1,p.58.5f.) appears to have the meaning of
individual being. The letter to Anus likewise contains the generic
sense (Op.3,34.14,p.71.5) and examples of ambiguous and individual
references (Op.3,34.l3,29,pp.7O.3l,73.8). The apparent contradiction
between the Orator and Constantine can thus be accounted for by the
different sense given to o&Ccx in particular contexts; Constantine Is
defending the unity of the Godhead against Anus, and the Orator is
harmonising Christian theology with the Platonic doctrine of two gods.
3.2.2.2: Begetting As well as giving a philosophical justification
for the begetting of the Son before creation (168.7-19), the Orator
affirms the doctrine that the Son 'proceeds from' the Father, )(WV TV
&vcxcpop&v (ç) (156.11), tv titapt.v xo5oric (163.21f.). He emphasises
in non-theological vocabulary that this separation and union in the
Godhead is not toitiç but vop	 (156.12f.), and that there is no
actual division in the substance of Godhead. Drries (1954/155,160)
notes that Constantine explicitly denies division, ôLcfGTcxcHç, In the
Godhead (to the Nicomedlans,Op.3,27.3,8,pp.58.15,59.23), and that he
only uses
	 qop of the relationship of bishops' councils to the
divine will (on Easter,v.C.3.20.1,p.92.21). However, the letter to
the Tyre bishops (Athan.apol.86.11,p.165.30) has the same phra8e as
the Oration, xovra tv &vacpopv (itpc5c), albeit in a different context.
The imprecision of the Oration compared with the more normal theolo-
gical language of Constantine's letters does not mean that the Oration
pre-dates Nicaea, since the translators and contexts were different.
The substance of the doctrine of Constantine and the Orator is similar:
although Constantine can proclaim the eternal begetting of the Son (to
Anius,Op.3,34.13f.), while the Orator puts the Son's origin as being
merely before creation (compare D&rles 1954/148f.), Constantine is
writing directly against Anus' doctrines, and his statements else-
where can be less clear (compare to the Nicomedians,Op.3,27.lf.). The
Orator is content to affirm the pre-existence of the Son without
having the need to specify his theology more closely. Moreover, Con-
stantine denies that there Is any division as such in the Godhead
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(compare to Arius,Op.3,34.14), rather than emphasising one particular
word; &3tpCGt() itpo€X€5oei (to the Nicomedians,Op.3,27.2,p.58.1O)
represents the meaning of chapter three of the Oration, and the fact
that God's power has overcome separation In creating the world (to the
Nicomedians,Op.3,27.8) is akin to the movement of separation and union
in the Oration. Eusebius' letter to Caesarea after Nlcaea (Op.3,22.7,
p.44.4) reports that Constantine did not believe the Son to be 10-
o5oç xat& tv jirwv itcOr, a qualification which is consistent with
the TOtL ç/Vocpç contrast of the Orator. Given the different con-
texts of Constantine's letters and the Oration, there is a fair degree
of consistency In their doctrine of the begetting of the Son.
3.2.3: Son-creation relation8hip HeIkel (1911/14) pointed to the
inconsistency within the Oration that the Father is said in chapter
nine to be the demiurge (163.22), but in chapter eleven (168.21,
compare 169.19) it is the Son, an inconsistency also noted by PfYttisch
(1908/102), but which DtirrIes (1954/156) sidestepped. It is easier to
understand this when the relationship In the Oration of the Son to
creation is considered. The procession of the Son is closely linked
with his rule over the world (156.15-22,163.21-5,168.14-22); the Son
is the subordinate creator who rules the world, but through whom the
world is made aware of the sole lordship of the Father. The Father
rules through the Son; and thus in much of chapters three and five
there is ambiguity as to whether the Orator is speaking of Father or
Son when he addresses God. The picture of Christ in the Oration is of
God's Son whose rule over the universe is made manifest in his earthly
life (e.g.169.14-30); both Father and Son can thus be called demiurge,
depending on whether the emphasis is on the Father's priority before
the Son, or the Son's priority before the world. Constantine's letters
similarly refer to the Father as demiurge (Oration to Nicaea,Gel.h.e.
2.7.10) as well as the Son (to the Nicomedians,Op.3,27.2;to the Catho-
lic Alexandrians,Athan.apol.61.1), and associate the begetting of the
Son with the ordering of the world, achieved through him (to the Nico-
medians,Op.3,27.2-3,8). 9
 As the Son is the Father's agent in creation
for the Orator, so for Constantine God in begetting Christ was making
a helper for himself (to Arius,Op.3,34.29). Pfttisch (1908/97-102)
is thus correct to note the similarity between Constantine and the
Orator in their view of the Son's relationship to creation, although
he overstretches the mark in trying to show that this was in fact a
Platonic concept of the world-soul: his exegesis of the letter to
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Anus (Op.3,34.32) argues that Constantine holds the world to be a
living being with Christ as the soul, whereas the letter is concerned
merely to draw the analogy between the spirit of Christ, untouched in
a suffering body, and God's spirit present in the world yet not par-
taking in evil. Ddrries (1954/160) cannot explain the contrast between
the world having a form, Its spirit appearing as a form, and the
statement in the Oration that a divine being has no form (158.6ff.).
But Constantine is not speaking of God, but of the way the world
appears to be; there is no contradiction here. Constantine and the
Orator share a similar traditional rather than Platonic view of the
Son.
3.3: Spirit
Heikel (1911/34) held that the Orator, in referring to the Holy
Spirit, was simply speaking of God. PfttIsch (1908/87-91) analysed
the references more carefully, and looked also at Constantine's ref er-
ences to the Spirit, and concluded that in both authors there was a
very loose use of 'Spirit' which showed little awareness of Trinitarian
theology. DJlger (1910/55) agreed, with the qualification that Pft-
tisch was wrong to excise the passage about Noah's dove (168.26ff.)
which however referred to the Logos and not the Holy Spirit. D&ries
(1954/374) agreed with this assessment of Constantine's view of the
Spirit not being theological, but did not relate it to the theology of
the Orator. He did however note (1954/159f.) that the Orator used
&ltCItVOLa of divine inspiration (154.16,156.2,7,165.7,179.15,192.7),
while Constantine did not use the word but had the same idea in
tpopoit ro eeCoo (to Eusebius ,v.C.3.61.3,p.115.23f.) and 3toj.rnoct.
e€o (to the Alexandrians,Op.3,25.3,p.52.8), showing a difference of
translator not doctrine. This fits with the way in which both Constan-
tine and the Orator ascribe their deeds to God (Or.156.2-7,165.31f.,
166.19-22,187.28f.,192.7ff.;to the Orientals,v.C.2.28, to the Synod of
Anles,Opt.app.V,p.2O8.28-31, to the Provincials,v.C.2.55).
The use made by the Orator and Constantine of tve3jicx is equally
vague: for both it refers to the stuff of divinity, and its actual
application depends on its context, which is often difficult to under-
stand. In both authors however there are four possible ways in which
may be used.
3.3.1: Holy Spirit There are two places in the Oration which may




depends on seeing itCitvoia as a hypostatisation referring to the
Spirit of Father and Son (156.2f.), a view which Pflittisch (1913a/101)
was unsure about; it is going too far to claim an explicit reference
to the Holy Spirit here, but the Orator's words do suggest that he saw
the Father and Son acting together in a spiritual way, which is at
least a precursor to a doctrine of the Trinity. The second reference
(183.21f.) appears to identify t& to OeoO oitpiava with icve3ro
&yCou ô5vaMLc: a natural interpretation of this would be that the
heavenly child, Christ, was clothed with the power of the Spirit,
suggesting a differentiation between Christ and the Spirit. It is
however too obscure to be certain; and the reference to the Spirit a
few lines lower down (184.7) seems to apply to Christ rather than the
Holy Spirit. [f the Orator does have a clear doctrine of the Trinity,
he obscures it very well!
Constantine is likewise unclear. The letters on Easter (v.C.
3.18.5) and to the Catholic Alexandrians (Op.3,25.8) describe the
Spirit as being and illuminating the divine will. The connection with
13o5Xricic (compare to the Nicomedians,Op.3,27.2f.) is interesting; it
suggests perhaps that t 	 yiov itveGc describes Cod in action in a
hypostatised way, similar to Trinitarian doctrine, but does not show
awareness of the Holy Spirit as an equal member of the Godhead. This
is borne out by a statement in the letter to Alexander (Op.3,32.l)
which refers to the decisions made by the Holy Spirit through the
bishops; God's action in men's minds is the context of Constantine's
reference to the Spirit. These references to the Spirit can be stret-
ched either way to apply to the Trinity, or merely to Cod (compare
Heikel 1911/34), but their natural sense is to lie uneasily between
these two poles: a lack of clarity shared by the Orator.
3.3.2: Christ PfUttisch (1908/88) argued that the references to the
Spirit in the context of the birth of the Saviour (Or.182.7f.,183.21f.)
apply the Spirit of Luke 1.35 to Christ. The latter reference i8
discussed in the paragraph above: in the former, the exact meaning of
tot5 6EC0U	 i5jtcxtoç depends on whether the genitive is objective or
subjective. It is however preferable to see this as another imprecise
use of Trvcji by the Orator: he is saying that the divine power is in
and behind the advent of Christ, and is not making a definitive Christ-
ological statement. His comment that the body of Christ was separated
from the Holy Spirit by his death (184.6f.) seems however to be a
reference to the spirit of Christ, although it could also apply to the
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separation of the Son from the Father. But it is intended to describe
the incarnation and death of Christ, and is not a theological statement
that the Spirit is the same as the Son. Constantine accepts art Arian
statement (to Arius,Op.3,34.14,p.71.1) that to	 tf &Coi&rritoc
was born in the Logos, referring to the Incarnation: itw3ia here
clearly does not mean the Third Person of the Trinity, but is not
explicitly Christological either; it refers to the stuff of divinity
rather than the Son in a full sense. Constantine refers to the will
of Christ as divine spirit in the Oration to Nicaea (Cel.h.e.2.7.21),
which again associates Christ and will with the stuff of divinity, but
does not clearly show that Constantine held that Christ and the Spirit
were identical.
3.3.3: Cod The two remaining explicit references to the Spirit found
in Constantine (to the Orientals,v.C.2.40;Oration to Nicaea,Gel.h.e.
2.7.41) are both references to Cod in general, speaking of Cod's
guidance and teaching. The Orator also uses itvcGjicx in this general
sense to refer to Cod: the Spirit's guidance of Israel (177.11) is
held by PfMttisch (1913a/115) to refer to Christ, but this is an a
priori assumption -- a general reference to Cod fits the context
better, and also coheres with Constantinlan usage; and the Orator says
that the Holy Spirit is itcLpov with regard to marriage (187.12f.),
not 'God', because he is emphasising Cod's holy and non-material
quality. Ddrries (1954/381) notes that Constantine (to Arius,Op.3,
34.27,34) applies this word to Cod and Christ, which is a further link
between the two authors.
3.3.4: Spirit Constantine associates the 1tvEGp of Cod with divine
and human life in the spiritual realm: the Spirit illuminates Cod's
will by abiding in and legislating through the minds of bishops, is
the will of Christ, and guides and teaches the church. Constantine
also refers to Cod breathing his Spirit into us (Oration to Nicaea,
Gel.h.e.2.7.33), which PfYttisch (1908/80) notes as a parallel to the
Orator's use of ItVeUcYcXL (164.8). There is a common source for this
in Genesis 2.7. But it is significant that this application of itvcOjia
by Constantine is consistent with the statements of the Orator in that
whole section of chapter nine (164.6-15), where he identifies tO
itv€Ojia to3 6o with Xoyixv uy,rv in the course of following the
Platonic division of the universe into spiritual and material, the
spiritual partaking of divine spirit and thus enduring for ever. tO
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itveDjici relates the spiritual substance of God to the constitution of
the spiritual and material worlds. The Orator is expounding philo-
sophically the doctrine of ltVC6jJ.a implicitly held by Constantine; they
share the same uses of itveL3jta, which is applied in varying contexts
with different shades of meaning, but which basically refers to the
divine substance in its interaction with the world.
A comparison of the doctrine of God in Constantine's letters and
the Oration shows that, while they differ in superficial ways, funda-
mentally they are the same. The theologically naive way in which the
Son and Spirit are referred to in both authors suggests that the
Orator and Constantine could be the same person; and it also suggests




The Orator uses the name Christ thirteen times (e.g.155.13,167.21)
and Jesus once (179.18). He also refers nineteen times to 3
(e.g.155.5,167.14,181.21); and he openly acknowledges that one of the
main intentions of his work is the glorification of Christ (158.13ff.).
Kraft however (1955/91,108,272) maintained that Constantine only
mentioned the name of Christ in his letter to the Nicomedians, and
hardly referred to him at all in other ways elsewhere -- which, if
true, would be a major obstacle to Constantinian authorship of the
Oration. But Kraft takes undue liberties regarding the genuineness of
the Constantinian documents (see above 1.3). It is true that Constan-
tine never names Jesus (so Hartmann 1902/13), but the single instance
of its use in the Oration is in the context of introducing the IXOY
acrostic. Constantine does use the name of Christ in several letters:
six times in the letter to the Synod of Arles (Opt.app.V,pp.208.31,
209.5,14,23,26,34), where he also uses the titles salvator and dominus;
three times in the letter to the Nicomedians (Op.3,27.l,2,4,p.58.2,7,
16), as well as ourn-p (27.l,p.58.2), UL'6 (27.1-3,8,pp.58.3f.,7,13,
59.21), and oeoit&rric (27.4,p.58.l6); once in a letter to Eusebius
(v.C.4.35,p.133.10) and In the letter to the Synod of Tyre (v.C.4.42.1,
p.137.2); and ten times in the letter to Anus (Op.3,34.3,6f.,26,29,
32-4,pp.69.11,7O.l,3,72.27,73.8,18,25,31), with the other titles ipLoç
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(34.3,p.69.11), X&yoc (34.13f.,pp.70.31,71.2), u6 (34.14, p.71.5),
itarç (34.26,p.72.27), and pxrrr rric (34.26,p.72.28). He refers to
Christ in other ways elsewhere: as u6ç in the letter to the Provinci-
als (v.C.2.57,p.71.12); in the Oration to Nicaea he speaks about the
ministry of Christ, the ourtrp and ôLôáGaXo (Gel.h.e.2.7.13f.,p.48.17,
23); the letter on Easter calls the Jews JCUpL0Wt6VOL (v.C.3.18.4,19.1,
pp.9O.27,9l.24) and refers twice to 6 arrrp (v.C.3.18.3,5,pp.90.22,
91.13); the letter to the Alexandrians also mentions 6 cToYrrp (Op.3,
as does the letter to Macanus (v.C.3.30.1, p.97.12); and
the letter to the Palestinian bishops refers to the Saviour's appear-
ance at Mamre (v.C.3.53.3f.,p.107.9,19) while not making It clear
whether this applies to Christ or God.
There are thus five Constantinian letters which use the name
Christ, and a further five or six which refer to Christ in other ways.
The scarcity of reference8 can be accounted for to some degree by
Constantine's elnenic stress on monotheism: Christ Is thus not ment-
ioned in the letters to the Orientals and Provincials because these
are intended to direct pagans and Christians to worship one Cod. The
letter to Alexander and Anus does not mention Christ because it is
also concerned with right worship towards the deity, not with Chnisto-
logical controversy. Other letters may not contain references to
Christ because they were drafted in chancellery: it is interesting to
note that the three letters which mention Christ more than once are
those which exhibit a mixture of theologising and Invective directed
towards the resolution of a problem of ecclesiastical politics; as
important letters these may have been written by Constantine with no
editing in chancellery. Furthermore, just as Constantine Is capable
of referring to Christ frequently in particular parts of his letters,
so in the Oration there are only six places which refer to Christ,
Son, or Saviour outside the major theological sections in chapters
eleven and fifteen to twenty-one (155.4-13,156.3,156.l4ff.,158.14,
163.19-31,192.25-32). It is wrong to suggest that Constantine ignored
Christ and that the Orator was Christ-centred: both could ignore or
expound the doctrine of Christ according to context. There is no evid-
ence for inconsistency between the two authors here.
4.2: The divinity of Christ
The Orator has a naive and strong view of Christ as God. He
regards him as the demiurge come down to renew creation (168.19-22,
169.18-21), even on the cross (170.20-3); he Is addressed as God
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(167.21,169.15,179.5ff.,182.9,18); and 'God' is used interchangeably
with 'Christ' when speaking of his earthly life (166.31,168.25,170.12,
19,176.12,186.24-7; compare 167.4,169.15,170.if. ,19,178.17,185.22f.).
There is no sense of the problems of Christology in the Orator's
approach, which, while acknowledging the relationship of Father and
Son, is in places naively pietistic. DJrries (1954/138) rightly
describes his Christology as undogmatic. Constantine can be equally
undogmatic: in the letter to the Synod of Aries (Opt.app.V,p.209f.) he
not only mentions the providence of Christ, but also refers to those
who attack Christ as attacking God himself. The Oration to Nicaea
(Gel.h.e.2.7.13f.,16,20) refers indiscriminately to the divinity of
the Saviour and his providence; the letter to the Nicomedians (Op.3,
27.1-4,8) however is much more careful, distinguishing chiefly between
Father and Son, while possibly referring to Christ directly as God at
one point (27.5); and the letter to Anus (Op.3,34.13f.,33) cautiously
refrains from saying more than that God is present in Christ. This
would suggest that the later Constantine was more theologically sophis-
ticated, and that the Oration, if by him, must be of a date around or
earlier than the time of Nicaea. It is however necessary to note the
differing contexts of the Oration and Constantine's theological lett-
ers: the Oration was directed on a popular level to Christians as a
justification against paganism, while the letters are addressing
church leaders on a point of doctrine which is politically important.
The Orator and Constantine both believed in the divinity of Christ,
and could both express it undogmatically; Constantine could have been
responsible for the Christology of the Oration, even after Nicaea,
given its different context.
4.3: Incarnation
D&ries (1954/160f.) noted that the Orator refers several times to
Christ's	 while Constantine's letters do not, and
accounts for this by suggesting that Constantine had no context in
which to expound the Incarnation. PfUttisch (1908/102f.) remarked on
the stress found in the Oration on the virgin birth, and its absence
in Constantine except for a possible reference in the Oration to
Nicaea (Gel.h.e.2.7.13), which he explained by pointing to the ineffec-
tiveness of using the doctrine of the virgin birth against Anianism.
He further speculated (pp.lO4ff.) that the Christology of the Orator
and Constantine was Apollinarian, with the Logos taking the place of




show clearly how the Orator conceived of the relationship between
Godhead and manhood in Christ. He saw the Incarnation as God coming
into a human, fleshly body, born of a virgin (168.19-28,176.20,184.
6ff.,186.24ff.,187.12f.); his discussion of Plato's division of the
world into spiritual and material essences (164.6-15) could perhaps
allow of an Apollinarian interpretation, but is concerned with the
relationship of the divine and spiritual to what is material, not with
Christology. The Orator wants to show that Christ is God, not to
explain how he could be human too. In the three documents where he
refers to the Incarnation, Constantine exhibits a similar concern with
the practical application of doctrine. The Oration to Nicaea (Gel.h.e.
2.7.13,21) talks of the Saviour receiving a body from a virgin, in
which he dwelt, which became the means of salvation for human bodies,
the emphasis here being on Christ's effective salvation for all. The
letter to the Nicomedians (Op.3,27.4f.) seems to distinguish between
God and his body on the analogy of the human soul and body, but with
the aim of showing that Christ did not suffer when his body died, not
in the context of Christological speculation. Likewise the letter to
Anus (Op.3,34.l4,32) accepts the idea that the incarnation was part
of the divine economy, so that the incarnate Word could be tru8ted to
make the Father truly known, and also argues that Christ had the form
of a body as the world itself is a form, and so did not suffer. Like
the Orator, Constantine was concerned to show that Chri8t was God,
although his nominated opponents were Anlans rather than pagans.
Their doctrine of the Incarnation is thus consistent.
4.4: Ministry
Lietzmann (1953/159f.) compared the Orator's view that Christ came
to teach the saving doctrine of a moral life (167.4-11,169.5-10,16f.,
170.26-31,171.6-9,174.8-26) with Constantine's ideas in the Oration to
Nicaea (Gel.h.e.2.7.4,13,21,25). Constantine is however not as con-
cerned with moral living in the Oration to Nicaea as Lietzmann sug-
gested; but he was right to draw attention to the parallel between the
exposition of the ministry of Christ in that Oration (Gel.h.e.2.7.
13-20) and the Orator's similar stress. Constantine begins with
Christ's teachings and goes on to mention the feeding of the five
thousand, the resurrection of Lazarus, the healings of the woman with
a haemorrhage and the paralytic, and the walking on the water. The
letter to the Nicomedians (Op.3,27.5) also associates the giving of
new doctrine with the exercise of miraculous power. The Orator simi-
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larly stresses the healing power of Christ and the miracles of feeding
the five thousand, stilling the storm, and walking on the water (169.2-
5,10-14,170.7-12,175.9ff.) as well as Christ's teaching, and explains
that they are two sides of the same divine mission (170.3-7): the
miracles prove Christ's power to those of a lower nature who could not
recognise him spiritually. It is interesting that it is in an oration
that Constantine expounds the ministry of Christ; it is consistent
with him being ideritif led as the Orator.
4.5: Suffering
Constantine was concerned to show, against Anus, that Christ
could be God, and therefore did not actually suffer (see Grillmeier
1975/261ff.;Kraft 1955/ilOf.). He refers explicitly to the Passion
(on Easter,v.C.3.18.2;to Macarius,v.C.3.30.1), and explains it by
drawing a distinction between the soul and body of man (to the Nico-
medians,Op.3,27.4), and the analogy of God being present in all the
world yet untouched by sin (to Anius,Op.3,34.32). The Orator refers
four times to the Passion (154.5,170.14,176.14,19), using ircejia in-
stead of Constantine's ,tc6oç, due to different translation.' 0
 He only
alludes once to Christ's suffering on the cross (176.11-15, compare
170.20), and is there consistent with Constantine, saying that Christ
received	 ôCa...X3ri (176.14) from his apparent suffering.
4.6: Resurrection
Constantine does not mention the resurrection. But the letter on
Easter (v.C.3.18) shows that Constantine knew the festival as one of
deliverance and life over death, and he claimed to have read Eusebius'
treatise on Easter (v.C.4.35); his references to the Passion of Christ
(v.C.3.18.2,30.1) probably include the resurrection under the general
heading of the Passion, especially given that his letter on the holy
sepulchre refers to a monument of the Passion, not the resurrection as
in Eusebius (v.C.3.28; compare Dtirries 1954/394). The Oration contains
two references to resurrection: the first (154.2f.) is also in the
context of the Passion, suggesting that the Orator saw them as one
event (compare 176.13ff.); the second (184.5-11) begins with the
Passion and moves on to the evaluation of the resurrection as the
prelude to the establishment of the church. As with Constantine,
there is little theology in the Oration which deals with the status of
Christ after the resurrection; and the reference to the resurrection
of Christ, as with the obscure throwaway line (182.8ff.) about the
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return of God to the world, is in the context of the commentary on
Virgil, where the Orator was casting around for ways of expounding the
poem. The context is unique, and it is not surprising that Constantine
has nothing similar. Overall, the Christologies of the Orator and
Constantine are consistent given the different contexts in which they
were writing.
5. THE WORLD
5.1: Cod as Creator
The Orator has a strong sense of Cod as the creator of the world.
Not only are there two accounts of God creating the world (158.16-159.
6,172.14-23), but also in chapter three Cod is acclaimed as sole Lord
of creation, and chapters six to eight wax lyrical on the testimony of
creation to the providence of God. Cod is the source of the law of
nature (161.6), and of nature itself (154.9ff., compare 186.23f.).
Constantine has much less cause in his letters to refer to creation:
but he calls God huius mundi auctor et pater (to the Numidian bishops,
Opt.app.X,p.213.31) and demiurge (Oration to Nicaea,Cel.h.e.2.7.1O).
The world testifies to God as sole Lord and lawgiver of the earth, who
created the world by his Word (to the Provincials,v.C.2.58), the
latter sentiment possibly being included also in the Oration (163.26V).
Constantine elsewhere (Oration to Nicaea,Gel.h.e.2.7.33f.) uses another
teleological argument from the form of the human body to its creator.
Both authors are aware of the world as the sphere of God's activity.
5.2: irpávOLa
This common awareness Is particularly clear in the use made by
both authors of the concept of itp6voia. As Drries (1954/149) has
indicated, the ways in which the Orator uses rtp6voLa, which occurs
more than twenty times in the Oration, are paralleled by Constantine's
use of the term: providence can be hypostatised or referred to Christ
(e.g.Or.170.1,178.17;to Alexander and Arius,v.C.2.71.4;to the Tyre
bIshops,Athan.apol.86.3); describes Cod in relation to nature (e.g.Or.
156.15,161.29;to the Provincials,v.C.2.48) and the world of men (e.g.
Or.157.7,192.5;to Eusebius,v.C.2.46.2); and indicates the work of Cod
in salvation (e.g.Or.169.29,185.22;Oration to Nicaea,Gel.h.e.2.7.14;to
Eusebius,v.C.4.36.1). Drries notes the use of Jtpávoia of pagan gods




describe his own care for his subjects (Eus.h.e.9.10.8,11,pp.842.23,
844.20) -- a usage which does not occur in Constantine or the Orator.
The common use of ,tpc$vot. by both authors is an argument for them
being identical.
5.3:	 3ç
Kraft (1954-5/16;1955/272) gave as one reason against Constantin-
ian authorship of the Oration his view that Constantine associated
qxioiç with Christ, unlike the Orator who saw it as a contrary principle
to Christ and his 1taOrKx. He based his assertion on the beginning of
the Oration (154.2-13), where nature is contrasted with the day of the
Passion as being of itself impotent. However, nature is also said
there to be the creation of God, and the worship of Cod is in accord-
ance with the principles of nature. The discussion of nature in
chapter six is an attack on the pagan deification of nature: by itself,
nature is a source of evil (159.21), but subject to Cod's laws is
virtuous (159.22,160.lOf.) and supplies human needs (160.20). Nature
is later said to be the servant of the divine command (186.23f.). It
is thus unfair to say that the Orator opposes p1iGL to Christ. Const-
antine sees nature in a similar way to the Orator in his view that in
Christ God gave the world law and direction (to Arius,Op.3,34.34), as
well as using the phrase xat& cp3aiv in a similar way to the Orator to
describe love as 'natural' (to the Catholic Alexandrians,Athan.apol.
6l.3,p.l4l.2O); and he never says that Christ is identical with nature.
Constantine and the Orator see nature as potentially corrupting unless
subjected to the ordering of Cod found in Christ.
5.4: Dualism
One of the main premises of the Oration is the common philosophical
distinction between the eternal spiritual world and decaying matter.
Thus God is the source of the life and perception of physical beings
(156.15-19); immortal as opposed to earthly things are from Cod and
are grasped by the spirit, not the senses (158.6ff.,160.20-6,164.6-15,
173.15-23). When applied to men, this doctrine produces a tension
between the Christian concept of resurrection (154.2f.,184.12f.) and
the philosophical doctrine of salvation as the purification of the
immortal soul from the pollutions of the body (164.15-18,173.7-10,
189.11-14,26-9). Pfttisch (1908/70) suggested that this tension in
the Oration was due to Constantine's doctrine of resurrection not




This is however to expect too high a standard of consistency: the
Orator accepts prevailing philosophical wisdom without having inte-
grated it with Christian theology, and only refers to resurrection in
passing. Moreover, Constantine has the same tension in his thought:
his theology is subordinated at this point to accepted philosophy.
Thus he states that it is God who gives us spirit (to the Numidian
bishops,Opt.app.X,p.214.lOf.) and accepts the resurrection of Lazarus
(Oration to Nicaea,Gel.h.e.2.7.15), but makes a division between soul
and body a key part of his Christological apologetic (to the Nicomed-
ians,Op.3,27.4), and in the same context distinguishes between form
and reality in the world along Platonic lines (to Arius,Op.3,34.32).
The views of Constantine and the Orator on the nature of the world,
and Cod's activity in it, are fully consistent.
6. SALVATION
Neither Constantine nor the Orator express a coherent doctrine of
salvation. The Orator does however have particular emphases in partic-
ular contexts on how men come to know God, which can be compared with
ideas in the Constantinian documents.
6.1: The Ministry of Christ
The Orator stresses salvation being given through Christ's ministry
on earth, namely his teaching and miracles, rather than through his
death and resurrection. Cod in Christ gives instructions which bring
eternal life (167.4-11); Christ saves from evil and teaches blessed
doctrine (169.16f.); his miracles convince the non-intellectual (170.
3-7) and form a solid foundation for faith (176.3-6). Constantine's
Oration to Nicaea (Cel.h.e.2.7.14-18) similarly emphasises the efficacy
of Christ's teaching and miracles, although he does not relate them
directly to salvation.
6.2: Moral life
There is distinct evidence in the Oration of the idea that salvat-
ion is given on the basis of right living. The Orator states that
those who pass a life of virtue and obey Cod's commands will go to
heaven (164.15-18,173.27-31), which could refer to religious as well
as moral virtue; but he is less ambiguous in saying that those who




(168.3ff.), and plainly states that God is pleased with right conduct
and judges us on the basis of our actions (189.16-190.3,192.23f.).
The overall context of faith remains, but the Orator is emphasising
the importance of right living within the life of faith in order to
win the approval of God (compare 159.31-160.12). Constantine does not
include such sentiments in his letters, although in writing to Sapor
he does portray God as a just judge (v.C.4.10.2ff.): this is not
surprising given that his concern is to promote right worship in the
context of conflict about ways of serving Cod, and he naturally assumes
that right worship will lead to virtue (e.g.to the Provincials,v.C.
2.48). The Orator has a more apologetic intent, allowing perhaps for
the possibility that virtuous pagans may win the favour of God by
their actions, an apologetic intent reflected in the letter to Sapor.
6.3: Worship and repentance
The opening sentence of the Oration (154.4-9) describes the Passion
as the path of everlasting life for those who worship God. Worshippers
are later said to be the object of God's care (155.24f.), who have
guilt removed by the waters of baptism (184.8f.). The Orator further
makes reference to the saving repentance that leads to true worship
(165.20-166.7), and the neces8ity of seeking after divine things in
order to find eternal life (173.10-14,173.31-174.3). Constantine also
allows the possibility of repentance (e.g.to the African Catholics,
Opt.app.IX,p.213.23ff.); and in his emphasis on right worship as the
law of God he repeatedly acknowledges that God's salvation comes
through right worship (e.g.to the Orientals,v.C.2.24.2;to the Synod of
Arles,Opt.app.V,p.209.8f.). Overall, Constantine and the Orator have
views about salvation which appear to be consistent, but which are
expressed in too fragmentary a fashion to be certain about.
6.4: Eternal de8tiny
The Orator believes in heaven for the souls of the righteous after
judgement (164.15-18,171.2ff.,172.32-5,173.29ff.,184.3ff.,189.10-14,26-
29,192.31f.), and also in eternal punishment for the wicked (164.20ff.,
173.1-7,190.2f.), describing eternal punishment by the classical
motifs of Acheron and the pit of unquenchable fire. Constantine not
only has an equal emphasis on eternal life (e.g.to the Nicomedians,
Op.3,27.5; compare Drries 1954/151), but also, in the two references
in his letters to eternal punishment, uses the same motifs as the




the gulfs of Acheron (to the Provincials,v.C.2.54). The two authors
have the same ideas about eternity.
7. THE CHURCH
The doctrine of the church expressed in the Oration is bound to be
different from that found in the letters of Constantine. The Oration
is an apology delivered to a Christian audience; the letters are con-
cerned largely with upholding the unity of the church in the face of
heresy and schism. There are however features common to both writers.
7.1: Description
The Orator mentions in passing that the church is a holy temple
(155.9ff.), guided by Cod's laws (184.24ff.) for the salvation of all
(155.13f.). The only substantial passage on the church is a rhetorical
address (155.21-4) which compares the church to a captain, a virgin,
and a nurse, caring for truth and producing a river of salvation.
Constantine similarly has no passage on the doctrine of the church: he
refers to the church as the object of unity (e.g.on Easter,v.C.3.18.5;
Oration to Nicaea,Cel.h.e.2.7.39ff.); he defers to the decisions of
bishops and synods as the voice of God (e.g.to the Synod of Arles,Opt.
app.V,p.209.23ff.;to the Alexandrians,Op.3,25.5,8) and makes provision
for church building (e.g.to Eusebius,v.C.2.46), but has no description
of the nature of the church. It is however interesting that he uses
images similar to those of the Orator to describe the church as the
mother of all (Oration to Nicaea,Gel.h.e.2. 7.39) and a ship with its
cargo (to the Antiochenes,v.C.3.60.9). These metaphors are certainly
consistent, and there is nothing in Constantine's references to the
church which conflicts with the sentiments expressed in the Oration.
7.2: Church and world
Constantine regards faith and worship as inextricably entwined
with the prosperity of natural and human life. Right worship brings
prosperity to the state (e.g.to Anullinus,Eus.h.e.1O.7.1;to Aelafius,
Opt.app.III,p.206.13-23) and secures peace in public affairs (e.g.Ora-
tion to Nicaea,Cel.h.e.2.7.40); and because Christianity is the natural
religion, creation recoils from persecution (to the Provincials,v.C.
2.52,56ff.). The Orator likewise links the church and its worship to




would preserve public prosperity (192.25-30), and declares that cre-
ation rejoices in the just judgements of God (191.27-192.1). The
concept that the order of the world depended on right worship was
common in antiquity (e.g.edict of Maximin,Eus.h.e.9.7.8f.) and does
not show common authorship, but does show that the ideas of Constan-
tine and the Orator here are consistent.
8. OTHER CONCEPTUAL PARALLELS
8.1: Testimony
In both the Oration and the letters of Constantine the authors
include references to themselves. There is a remarkable degree of
similarity between these references, all the more remarkable in that
such self-attestation is rare in contemporary authors such as Lactant-
ius and Eusebius. In the Oration, the speaker claims that it is his
particular calling to glorify Christ by his actions past and future
(158.13ff.); ascribes his military victories to the protection of
God's power (175.33-176.4) and piety (187.28ff.); declares that his
service is in faith given through the calling of Cod (192.7-20);
proclaims that his mission is to bring men to the knowledge of Cod
(165.30-166.3), and testifies that he was brought from a belief in
chance to trust in Cod by divine revelation and not by the teaching of
men (166.3-15). Not only is his testimony consistent with what is
known of the history of Constantine, but it also fits together with
the testimony of the letters. In the letter to the Synod of Aries
(Opt.app.V,p.208.23-31) Constantine states that he was originally un-
righteous, but Cod has undeservedly helped him. He describes his
mission from Cod in various ways according to context: the promotion
of true worship (to Ceisus,Opt.app.VII,p.212.9-13), the correction of
others' errors (to the Orientals,v.C.2.31.2), the freeing of humanity
(Oration to Nicaea,Gel.h.e.2.7.38;v.C.3.12.3), the care of the church
(to the Nicomedians,Op.3,27.6), the restoration of heretics (Edict
against the Heretics,v.C.3.65.2), the conversion of barbarians and the
bringing of peace (to the Tyre bishops,Athan.apol.86.lOf.). He has a
strong sense of Cod calling him to his service (to the Orientals,v.C.
2.28f.) -- which may possibly indicate that he was fighting against a
tendency to self-glorification by modestly proclaiming his dependence
upon Cod, a trait also found in the Oration (156.4-7,171.l4ff.,192.
7ff.). Constantine also reveres Cod's power and the way it has streng-
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thened his faith (to the Provincials,v.C.2.55.2), a point put in the
form of indirect testimony in the Oration (175.33ff.,176.3-11). The
evidence of these parallels makes authorship of the Oration by Constan-
tine more likely.
8.2: Persecutors
Pfttisch (1908/82), D&ries (1954/49) and Heim (1978/57f.) have
remarked on the connection between the references to the persecutors
in chapters twenty-four and twenty-five of the Oration and Constan-
tine's statements about Cod punishing persecutors (to the Orientals,
v.C.2.26f.;to the Provincials,v.C.2.49-54;to Sapor,v.C.4.11f.). In
particular, Constantine's knowledge of Diocletian and his wretchedness
(v.C.2.51) is consistent with the Orator's statements in chapter
twenty-five and reinforces the case for common authorship.
8.3: Martyrdom
Dtrries (1954/152,320-1) also noted that martyrdom was an important
concept for both Constantine and the Orator (e.g.to the Orientals,v.C.
2.35f.,40;Or.171.12-19), and suggested that Constantine was impressed
by Christian martyrs under Diocletian. The Orator goes into more
detail than Constantine in discussing the conduct of the martyrs
(e.g.188.7-21), natural in an apologetic work, and Constantine puts
forward the idea that a martyr's reward is proportionate to the degree
of their suffering (to the Orientals,v.C.2.26.1), which is not found
in the Oration; but otherwise their attitudes are similar.
8.4: Paganism
The apologetics of the Oration directed against pagan religion and
philosophy find echoes in the letters of Constantine. Drries (1954/
335,348ff.) held that Constantine's references to paganism and philo-
sophy were similar in tone to those in the Oration, and Kraft (1955/
125; compare Millar 1977/98-101) pointed to Constantine's links with
Hermogenes and Sopater to account for his allusions to philosophy.
There are some differences between Constantine and the Oration however:
thus Constantine attacks pagan cults (to the Orientals,v.C.2.28;to the
Provincials,v.C.2.56,60.2) in a much gentler fashion than the Oration
(especially chs.4,1O); this is a consequence of context rather than a
difference of thinking. Constantine also puts forward an apology for
allowing paganism to remain, saying that virtue was enhanced by the
presence of vice (to the Provirtcials,v.C.2.48.2), which the Orator
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does not have. But they have much else in common: the use of the
teleological argument against polytheism (Or.156.19-157.16;to the Pro-
vincials,v.C.2.58); the mass of men are opposed to the truth (Or.
154.12-15,155.lff.,etc.;to the Provincials,v.C.2.48.2); Christianity
is the original religion of mankind (implicit in Or.154.9-155.4; to
the Provincials,v.C.2.57). Constantine's remarks to Sapor about the
blood of sacrifices, incense, and fire found in pagan religion (v.C.
4.10.1) are paralleled by the Orator's contrast of paganism and Christ-
ianity, where the latter offers bloodless sacrifices without odour or
fire (171.21f.). Constantine's allusions to philosophers' disputes
(to Alexander and Arius,v.C.2.71.2) and Porphyry (Edict against Anus,
Op.3,33.l) do not show that Constantine had as much acquaintance with
philosophy as the author of the Oration, but his high regard for
reason (e.g.to the Provincials,v.C.2.48.1; compare Ddrries 1954/349f.)
coheres with the Orator's similar respect (e.g.157.16f.). There is no
evidence in the Constantinian documents to suggest that Constantine
could not have written the apologetics of the Oration.
8.5: Apollo
Hartmann (1902/32) held against the Constantinian authorship of
the Oration the suggestion that Constantine refers to Apollo's prophe-
cies (to the Provincials,v.C.2.50) in a neutral way while the Orator
condemns the Apollo cult (179.8-14), ignoring Constantine's similar
condemnation of the delusions of the oracles (v.C.2.54). Kurfesa
(1949/169) however thought that the reference to Apollo was in fact an
indication of identity of authorship, since Constantine as a devotee
of Apollo would have known about the Sibyl; and Kraft (1955/13n.1) and
Courcelle (1957) connected the statements about Constantine and Apollo
in Pan.Lat.6.17,21.3ff. with the exegesis of the Fourth Eclogue,
showing a further link between Constantine and the Orator.
8.6: Lightning
The Orator views lightning as the judgement of Cod, on Assyria
(178.14), Diocletian (190.23f.) and the imperial palace (190.30).
Constantine used the image of Christianity appearing as a bolt of
lightning (Oration to Nicaea,Gel.h.e.2.7.1), but also saw lightning as
the expression of divine vengeance (to Sapor,v.C.4.11.2;to Anus,
Op.3,34.8), an idea which possibly underlies the law requiring haruspi-
ces in the case of lightning (Cod.Theod.16.1O.1). There is consistency
of thought here between the two authors.
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8.7: Assyria
The Orator mentions Assyria four times. He holds it up along with
Egypt as an example of the evils of paganism (176.29f.), notes Daniel's
triumph over the tyrant of Assyria (177.23-6) whose empire was des-
troyed by God's judgement (178.13f.), and refers to the destruction of
the Assyrian race which was cause of the faith of God (184.13f.).
There is an apparent illogicality here in rejoicing at the destruction
of the Assyrians while acknowledging their transmission of true faith;
it is preferable to regard tapaCtioç as a mistranslation of an original
Latin word which conveyed the sense of hostility to Cod, which fits in
with the context as well as being consistent with the Orator's other
statements about the Assyrians) 1
 Furthermore, not only did Constan-
tine have some respect for Daniel, putting up a large statue of him in
Constantinople (v.C.3.49), but he also referred to Assyria in a fashion
remarkably similar to the Orator (Oration to Nicaea,Gel.h.e.2.7.25),
speaking of the Assyrians as God's enemies who convinced all the other
nations of their beliefs concerning God. Constantine and the Orator
shared a belief that the Assyrians were particularly opposed to God
and had an effect on the religion of mankind at large.
9. USE OF SOURCES
As well as a comparison of verbal and conceptual parallels in the
Oration and the Constantinian documents, it is necessary to compare
their use of sources.
9.1: Bible
Writers on the Oration have noted the author's loose use of the
Bible. Heikel (1902/xciii) in particular looked at the differences
between the Bible and the Orator's version of it, and thought that
this excluded Constantine as the author on the a priori assumption
that he would have used his advisers to correct his statements; he did
later however (1911/18) give parallels in Hippolytus and Gregory
Thaumaturgus for the association of Noah's dove with Jesus' baptism
(168.27f.). Harnack (1904/117) held that the inaccuracy of the Oration
precluded a high cleric from being its author. PfUttisch (1908/68f.)
saw a difference between the first and second halves of the Oration in
their use of the Bible as part of his thesis of a reviser being respon-
sible for the first half; but Rauschen (1910/70) pointed out that the




(158.2Off.,172.14-23) compared to the commentary on Virgil (183.22-
184.3) did not preclude the Oration being the work of one author,
especially one so indisciplined in his use of sources. PfYttisch
(1908/14) and Kurfess (1949/173n.13) tried to explain the doublet of
Daniel being thrown to the lions twice (178.6-13,178.21-179.3) as
either intended to show Daniel suffering first as an example to the
three young men, or else as being caused by the interpolation of a
marginal note on the three men into the text. Neither of these ideas
explains away the problems in this passage, and it is preferable to
accept with Ddrries (1954/134f.) that the Bible is used loosely in the
Oration, with a naive exegesis which does not look for deeper meanings
or attempt to deal with problems, and a memory for scripture which is
amenable to change. The Orator does not quote the Bible -- the closest
he comes to it is in an elliptic reference to the saying of Jesus in
Matthew 26.52 directed against violence (175.18- 22) -- but uses
background material from it to elucidate his own accounts of creation
(ch.5,and 172.14-23), Moses and Daniel (chs.16f.), and the birth and
ministry of Jesus (168.27-169.14,170.7-12,174.10- 175.11). How does
this compare with Constantine?
Wendland (1902/231), Heikel (1911/22) and PfttIsch (1908/110)
held that Constantine exhibited little acquaintance with the Bible in
his letters, and probably used his advisers for biblical material.
Lietzmann (1953/160) thought that Constantine used the Bible subject
to his own conceptions, as in the account of Jesus raising Lazarus
with a staff (Oration to Nicaea,Gel.h.e.2.7.15), which he suggested
came from a picture which Constantine had seen, but which Kraft (1955/
112n.3) ascribed to Gnostic influence. Pfflttisch (1908/13) thought
that Constantine's lack of biblical knowledge supported the case for
him being the author of the Oration, whereas Hanson (1973/506) thought
that the Orator used the Bible too often for him to have been Constan-
tine. Ddrries (1954/299-302) analysed Constantine's use of the Bible
and concluded that it was similar to that of the Orator, although
Constantine had little occasion in his letters to refer to the Bible.
Constantine sees the Bible as God's inspired law (e.g.to Alexander
and Arius,v.C.2.69.1;to the Alexandrians,Op.3,25.4) and the source of
truth in disputes within the church (Oration to Nicaea,Gel.h.e.2.7.41),
showing that he had at least some acquaintance with it. He refers
indirectly to the words of scripture in a similar way to the Orator:
his defence against the Donatists came from Romans 12.19 (to the




app.X,p.215.lf.), and his doctrine of Father and Son made implicit
reference to Matthew 11.27 (to Ariu8,Op.3,34.14). He also uses what
appear to be direct quotations, but with inaccuracies or taken from
unknown versions, showing a loose use of the words in the text (to the
Numidlan bishops,Opt.app.X,p.214.2Off.;to Arius,Op.3,34.2f.). He is
dependent on the Bible for longer passages in two documents: the
letter to the Palestinian bishops (v.C.3.53) draws straightforwardly
from Genesis 18 for its account of the revelation to Abraham at Mamre;
but in the Oration to Nicaea (Gel.h.e.2.7.13-18,35f.) he writes more
like the Orator in the way in which he entwines biblical material with
his own ideas, e.g.in the rod raising Lazarus, the unbiblical language
of the account of the walking on the water, and the metaphor of the
flower of disobedience being included in the account of the Fall. The
fact that it is in an oration that Constantine exhibits the clearest
parallels to the Orator's use of the Bible reinforces the view that
the two authors are the same.
9.2: Non-biblical sources
The Orator expounds the ideas of Plato at length in chapter nine,
whereas Constantine does not refer specifically to Plato or his doct-
rines (so Hartmann 1902/32;Baynes 1931/56). The superficial nature of
the Orator's commentary, and the lack of a context in the letters for
making reference to Plato, suggest however that this is not a necessary
inconsistency. The Orator also quotes the Sibyl and Virgil at length,
as well as mentioning Cicero in his argument for the genuineness of
the acrostic (181.6ff.). Constantine does not quote Virgil or name
Cicero; but he does quote from the Sibyl in his letter against Anus
(Op.3,34.19), using a version substantially different from the trans-
mitted text, suggesting either a re-translation from Latin or else a
free rendering from memory. Moreover, he not only refers periphrasti-
cally to Homer and Virgil in his letter to Optatianus Porfynius (p.39),
but he also quotes a Latin proverb found in Cicero (to the Numidian
bishops,Opt.app.X,p.214.18f. ;Cicero,de senectute 3.7), who may have
been his source; and the reference to Acheron in the letter to the
Provincials (v.C.2.54) could be drawn from Virgil (e.g.Aeneid 6.295)
rather than Plato. Context is again important here: the fact that
Constantine does not make as much use of sources as the Orator, while
using them occasionally, does not exclude him from writing an oration
with a substantial argument based on the Sibyl or Virgil. On the




once, as opposed for example to the more systematic use of sources by
Lactantius, shows that he could use specific sources when they were to
hand, but that he was not in the habit of butressing his arguments
with continual appeals to classical authority -- a picture which is
entirely consistent with the Orator's use of sources.
10. CONCLUSION
This chapter began by acknowledging the limitations inherent in
comparing the Oration with the Constantinian documents. The question
as to whether one author could have been responsible for writing both
the Oration and the letters of Constantine can be answered in the
affirmative. Similarities of words, themes, and names used for Cod
allow for common authorship, and differences can be accounted for by
divergencies of translation and context. The doctrines of the authors
regarding Cod, Christ, the world, salvation, and the church are simi-
lar; and there are other idea8 which they have in common, as well as a
similar approach to sources. There is nothing which proves that the
Orator and Constantine cannot be the same person, nor is there need to
suppose that a literary adviser reworked Constantine's original draft.
There are also parallels which are best explained by common authorship:
in particular the use of tripeCa ,	 pouC, and apt6ç, the themes of
healing and light, names used for the Son of Cod, the use of itp&01a,
and the testimony of the authors, are evidence for common authorship.
A consideration of the historical evidence for the setting of the
Oration offers the opportunity of showing whether or not this identif i-
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The Oration does not contain only theological apologetic. Part of
its author's case for the truth of Christianity is the argument that
its superior power is shown in the events of the present day. The
deaths of the persecutors and the victories of Constantine bear witness
to the truth of the gospel. But the Orator's use of history brings
with it the problem of fitting the document into a historically coher-
ent context, and raises the question of whether Constantine was capa-
ble, not only of writing an oration in this form, but also of writing
the apparently obscure allusions to contemporary history which it con-
tains. Heikel (1902/xcviii) highlighted the problem by his observation
that it was strange that an imperial oration should show such a poor
knowledge of the emperor and of history. Does what we know of Const-
tine's history allow him to be the author of the Oration? Do the
historical references in the Oration exhibit confusion and not fit
into what is known of the history of the Constantinian period? If
not, when could the Oration have been delivered?
In order to answer these questions, the chapter is divided into
four sections. The first is concerned with whether Constantine's
background and imperial practice allow him to be the author of such an
oration; the second analyses the Orator's historical allusions; the
third looks at the external history of the Oration as a document; and
the final section draws these together to see whether it is possible
to give the Oration a specific historical setting.
2. THE HISTORY OF CONSTANTINE
2.1: Education
Prior to his accession to the purple in York in July 306 while in
his early thirties, Constantine had spent some years at the court of
Diocletian; before then he presumably received an upbringing befitting
the son of a high imperial official (see Barnes 1981/3;1982/39f.).
Some opponents of the Constantinian authorship of the Oration (e.g.
Rossignol 1845/vif.;Heikel 1902/xcvii) thought that Constantine could
not have written the Oration because he neither knew Greek nor had the
education or ability. But Mancini (1894/98) pointed out that Constan-
tine would have learnt Creek while he was at Nicomedia, if not before.
Moreover, the fact that Constantius was a patron of literature and
rhetoric sugge8ts that his son would have received a good classical as
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well as military education (compare Marrou 1956/309f.), which would
have included a grounding in rhetoric and classical literature, especi-
ally Virgil (compare Jones 1973/1003;Marrou 1956/252). Constantine's
literary concern is attested (see Dtrries 1954/147): his letter to
Optatianus shows his awareness of poetry; the appointment of Lactan-
tius as the tutor to Crispus suggests some concern for good education
(compare Barnes 1981/74); and he supported the scholarly work of his
secretaries (see Cod.Theod.6.36.1). Also, Eusebius portrays him as
particularly concerned with matters of doctrine and philosophy (v.C.
4.29,33ff.;compare Jones 1973/84;Millar 1977/205). The implication of
these statements is that Constantine was an educated man, although the
extent of his education is unknown (compare Barnes 1981/ 74); he could
have been responsible for the thoughts in the Oration, and the exposit-
ion of Virgil could have been his idea. The Orator acknowledges
(155.30-156.2) his status as an amateur theologian, and shows himself
subsequently to be an amateur philosopher, both being consistent with
what we know of Constantine.
2.2: Language and composition
The idea put forward in chapter V that the Oration was composed in
Latin and delivered in Creek fits with the fact that Constantine knew
Creek well enough to use it in official conversations at Nicaea (v.C.
3.13), but preferred to think in Latin (v.C.3.13,4.35). Millar (1977/
98-101) points out that Constantine had learned and able men at court,
who could have advised him on composing orations, and also (pp.2O4,
226) that like Augustus he would have needed help to translate a
speech because of the higher standard of Greek required in rhetoric,
which a Latin emperor who knew Greek would find it difficult to attain.
Although Millar (pp.204f.,219ff.) acknowledges that emperors normally
used secretarial help to some degree in composing letters, he also
points out that Constantine could write his own letters, and apparently
did write his own speeches. It is impossible to prove that Constantine
wrote the original draft of the Oration with no assistance; it is
reasonable however to assert that the finished draft represented his
own ideas, and that the translation of the Oration was a technical and
relatively literal one within the confines of the requirements of
rhetorical style, and not a substantive re-writing. The hypothesis of
Pfflttisch (1908/66ff.) that a reviser is required to explain the form




in the form in which we now possess It, then it can be said to be as
fully the work of Constantine as are his letters.
2.3: Testimony
There are three points where the Orator refers to his own partic-
ular experience. Do these fit with the experiences of Constantine?
2.3.1: God's revelation (166.7-15) Kurfess (1930a/123) saw this as a
reference to Constantine's conversion, which he held to have happened
only a few months before the Oration was delivered (in 313). Dirries
(1954/242ff.) translates this section to mean that Constantine was
given God's revelation from earliest youth, and associates it with
Constantine's sense of calling as found in his letters, not with his
conversion. Barnes (1981/325n.148) interprets it like Kurfess as a
reference to conversion In the prime of life, interpreting et' itou as
siquidem. It is very tempting to identify this revelation with the
'conversion experience' of 312, but the passage is too general and
ambiguous to support this. The Orator may be giving an apology for
not having been an avowed supporter of Christianity until the prime of
life; but he may also be assuring his hearers that there is no bar to
mature pagans giving their allegiance to the faith. The unclarity of
the Greek means that no certain conclusion can be drawn as to whether
the Orator regarded himself as a late convert to Christianity; and
there is no definite content given to the revelation, when a direct
reference to the vision of the cross would surely have been less
obscure. The fact that Constantine does not refer to this vision in
his letters suggests that it was rather less important for him than it
has been for us; the ambiguous testimony here fits better with the
view that in 312 Constantine made explicit his implicit Christianity,
than with the view that the vision of the cross marked a major turning
point in Constantine's religious development (compare v.C.1.28.1).
2.3.2: Palace fire (190.24-9) The Orator claims to have been an eye-
witness of a fire at Nicomedia under Diocletian, which destroyed part
of the palace and which was caused by lightning sent by God as aid to
the righteous. This detail could have been taken by a later forger
from Lactantius or Eusebius, although the ascription of the fire to
lightning rather than Galerius suggests an independent account (see
above 111.4.5). Its fits very well however with the history of Con-




place (so Barnes 1981/24), and could well have been at the palace
along with Diocletian and Galerius.
2.3.3: Memphis and Babylon (176.30-177.6) After inveighing against
human sacrifice, represented in the practices of Assyria and Egypt,
the Orator goes on to speak of the befitting judgement on those nations
which he had seen in the ruins of Memphis and Babylon. Fabbri (1930/
231f.) pointed out how unlikely it would be for a forger to have
invented such a detail; Heikel (1911/25) described it as a fiction
attributable to the mention of the Assyrians in the Oration to Nicaea
(Gel.h.e.2.7.25). PfUttisch (1908/17) thought that Constantine must
have gone to Egypt with Diocletian in 296, and with Galerius against
the Persians in 297: he pointed out that Ainmianus Marcellinus (Hist.
22.14.16) said that Memphis was populated, not a waste, but thought
that Constantine must have been exaggerating, or that there was an
incorrect translation. Drseke (1908/1341f.) referred to Strabo
(Geog.17.1.32) al8o calling Memphis a large city, and thought that a
forger must have been responsible. Hanson (1973/505f.) said that
insufficient was known about the history of the period to be sure
whether or not Constantine could have visited Memphis and Babylon, but
that it seemed very improbable. Barnes (1982/41f.) used this passage
as evidence for Constantine going with Galerius to Mesopotamia in
298/9; he also argued (p.41n.59) that the Orator described first the
ruin of Memphis by Moses (177.5-23) and then the ruin of Babylon under
Daniel, though the city is not mentioned by name (177.23-179.3).
Barnes' interpretation of the Oration does not however accord with its
contents: the Orator is thinking generally of Cod's victory over
Egyptian and Assyrian religion, but focuses on Moses and Daniel, not
the ruin of the two cities. Barnes does not explain the apparently
unhistoric reference to a ruined Memphis.
As far as the historicity of this account is concerned, It must be
admitted that no certain conclusions can be drawn. But it Is possible
for Constantine to have seen Memphis and Babylon while campaigning
with Diocletian and Galerius (compare Barnes 1981/17f.). Also, the
Orator may be contrasting Memphis as the capital of the Pharaohs which
was punished by Cod with the shrunken, though still populated, town of
his own day (compare Smith 1857/art.'Memphls'); and there may be some
obscurity of translation.' Constantine could have written these




or expression. The historical testimony of the Orator is consistent
with him being identified as Constantine.
3. HISTORICAL ALLUSIONS
3.1: Suggestions
In chapter twenty-two the Orator refers to the success of Christi-
anity against pagan per8ecution, and mention8 r
	 Xtftr ,tc5Xiç (188.2)
which chose an unworthy ruler who was soon punished, as well as saying
that some of those at Rome rejoiced in the persecution (188.lOf.). In
chapter twenty-five he refers to persecution under Diocletian and then
speaks of his army being destroyed after coming under the rule of an
usurper, when i' 3iyXri ir6XLç was freed (191.24-7); and in chapter
twenty-six he mentions battles and a war which men have seen was won
by God's providence (192.18ff.). There has been much discussion on
the question of how these allusions are to be interpreted. Heikel
(1902/xciv,cf.;1911/44), followed by Hanson (1973/505) thought that a
forger had confused Maxentius, Maximin and Licinius from Eusebius'
h.e. and v.C.; chapter twenty-two referred to Maxentius in the first
part and Maximin (following the chapter-heading) in the second, and in
chapter twenty-five it was Maxentius who was cruel and caused civil
war, not Diocletian. Pfttisch (1908/15f.) disagreed with the idea of
forgery, and thought that in both chapters Maxentius had been run
together with another emperor -- Maximin and then Diocletian -- but
that his overthrow was the main concern of the Orator. Schwartz
(1908/3099) accepted that chapter twenty-two referred to Maximin, but
thought that Licinius rather than Maxentius could be spoken of there
and in chapter twenty-five, as part of his view that the Oration was
written after Nicaea; he explained the destruction of Diocletian's
army by the fact that it passed to Severus and Galerius. Kurfess
(1919-20/80;1930/121) also thought that the first part of chapter
twenty-two must refer to Maxentius, whose name was deleted out of a
desire not to offend the Romans to whom Constantine was speaking, and
that the references to Maximin's persecution in the rest of the chapter
showed that he was still alive, contributing to his case that the





It has been left to Barnes (1976a) to challenge the common interp-
retation of chapter twenty-two as referring to Maxentius (or Licinius)
and Maximin. He amended the chapter-heading from Maximin to Maximian
(i.e.Galerius), following the similar error in the heading of v.C.1.47
(p.5.4). The whole of chapter twenty-two then refers to Galerius,
apart from the allusion to Rome (188.10ff.) which ha8 crept in from
the history of Maxentius. The city referred to at the beginning of
chapter twenty-two is Serdica, where Galerius died shortly after
taking up residence. Chapter twenty-five does not refer to Galerius,
since he has been mentioned already: the destruction of Diocletian's
army applies to the defeat of Licinius in 316/7, and the city whose
people were then liberated (191.26f.,192.1-6,l8ff.) is Serdica, where
Constantine is delivering the Oration.
This solution appears to be fairly neat, but begins to come apart
under closer inspection. The emendation of the chapter-heading is in
theory possible; but the heading is in two parts, first giving notice
of the emperor's thanks to Christ, and then announcing the condemnation
of the persecutor Maximi(a)n. The other chapter-headings in the
Oration summarise the contents of the chapters they are attached to,
with the exception of chapter twenty-five which refers to Diocletian
alone -- perhaps indicating the editor's confusion about who is refer-
red to in the rest of the chapter. The natural inference from the
heading of chapter twenty-two is that Maximi(a)n is spoken of in the
second part of the chapter, and the subject of the first part is not
identified. To identify the city as one where Maximian (Galerius)
ruled is thus not justified. Nor does Barnes explain why or how an
allusion to Rome crept in; there is no reason at all to allude to Rome
or Maxentius if Galerius is the subject of the chapter. The identif 1-
cation of the city is itself difficult: if it is Serdica, where Galer-
ius took up residence perhaps in 303 (compare Barnes 1976a/422), then
his death in 311 is hard to reconcile with the statement that his
punishment followed p)(pjja (188.3f.) on his acceptance there. 2 A
reference to Galerius would surely have made more plain the awfulness
of his death and its testimony to God's judgement. The references to
liberation need not apply to one particular city: they were common-
places of propaganda for every victor (compare Barnes 1981/287n.21;CIL
VIII. 7005(Constantine) ,XI.6669(Julian)). If Constantine was speaking
in 323 or 324 rather than in 317 (so Barnes 1981/323n.115) then the




falls. It is not surprising that Barnes has become less confident in
the veracity of his case (1982/69n.99).
3.3: Resolution
A clearer understanding of these historical allusions is attained
by a closer examination of the text. The question of identifying the
city and ruler at the beginning of chapter twenty-two is made harder
by the use of rcapapfia: if it means that the ruler was convicted
quickly after his assumption of power, then it can apply only to minor
usurpers; Maxentius, Galerius and Licinius held power for some years.
The context however suggests that Constantine is speaking in a city
which had seen his victory while unfortunately being on the losing
side, and he introduces this allusion to explain how a once hostile
city could now praise God for his victory. lLapaXpFilAcX is either an
unusual translation meaning 'presently' and refers to events which
have only recently happened; or it bears its usual sense of 'immediate-
ly', referring to the speed with which the ruler was convicted and
removed after Constantine's victory, rather than to the swift overthrow
of an usurper. The context also implies that the ruler was not primar-
ily a persecutor: Constantine proceeds in his address to Piety to
refer in great detail to persecution, but skirts round the fate of the
ruler. It is thus unlikely to be Galerius or Maximin: it could be
Maxentius, who did not persecute (compare e.g.Kraft 1955/17), but it
is extremely unlikely that Constantine delivered this oration in Rome;
it is more likely to have been Licinius (compare S.Mazzarino in Barnes
1981/325n.144), whose persecution was not severe (compare Barnes
1981/71), and to whom Constantine was referring while speaking in a
great city, probably Nicomedia. The speed of Licinius' condemnation
is a reference to his swift exile after his surrender; the Orator
shies away from the details of what happened, possibly because Constan-
tine wanted to avoid mentioning the painful necessity for the unoffic-
ial execution of his rival. The events are thus glossed over because
they took place only recently.
What then of the persecutor In the second part of chapter twenty-
two? The key to understanding this is the reference to persecution
Ortô tupvvwv (188.9). There Is no particular link between the perse-
cutors and the ruler in chapter twenty-two as Barnes maintained;
rather, In the second part of the chapter, the Orator adds to his
proofs of God's power from prophecy and military victory the testimony
of the power of the martyrs. The reference to persecution is both
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general and particular: the tyrants are attacked as if one man (188.21-
33), who is a general representation of the persecuting rulers rather
than a specific individual; 3
 the actual description of a field of
persecution (188.10-21) is drawn from Constantine's memory of an event
at Rome while he was there with Diocletian at the end of 303 (compare
Barnes 1981/25). The name of Maximin was put into the chapter-heading
because the editor wanted to identify the man whom the Orator was
attacking, and Maximin was the last emperor to have violently perse-
cuted the Christians in the East. The name is the interpretation of
the editor, who pardonably misunderstood the argument of the Orator,
and is not a mistake which should be amended. The mention of the city
of Rome is intended to identify the place where this particular event
took place, and is not an allusion to Maxentius: it might also have
been intended to be a favourable contrast between the old imperial
city and the emperor's eastern capital. This assessment of chapter
twenty-two agrees with the text as it stands and puts it firmly into a
Constantinian context.
As for chapters twenty-five and twenty-six, the reference to
battles and victory is to Constantine's final victory over Licinius in
324. Diocletian's army was that of the East, which Licinius control-
led; the charge that he seized the rule of the empire by force was Con-
stantinian propaganda to excuse the attack of 324; the liberation of
the great city is again a reference to the place where the Orator is
speaking; and the destruction of the army itoXXoç xat itavto6aitot
itoX4io	 (191.27) applies well to the land and sea engagements of the
final campaign against Licinius (compare Barnes 1981/76f.). The
questions surrounding the historical allusions in the Oration can be
solved satisfactorily by dating the writing of the Oration after the
battle of Chrysopolis.
4. DOCUMENTARY HISTORY
As well as considering how the contents of the Oration fit into
their historical context, it is necessary to consider three aspects of
the history of the document: the question of its relationship to the
v.C.; the chapter-headings; and the titles of Constantine and the work
itself.
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4.1: The Oration and the v.C.
Eusebius (v.C.4.32) promised to annex an oration to his encomium
of Constantine: and all the MSS of the v.C. (so Wendland 1902/229;
compare Winkelmann l975/ix-xvi) contain it. Heikel (1902/xci,cii)
used as an argument against the genuineness of the Oration the fact
that Photius in the ninth century knew of only four books in the v.C.
and no appendix. The Oration is referred to as the fifth book of the
v.C. in the title of the chapter-headings in the MSS V and M (tenth
and twelfth centuries) and then in the fourteenth century by Nicephorus
Callistus and MS C (so Winkelmann 1975/xv,xxxi); this suggests that it
was seen by other writers either as an appendix to the v.C., or else
as the work of Constantine and not Eusebius (compare Wendland 1902/
229). The tradition that it was the fifth book of the v.C. may have
arisen from the provision of chapter-headings (compare PfUttisch 1908/
hf.); that it was not important until a later period may be surmised
from the fact that at the end of the chapter-headings V has X5yoç c in
the margin while M has X&yoç itpto (Heikel 1902/153). As Wendland
(19O2/229f.,232) pointed out, the evidence suggests that the Oration
was joined to the v.C. in the uncial archetype of the MSS, with a
Eusebian type of chapter-heading, and that Eusebius only had to do the
job of a librarian in joining it on. The separation in some MSS of
the letter to the Orientals (v.C.2.24-42; see examples in Heikel 1902/
xiiif.) is further evidence that Constantinian material could circulate
in association with the Eusebian corpus without being assimilated as
Eusebian. The genuineness of the v.C. itself has been doubted because
of its omission from Jerome's list of Eusebius' works in vir.ill.81,
but as has been shown (Winkelmann 1961) this list is incomplete; and
acceptance of the genuineness of the v.C. (see Winkelmann 1962;Wallace-
Hadrill 1960/45ff.) suggests that the Oration can be accepted as
genuinely that joined on in the Eusebian period, rather than a later
forgery.
Barnes (1981/271) thought that Eusebius appended the Oration in
order to support his own theological views. This however begs the
question as to whether it was Eusebius or 'his posthumous editor' who
appended it. The possibility that the laus was added by an editor who
muddled up one of Eusebius' speeches (so Barnes 1981/271) shows that
some caution is needed. Even if it is assumed that the Oration we
possess is the particular one chosen by Eusebius, as the title in
v.C.4.32 suggests, the reasons for his choice are not known: he says
only that he is giving an example of Constantine's work, which may
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have been the only oration available to him rather than a carefully
selected specimen from a number of possibilities.
4.2: Chapter-headings
Heikel (1902/ciii) said that the chapter-headings of the v.C., and
therefore the Oration, were not Eusebian but the work of a later Byzan-
tine author. Schwartz (1909/1427) argued that the tradition of number-
ing the Oration as the fifth book of the v.C. showed that the chapter-
headings were the work of Eusebius, who treated the Oration in the
same way as his own work. Winkelmann (1975/xlviiff.) reconciled the
argument by regarding the chapter-headings as having been added shortly
after Eusebius' death. Barnes (1976a/418-21) accepted this as part of
his justification for amending Maximin to Maximian in the heading of
chapter twenty-two, since the heading was written by a contemporary of
Eusebius who knew of the events described, and simply made a slip of
the pen.
Winkelmann's conclusion is however open to a different interpre-
tation: that the author of the chapter-headings of the Oration, being
neither Constantine nor the historically learned Eusebius, simply did
not know to whom chapter twenty-two referred, and made a reasonable
guess (see above 3.3). The heading thus cannot be amended to produce
Barnes' desired result. This interpretation is encouraged by the
contents of the other headings to the Oration, which are not particu-
larly faithful to the exact wording and content of the chapters which
they describe. For example, the heading of chapter one (151.2ff.)
mentions 6 too ecoo X&yoç, when the Logos is not mentioned in the
chapter, and similarly in chapter three (151.7ff.); the heading to
chapter five (151.11f.) calls Christ 6 toO 6oO u6ç, when the chapter
does not refer to the Son, and in any case the Orator uses ,taiç of the
Son (see above VI.3.2.1); the headings of chapters eleven and eighteen
(152.3f.,l9ff.) call Christ cl5pLoç, which the Orator does not; and
chapter nineteen refers to 'Maro' while the heading (152.25) has
'Virgil'. This strengthens the impression that the Oration was joined
on to the v.C. and then one person gave them both chapter-headings,
allowing them to be seen erroneously as part of the same work. Unlike
the v.C. however, the headings in the Oration do not supply information
lacking in the text (compare Winkelmann 1975/xlviif.), but are attempts
to summarise the contents of the chapters in the editor's own words.
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4.3: Titles
4.3.1: The Oration Heikel (1902/xci) noted that the title given to
the Oration in the MSS VJMA was t tJ &yCwv GUXX&yq, but the title in
v.C.4.32 was toi3...ouXX&you in VAB, while JN had the dative form.
Pflittisch (1908/12f.) suggested that Eusebius' construction dictated a
genitive, even though the construction is exactly the same as in the
title at the beginning of the Oration. Winkelmann however(1975/132.14)
put the dative form into the text of the v.C., and noted elsewhere
(p.x) that V made small errors; it is noteworthy that V again replaces
a dative by a genitive in the words following the title in v.C.4.32
(p.132.14f.). There is neither evidence nor need for Heikel to resort
to circuitous explanations of how this difference arose: it is due to
a copying mistake.
There is a further aspect to the form of the title however.
Barnes (1976a/417) thought that Eusebius was responsible for the main
title, and that Constantine or his copyists affixed the short title
preserved only in V (154.1). It is noteworthy that Constantine in his
letters never uses &1 LOL to mean 'the saints', while Eusebius does
(e.g.v.C.2.61,p.72.27); further, Eusebius does not use cBiXXoyoç in the
v.C., and Constantine only uses it once In his letters, when speaking
of the assemblies of Athanasius' opponents (to the Catholic Alexand-
rians,Athan.apol.62.3,p.142.7). The title of the Oration represents
an exceptional usage for both Constantine and Eusebius, although not
an Impossible one, and it is more likely to have been a title affixed
in chancellery to denote which of the emperor's orations this was.
The second short title in V is not the original title, but was added
by the copyist in the same way as he added his own titles to Constan-
tine's letters in the v.C. (compare Winkelmann l975/ix).
4.3.2: The emperor This conclusion is significant because of its
implications for the debate about the imperial title in the Oration.
Heikel (1902/xci) followed by Hanson (1973/506) thought that the
genuineness of the Oration was impugned by the short title Kwvcrrcivtvoç
EE3aGtc5 (154.1): a genuinely Constantinian document should have had
the full title NLxfltç KwvcrravtCvoç yicroç E ao-r&. Pflittisch
(1908/13) thought that this showed the genuineness of the Oration,
since a forger would have used the full title, and he pointed to other
examples of the short title in Constantine's works. Barnes (1976a1417)
argued that because Constantine took the title NLirtrS c after defeating
Licinius in 324 (v.C.2.19), and it then became standard in the imperial
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title, the short title of the Oration showed that it was written
before autumn 324. He explained the exception to the rule of imperial
titles in the v.C., the short title in the post-Nicene letter on
Easter (3.17,p.89.l7), by arguing that V was correct to have the
longer title, which had dropped out in all the other witnesses to the
text.
This is not very convincing. It is more likely that V is incorrect
in trying to harmonise the titles of the letters after Nicaea. More-
over, as Pfttisch (1908/13) shows, there is not such a clear picture
of imperial titulature as Barnes implies. It is true that Victor/
NLxryrrç is standard after 324, but there are exceptions. Not only
does the letter on Ea8ter have the short title, but so do the letters
to the Alexandrians (Op.3,25,p.52.l) and the Nicomedians (Op.3,27,p.
58.1), while the contemporary letter to Theodotus (Op.3,28,p.63.l) has
NLxrTr. The letter to the Catholic Alexandrians (Athan.apol.61.1,p.
141.4) has the title Kwvotctvtivoç MyLOTO EeI3ao6c, without NLirrrr,
as does the letter to John Archaph (Athan.apol.70.2,p.148.13). The
letter to Anus (Op.3,34,p.69.l) has the short title, as does the
Introduction to the Oration to Nicaea (Gel.h.e.2.7.1,p.46.5). The
full and short titles thus appear in letters to churches, bishops, and
individuals; there is no consistent pattern to the use of the short
title. It does not guarantee that a letter or oration is pre-Nicene.
Further, the use of the short title by Gelasius shows that a later
editor could apply It to Constantine; the conclusion reached above
that the short title of Constantine in V is not original is consistent
with this. The Oration then began with no 'official' title for Const-
antine at all, but was filed under the heading BaoiXwç KwvGwvtCvou
X&yoç. The short title was used by the copyist of V because the
Oration was not an official Imperial document, and he did not know its
date; it does not show that the Oration is pre-Nicene.
5. TIME AND PLACE
There have been five approaches to the question of the date and
setting of the Oration.
5.1: Pfttisch and Rist
Pfttisch (1908) argued that the Oration contained a Constantinian
kernel with the overlay of a Greek reviser, which would mean that it




pre-Nicene (so 1908/106f.;1913a/98;1913b/xx), and its kernel as a
Constantinian sermon delivered on a Good Friday (so 1913b/xvii). Rist
(1981/157f.) thought that Constantine did give the speech at some
time, although its philosophical content was ghosted, and like Pft-
tisch agreed on theological grounds that it was pre-Nicene: it had no
reference to AooOoç, two oOcCa, and an Arian subordinationism. As
the previous chapter has argued however (especially VI.3.2.2), the
Orator's theology is consistent with that of the post-Nicene Constan-
tine; it cannot be dated as pre-Nicene on theological grounds except
by giving an anachronistic importance to Nicaea. The vocabulary and
theology of the Oration cannot provide a sure basis for its dating.
5.2: Schwartz
In his review of Pfttisch's book, Schwartz (1908/3099) pointed
out the weakness of Pftt1sch's argument for an early dating from the
logos-theology of the letter to Anus, and said that his idea of
Constantine writing in Rome was incorrect because of the way in which
that city was spoken about. He held that the Orator's high view of
monarchy and its 'Oriental' theology meant it was written after the
victory over Licinius, and that the reference to warm springs (161.24-
28) applied to the baths of Drepane in Bithynia (compare v.C.4.61).
But the latter reference is to springs at Con8tantinople, and in any
case hot springs were not confined to one area; the stress on monarchy
in chapter three of the Oration is theological and apologetic, not
Oriental and despotic. Schwartz's argument is not compelling, partic-
ularly in that he does not specify any particular setting.
5.3: Kurfess
After analysing Pfttisch's parallels between the Oration and
Plato, Kurfess (1919-20/80f.) concluded that the Oration was pre-Nicene
and that the historical allusions to Maxentius and Maximin showed that
it was delivered in Rome at Easter 313, with the translation we now
possess being made for the benefit of Christians in the East, possibly
at Nicomedla. He restated this conclusion in later articles (1930a/
121,1948/358;1950/165) but did not develop it. Dtirrles (1954/132f.)
accepted that the Oration was given on Good Friday, and halfheartedly
accepted the identification of 'the great city' in chapter twenty-two
with Rome, while pointing out the problem that there was no record of
Constantine visiting Rome at Easter in 313 or any other year. Apart
from this objection, the view that chapter twenty-two refers to Maxen-
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tius and Maximin has been criticised above (3.3); and Kurfess does not
explain how his newly-converted Constantine could have been so fluent
about the faith, nor why he should send his oration into Licinius'
territory.
5.4: Piganiol
Further criticisms of Kurfess were set out by Piganiol (1932/
370ff.): Rome had been delivered from an usurper, not a persecutor,
and Constantine would have alluded in 313 to his ally Licinius and to
Maximin's offensive against him. Piganiol concluded that the Oration
was delivered in 323, when Maxentius (in chapter twenty-two) could be
slandered as the enemy of the Christians; Constantine was more theolog-
ically aware in 323, and wanted to win over the Christians under
Licinius, and so produced the Oration in Thessalonica at Easter 323 to
support his cause. It is however unlikely that Maxentius is the
subject of chapter twenty-two; and the view that Constantine wanted to
win over Eastern Christians suffers from the defect that it assumes
rather than proves that the Oration was special, translated into Greek
for use as Constantinian propaganda: not only does Eusebius in no way
imply that he is using a particularly important oration, but also the
case developed above (V.5.3) for the Oration being delivered in Greek
and not Latin means that, rather than being of particular propaganda
importance, it is one of many orations, as Eusebius implies (v.C.4.32).
5.5: Barnes
Noting that Piganiol incorrectly identified the tyrant of chapter
twenty-two with Maxentius, Barnes (1976a) argued from chapter-headings
and titles in the Oration that it was pre-Nicene, and by identifying
the tyrant with Galerius and Constantine's rival with Licinius put the
Oration into the context of Easter 317-24, delivered in a city in
which Galerius had resided. He used a fragment attributed to Constan-
tine by Petrus Patricius, 'H ii' 'P.iri Eapôii.0 crriv (MUller 1868/199),
to argue that the city must be Serdica and the year 317 or possibly
320. However, the fragment he uses has no context: as Kraft (1955/66)
pointed out, it does not show that Constantine was anti-Roman; it
could simply mean that Serdica was fulfilling the governing function
of Rome at that time, not that he had a special love for the place.
Barnes presumably recognised the weakness of this argument in his
later work (1981/323n.115), placing the Oration in 321-4 in either




in chapter twenty-five, and later (1982/69n.99) abandoned his earlier
certainty that the context of the Oration could be identified at all.
The arguments above (4.2-3) show that his reasons for a pre-Nicene
dating are not sound.
5.6: Resolution
The Oration was delivered in Creek to an audience of Christians at
Easter. The audience contained bishops and laity (154.5f.,155.21-5,
155.30-156.2); it was not a 5voôo but a c5XXoyoç. The reference to
the Passion (154.5) is to Easter as a whole rather than to Good Friday
(see above VI.4.5-6). There are no compelling arguments of theology
or documentary history to show that the Oration is pre-Nicene. The
historical allusions to Licinius suggest that it was given in a large
city shortly after the victory of Constantine in 324; the later in
date the Oration is reckoned to be, the less contemporary and less
credible these allusions become. On the other hand, Eusebius' portrait
of Constantine as a diligent student and orator (v.C.4.29), although
it is not necessarily placed chronologically, fits better into the
later part of Constantine's reign. The period after Nicaea would
perhaps have given Constantine more leisure to pursue study; but this
does not preclude him studying and writing well before then (compare
v.C.1.32). On balance, the most likely date for the Oration is Easter
325 at Nicomedia, although 327-8 at Nicomedia are also possibilities;
a date after 329 is unlikely because a reference to Constantinople
would probably have been included, and the historical events alluded
to would not have been current enough to mention. A date just prior
to Nicaea would allow Constantine to see the church as united, compared
to paganism (189.2), before he had realised the full extent of ecclesi-
astical disunity -- although this may be propaganda rather than truth.
A plausible historical context for the Oration can be outlined
thus. Constantine has united the empire, liberated the East, and
taken up residence in the imperial capital of Nicomedia, returning to
the city he left nearly twenty years before. At Easter, 18 April 325,
he marks his first celebration of the festival with the church in the
East as their emperor by giving an oration to the Christians in that
city, maintaining uncompromisingly his identification with Christianity
over against paganism, and showing how prophecy and his own mission
have proved the triumph of Cod. The Oration is not so much the propa-
ganda of an aspiring conqueror as the self-confident affirmation of a




ture in the service of apologetic as well as appreciating the testi-
monies of the martyrs. This contextualisation of the Oration cannot
be certain, but it answers many of the historical problems the Oration
contains; and it is interesting to note that apart from Rome, Nicomedia
is the only imperial city which the Orator names (190.24). In any
case, the view that Constantine spoke the Oration in Greek makes it
more likely that it was first delivered after 324; and there is no
reason why it should not have been written just before, or soon after,
Nicaea. It is certainly possible to maintain that a coherent his-
torical context can be found for the delivery of the Oration by
Constantine.
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Our inquiry into the Oration has been set against a background of
diverse scholarly opinions about its nature, with it being seen as
anything from a thoroughgoing forgery to a genuine work of Constantine.
The majority of scholars have admitted that there is some Constantinian
material in the Oration, but have accepted that it has undergone some
degree of independent revision, making it an unreliable source for
Constantine's own thinking. Even Schwartz (1909/1427) and Kurfess
(1919-20/79, quoting Harnack 1904/116f.), who argued most strongly for
an original Latin oration, accepted that there had been some degree of
editing in its composition, meaning that particular words or ideas in
the Oration could be non-Constantinian, possibly due to the translation
into Greek (see above 11.4.9.4.2). Our analysis of the Oration goes
further than previous scholars in regarding it as being as much a
trustworthy source for Constantine's own ideas as are his letters, on
the basis of the following major conclusions.
1.1: Eclogue
The commentary on Virgil's Fourth Eclogue was written in Latin on
the Latin verses. It forms a coherent whole with its context, which
implies that the whole Oration was written initially in Latin. The
translation into Greek was relatively literal, but included as adorn-
ment some well-known classical words or phrases, particularly in the
verses, which were translated separately in a Homeric style.
1.2: Sources
The inquiry into possible parallels with Lactantius, Eusebius and
other writers concluded that the Orator was not directly dependent on
any known sources apart from Virgil's Eclogue and the Sibylline acro-
stic, his use of which is not in any case paralleled closely in other
literature. The similarities that exist between the Oration and other
works suggest a similarity of context and a use of comnon ideas which
fits well into what is known of the early fourth century.
1.3: Form
Compared with Eusebius' orations, the Oration is overall a relat-
ively prosaic composition, lightened with some literary phrases and
themes, but with remarkably little in the way of hyperbole and ornate
language. The translators confined themselves to the occasional
beautification of phraseology, and did not attempt to make the style
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of the original more colourful. The use of ita to translate filius
is coherent with rhetorical practice in the era of Constantine.
1.4: Philosophy
The interpretation of Plato in the Oration implies the use of a
compendium; philosophical commonplaces are utilised in a naively
rational way, and some Platonic phrases were added by the translator.
The use of Plato, and the stance of the Orator towards philosophy, is
consistent with the document having been written by an amateur philo-
8opher in the milieu of early fourth century apologetic.
1.5: Apologetic
The Oration was delivered to a Christian audience at Easter. The
Orator was concerned with particular questions of practical apologetic,
and spoke on more of a popular than an intellectual level. The person-
al history of the Orator, as well as the history of Christianity, was
brought into the service of apologetic. The Orator was furnishing
Christians with apologetic material rather than engaging in sustained
public debate with paganism.
1.6: Constantinian documents
Analysis of Constantine's letters and orations suggests that he
could have written the Oration. Differences between them and the
Oration can be accounted for, without recourse to the thesis of a
reviser. There are verbal similarities, and apart from a general com-
patibility of ideas and approach there are particular themes common to
Constantine's documents and the Oration which argue for the identific-
ation of the Orator as Constantine.
1.7: History
The status of the Orator as amateur philosopher and theologian
with a strong sense of his own calling fits with what is known of the
history and education of Constantine. The Oration can be fitted into
the historical period around the time of Nicaea, possibly as exactly
as Easter 325. The evidence of Eusebius suggests that, as with his
other orations and at least some of his letters, Constantine composed
the Oration in Latin and had it translated into Greek by specially





N.H.Baynes (1931/56) regarded the Oration as only partly Constan-
tinian, and concluded that 'the student of Christian apologetic must
give to the Oratio prolonged consideration; the student of Constan-
tine's personal convictions must exercise self-denial.' The argument
of our thesis has concluded that this assessment is too pessimistic:
the Oration is fully the work of Constantine, in so far as any ancient
documents are the work of their authors, i.e. it has quite probably
been prepared with secretarial help but is as a whole the emperor's
own words and thoughts. The conclu8ion that Constantine delivered the
speech in Greek means that the document we now possess can be seen as
a first-hand, not second-hand, source for the history of Constantine;
he spoke and meant these particular words, and they bear the stamp of
their author. It is our conclusion that the most rounded picture of
Constantine which we can obtain requires a full assessment of the
Oration, which alone among the Constantinian documents gives an extend-
ed insight into the religious convictions of the emperor.
2. IMPLICATIONS
A full assessment of the implications of the acceptance of the
Oration as fully the work of Constantine falls outside the scope of
this thesis. There are however some implications of direct relevance
to recent scholarship which it is worth noting.
2.1: Constantine and history
The Oration, as Barnes has noted (see above VII.2.3.3), offers
evidence that Constantine had been on campaign with Galerius in Mesopo-
tamia in addition to his expedition with Diocletian to Egypt; it also
confirms his presence in Nicomedia in 303, and offers us his own
insight into Diocletian's life (Or.190.19-29). It confirms the picture
given by Eusebius that Constantine was both student and author of
religious tracts and orations, a picture supported by Barnes (1981/74)
but denied by many previous scholars (e.g.Jones 1948/79 described him
as 'simple-minded'), a picture which affects the assessment of his
attitude towards Christian and pagan religion. Our assessment of
Constantine's apologetic as popular rather than philosophical suggests
however that Barnes goes too far in finding speculative connections
between Constantine and Middle Platonism. Constantine's mind was
strong and active, but his philosophical and theological gleanings
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were un8upported by a systematic and coherent intellectual groundwork,
as for example his speculations on the religious implications of
Virgil's Eclogue went far beyond those of more theologically trained
writers. The nature of the Oration as possibly one apologetic sermon
among many others urges caution in accepting the view of Baynes (1931/
56) that it was a sermon specially adapted for use in the controversy
against paganism, or of Barnes (1981/75) that it was a political mani-
festo: Barnes' dating of the Oration has affected his interpretation
of Constantine's attitudes before 324, which may not have been quite
so confident if the Oration was written after Licinius' defeat.
A major implication of our thesis is that the Council of Nicaea
has been erroneously interpreted as a watershed for the theology of
Constantine, as the pre-Nicene dating of the Oration on dogmatic
rather than historical grounds has done. Examination of the theology
of Constantine rather suggests that, although he saw Nicaea as having
fixed a theological standard for the unity of the church (compare his
letter to Alexander,Op.3,32), its theology was a standard to be sub-
mitted to rather than an expression of his own beliefs, which were
expressed in looser and more ambiguous language. The theology of the
Oration is consistent with that of the post-Nicene Constantine, and
the emperor's religious expression was not affected by Nicene termin-
ology. Rather than Eusebius (in ep.Caes.) or Anus (to Constantine,
Soc.h.e.1.26) being 'dishonest' and 'evasive' (so Keresztes 1981/131,
143) in submitting to the standard of Nicaea, they were fully in
accord with the policy of Constantine (compare Barnes 1981/225ff.).
It is incorrect to say that Constantine was zealous for orthodoxy
rather than unity (so Keresztes 1981/135), just as it is wrong to
state that Constantine cared for unity and not at all for theological
truth (so Kee 1982/113).
2.2: Constantine and Christianity
Four recent books on Constantine interpret his Christian allegiance
in different ways. Drake (1976) holds that Constantine was a Christian
in his private life but kept to an eirenic and ambiguous official
policy in order to promote religious and political harmony among his
subjects. Keresztes (1981) regards the emperor as a zealous champion
of orthodoxy, while Kee (1982) sees him as committed to a debased form
of Christianity in which Christ played no part (p.15), using the insti-
tutional church for his own political advantage. Barne8 (1981) views
Constantine as having been sympathetic to Christianity from his youth,
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and his conversion experience in 312 as the source of his sense of
mission on behalf of the Christian God (pp.43,275); he does not however
give much insight into Constantine's psychological motivation or the
quality of his conviction.
The Oration as a whole implies that both Kee and Keresztes are too
extreme: Constantine followed Christ, but had his own ideas, which
were in conformity with the Christianity of his time, but which cannot
without anachronism be described as orthodox. There are three further
points in the Oration which have particular implications for the
religious history of Constantine.
2.2.1: Martyrs The stress laid in the writings of Constantine as well
as the Oration on the witness of the martyrs (see above VI.8.3), and
the testimony of Constantine in chapter twenty-two to his own experi-
ence of Christians being persecuted, suggests that the martyrs of the
Diocletian persecution had impressed him with their steadfast trust in
the Christian God. That is not to say that Constantine was already
'Christian'; but to view his 'conversion' as intellectual or superstit-
ious (compare e.g.J.R.Palanque, quoted in Eadie 1971166ff.) is to
ignore unjustifiably his prior experience.
2.2.2: Revelation The revelation of God to Constantine (Or.166.3-15)
is not simply an allusion to the 'conversion' of 312, as Barnes sugg-
ests (1981/75): rather, it refers to Constantine's religious growth,
of which the vision in 312 was one component. It fits together with
the testimony of the letter to the Orientals (v.C.2.28f.) to give the
picture of Constantine looking back on his experience to see the hand
of God leading him on. The experience of 312 was not so much of
'conversion' as of 'inspiration' (so Drake 1976/74); but, against
Drake, it was no chance event, but a public avowal coming out of a
religious experience which had been many years in the making. Keresz-
tes is mistaken in beginning his account of Constantine in 312 as
though nothing had gone before, and (1981/182) in regarding the events
of 312 as a conversion from paganism to Christianity; just as Kee
(1982/13ff.) wrongly sees it as a calculated rational exchange of
divine patronage with no internal religious motivation.
2.2.3: Victory The public step of adopting a Christian symbol before
the battle of the Milvian Bridge was confirmed by the victory that
followed. Barnes (1981/43), while fudging the question of Constan-
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tine's vision, rightly points to the importance of that victory for
Constantine's Christian conviction. J.Vogt (quoted in Eadie 1971/101)
emphasised the aspect of 'trial by victory' without balancing it with
Constantine's own religious experience: the Oration however (175.26-
176.15,192.18-22) does confirm that Constantine saw Cod as the giver
of victory, and that in his religious experience the theology of
victory played a substantial part.
The Oration of Constantine presents a picture of a man who was in-
terested in theology and philosophy, but no intellectual; a man concer-
ned with practical and particular issues of religious adherence; a man
for whom personal religious career and religion were inextricably
entwined with the well-being of the state and the right worship of
God. The implications of the Constantinian authorship of the Oration
are unlikely to lead to a radically new picture of the character of
the emperor; but they should enable us to define more exactly what can






1. A.Kee (1982/79-87) has, since Barnes, produced an independent ass-
essment of the Oration concluding that it is only partly authentic.
His analysis is however defective: he assumes a division between
chapters twenty-one and twenty-two, and excises the name of Christ
at the end of the Oration, both without any authority save his own
presuppositions about what Constantine could have written, as he
partly admits (pp.83,85f.). His exposition of the contents of the
Oration is superficial, shown by his comments on chapter ten, and
his surprising omission of the autobiographical references in chap-
ter sixteen (pp.82f.). He shows no awareness of the critical
debates on the Oration, appealing only to Heikel and Baynes. His
assessment of the Oration is thus left on one side as being too
superficial to form a serious contribution to our study.
Chapter II
1. Verses 38-41,28-30,42-5,21-2.
2. Compare the numerous quotations of the Sibyl in inst., e.g.7.23.
3. Kurfess (1920/92) quotes examples: e.g.v.55 iXjev (but see below
4.9.2), v.59 &veEtaL. See also Boihuis 1950/80, e.g.v.4O orjlctL..
4. Kurfess (1936c/275f.) gives quotations of oitapto 3at
in the Sibylline Oracles, suggesting it was a well-known phrase; it
comes in Od.9.123, and XfoLo\ xfp occurs in 11.2.851,16.554.
5. Compare the reading cui in v.63, section 4.10.2.1.2.
6. Compare Or.ch.4 on the corruptibility of the gods.
7. Compare PGL art.&vfiw B.1.
8. Compare the conclusion of Hartmann (1902/33) that the Oration is
similar to Constantinian edicts in being a pedantically literal
translation.
Chapter III
1. Compare the different accounts of Stevenson (1957/661-7) and Barnes
(1981/13f.); also Barnes' earlier comments (1973/40).
2. There are only eight major words in common between Constantine's
quotation and Orac.Sib.3.323-33.




4. E.g. quotations in Ps.-Justin coh.Gr.16;Athenag.leg.30.1;Theoph.
Autol.2.3,31,36;Tert.ad_nat.2.12.36; allusions in Or.Cels_.5.61 ,7.53;
Tert.de Pallio 2.3. Clement has seventeen quotations in paed.,
prot. and str.
5. See above 3.1.5: Pfttisch (1908/75) agrees with Kurfess that there
is some dependence here.
6. Thus Orac.Sib.9.17f. promises revelations through acrostics, and
Augustine indulges in allegorical interpretations of the acrostic
form (civ.dei 18.23).
7. 'yevcc in Orac.Sib. bears the meaning 'generation' or 'race', not
era'.
Chapter IV
1. Grant (1980/164) says this was in 296, while Barnes (1981/266) says
it was in 301/2.
2. They are to a wider group than Eusebius alone (v.C.2.46,3.52f.), or
concern matters of ecclesiastical business (v.C.3.61,4.36); the
only other letter (v.C.4.35) represents a polite reply to an unsol-
icited book dedicated to the emperor by Eusebius.
3. E.g. Aristides, Tatian, Arnobius, Lactantius, and even Eusebius
(laus 13.1-14).
4. Barnes (1977/343ff.) doubts Drake's identification, but his alter-
native view still accepts that laus 11-18 was delivered as one
oration.
5. Wendland (1902/230n.4) asserts that this was a common Stoic phrase.
6. Possibly Porphyry or Hierocles: see Crafer (1919/xiv).
7. So ch.3 on the theology of generation; ch.9 on Plato; ch.1O mocking
the poets; ch.11 on Christ; chs.17-21 on witnesses to Christ; ch.23
on the moral order of Christianity; chs.24f. on the witness of
history.
8. E.g.chs.11 and 15 on the Incarnation.
9. E.g.3.42.1,p.101.14, and 3.46.l,p.lO3.8, where Constantine is the
u6ç of Helen and his sons are ciôc.
10. Puer was also used of grown men, but we have no examples of its
application to the royal family in this way: see Barnes (1982/
41n. 55).
Chapter V
1. Barnes assumes an early fourth century date for Calcidius, while




2. it6XcjioL xat...ji cit. also occurs in James 4.1: for classical para-
ilels compare Dibelius (1976/215f.).
3. Statements in this chapter about Plato's use of words are based on
the evidence in Brandwood.
4. (1902/in bc.); he gives the reference as being to Or.165.1O, which
must be due to an error.
5. Compare Ogilvie (1978/81) on this being part of Middle Platonic
mythology.
6. Compare Athanasius (or.1.29,PG 26.73A) who says that if the begot-
ten were not always with the Father, then his oóaCci would be
defective in perfection.
7. As a general letter to the church: Kurfess (1950/165); as propaganda
against Licinius: Piganiol (1932/372), Barnes (1981/73ff.); as pro-
paganda against the pagans: Wendland (1902/230), Baynes (1931/56).
8. Eusebius refers to other discourses in v.C.4.29,55; the differences
between the orations described in 4.29 and the Oration suggest that
he was not simply making a general statement on the basis of the
one oration he possessed (see above IV.2.1.1).
9. Kraft (1955/102) thought that Latin was used because the speech was
an official act of state; but Nicaea was an ecclesiastical rather
than a state occasion.
Chapter VI
1. itcivta6uvcjioç, 2.7.l,8,2l,pp.46.7,47.19,49.18; 1tcVTa ôu\ajvoç,
2.7.1O,22,23,27,pp.48.6,49.24f. ,31,50.21; and compare 2.7.29,38,
pp.51.5,52.29f.
2. E.g. he compared v.C.4.42 with Phd.61a, when the only similarity
lies in the metaphorical use of running, which does not show any
particular connection.
3. For the justification of this and subsequent statements about Con-
stantine's use of words, see the indices at the end of Gel.h.e.
and Eus.v.C.
4. Public services (v.C.2.32,62.7); service of gain (v.C.3.60,
p.113.19).
5. See index to v.C.p.202; and compare maxime in the letter to the
African Catholics (Opt.app.IX,p.213.15).
6. Elsewhere only in the Oration to Nicaea (Gel.h.e.2.7.5,p.47.1),




7. The analogy is prominent in the section of 'Constantinian' testi-
mony in chapter eleven, which reinforces the case for Constantine
being the author.
8. Although Stead (1977/136) interpreted Or.160.4 to mean 'all that
exists'.
9. Compare especially to yevv6v (156.14) with 'yvvcw (Op.3,27.2,
p. 58. 9f . )
10. Compare the itaO6vto of Or.184.5.
11. e.g. occasus meaning 'destruction' could have been misinterpreted
as occasio, 'cause'; see Lewis and Short art.occasio.5 and
occasus .2. C.
Chapter VII
1. Thus &OCXt1TOL (177.2) could be a mistaken translation of indomitus,
or more likely a misunderstanding of inhabitabilis: the first
yielding the sense that those cities were wasted which were once
unsubdued by the power of their gods; the second meaning that the
cities were inhabited (not uninhabited) by the gods, since all the
men had gone.
2. itappjict in the Oration and the works of Constantine usually means
'immediately', 'forthwith', and not 'suddenly'; compare e.g.
Or . 189. 24.
3. The ideas are commonplaces: thus Diocletian attacks the Manichees
(compare Barnes 1981/20) with the same charges of bringing a new
religion which rejects the gods and the customs of the ancestors.
4. Decker (1978/85) suggested that the Oration was delivered to the
Council of Antioch in 325: this dating was based on an erroneous
interpretation of the theology of the Oration as pre-Nicene, and
there is no evidence that Constantine was in Antioch for the
council, or that he saw that city as particularly important; nor
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2. PRIMARY SOURCES
2.1: Constantinian Documents
(Given in approximate order of date; the last two are of unknown date.)
Title	 Source	 English Translation
to Anullinus	 Eus.h.e.1O.5.l5ff.	 CN 10
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to the Synod of Arles	 Opt.app.V	 CN 20
to Probianus	 Aug.ep.88.4	 CN 21
Summons to the Donatists	 Oot.ai.VI	 CN 22
Donatist Pass
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to Alexander and Anus
Opt. app . VIII
Opt.app.VII
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Edict against the heretics
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